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Shots has added a new brand to their portfolio: Wicked Sensual

Care. EAN was curious to learn how this distribution deal came

about and which expectations both parties have concerning

their new partnership, so we asked Oscar Heijnen and Steve Oren-

stein for an interview.

What is happening in the market right now? How will it develop

in the future? EAN asked Eric Kalén to answer these questions,

and he did so honestly, thoughtfully, and without glossing things

over in our highly interesting interview.

Lucio Majelli, eCommerce Specialist at MSX, is happy to work in the erotic

industry. His previous job as head of marketing in the automobile indus-

try was too stressful, and so one day, he decided that it was time for

a change – which is great for EAN because this way, we had the

opportunity to pelt him with questions in our “Monthly Mayhem”.

a2z europe offers the entire range of US top brand Topco in

Europe. Creating a new company to focus on the distribution of

only one brand is unheard of in the erotic industry, but Helen

Clyne, Sales Manager at a2z, explains why it makes sense.

In our EAN interview, Mauro Tarter presents Dolce & Piccante, a

new brand from Italy whose luxurious butt plugs only just had their

premiere at eroFame. Among other things, he tells us about the

plans to add more products to the brand in the near future.
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C O N T E N T

Marnie Simpson, star of an MTV reality show, is the new face of Love-

honey Lingerie. Gemma Pestel, Lovehoney’s Apparel Category Ma-

nager, and Heather Mercer, the company’s Lingerie Designer, tell us

more about the new brand ambassador.

Puma Swede is Swedens best-known porn actress, and she used her

fame to help Daniel Amneklev, the head of Intima Svenska, to turn the

anniversary of his retail store in the city of Norrköping into something

very special.
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Uden,  The Nether lands -  a2z europe B.V.  i s  proud to an-

nounce that,  as of September 1st 2015, the company has

entered into a par tnership with Topco Sales, result ing in a2z

Europe being the exclusive wholesaler to Europe of Topco’s

ful l  l ine of products.

a2z is the exclusive distributor of
all Topco products for Europe

The agreement

between the companies

is a first of its kind, as a European dis-

tributor will be representing Topco

Sales, only. “We are very excited at

this opportunity to work with a2z

Europe,” says Valentino Tolman, Inter-

national Sales Director for Topco.

“What make this deal unique is that

a2z Europe, a distributor, is devoting

100% of its marketing and sales staff

to promote and sell Topco Sales pro-

ducts.” “Entering into an agreement

with Topco Sales to become their Eu-

ropean Hub was a natural progres-

sion from the cooperation of a2z-ser-

vices, Krefeld, Germany, with Topco

over the last 2 ye-

ars”, says Helen Clyne, Sales

Director of a2z europe. The launch

of a2z europe and its cooperation

with Topco Sales will be accompa-

nied by the release of the brand new

Topco 2015 catalogue. a2z europe

B.V. was founded for this partnership

with Topco Sales, and it’s European

team consists of a group of European

adult industry veterans. With its euro-

pean headquarters in Uden, The Net-

herlands, the company will be able

to maximize its customer service by

stocking product to be able to fulfill

all incoming orders, invoice in Euros,

and offer minimal delivery times.

European hub for Topco

N E W S

letter

from the editor

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 1 / 2 0 1 5

When eroFame ended on the

 afternoon of October 9, I was

 probably not the only one who

breathed a sigh of relief. A  three-

day trade show is pretty exhaus-

ting, no doubt about that – for the

exhibitors as well as for the visitors.

But even though I spent most of

my waking hours on the

 fairgrounds on all three days, there

wasn’t enough time to take a

close look at all the products that

were on display at the 204 stands

at this year’s b2b convention.

These products definitely deserve

more than just a short once-over,

and although many products were

similar to one another, there were

also lots of real innovations and

surprises for the 2,800+ visitors to

discover and admire.

Ultimately, such trade shows are a

microcosm where, for a short

amount of time, distances shrink

and contact becomes more per-

sonal than it ever could on the in-

ternet. At eroFame, it’s only five me-

tres from an American exhibitor to

a Dutch wholesaler. This opportunity

for direct communication alone

makes three intense days in Hano-

ver worth the while. In spite of all

the products, brands, and compa-

nies, this industry is about people

at the end of day, and often, five

minutes of direct, personal conver-

sation can be more enlightening

than a hundred e-mails.

That's it for this month!

Randolph Heil 

Dear Ladies and
Gentlemen,

Helen Clyne can be contacted

at helenclyne@a2zeurope.com

EAN_11-15_06-39_Edi_News_Layout 1  29.10.15  16:40  Seite 1
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“The product videos of OhMiBod are in our top 3

most viewed product video’s on our YouTube

 channel”,Head of Purchasing Elcke Wieffering adds, “our

customers love the OhMiBod products and innovations.

We are looking forward to introduce them to the blue-

Motion NEX/2”. blueMotion NEX/2 can be controlled over

the internet by downloading the app for free. It has an

Oh-dometer which tracks orgasms. It is made of  

body-friendly material and has a rechargeable battery

for up to 2 hours of

 pleasure and 7 integrated

manual mode patterns.

The blueMotion NEX/2 is

perfect for couple’s use

with 10 meters wireless

range. OhMiBod’s NEX/2 is

backed with 1 year manufacturer’s warranty and includes

a privacy pouch and USB charging cable.

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Eropar tner is now stocking the blueMotion NEX|2 by OhMiBod: a

Bluetooth App controlled G-spot massager. OhMiBod’s technology allows users to connect to

and control massagers via Bluetooth and Wi-Fi, and is available for Android and iOS  devices.

Bluetooth App controlled G-spot massager

Eropartner Distribution now offering
OhMiBod's  blueMotion Nex/2

Almere, The Netherlands – Great news for fans of

Bathmate: Scala Playhouse now stocks the brand

new Hydromax X20 model. This new pump is

 compacter in size, catering to a new group of

 consumers with a penis-length between 3.5 and 6

 inches. The Bathmate Hydromax X20 might be slightly

smaller than its famous counterparts the Hercules and

X30, and X40 models; it still has the classic pumping

power and innovative features as other Bathmate pro-

ducts. A new metric and imperial guidance scale will

now provide your consumers with a better visual viewing

area, while the vacuum tube now has extra texturing to

ensure a better grip. The Bathmate Hydromax X20 is

now ready to order at Scala Playhouse in three colors:

Blue, Red and Clear. Discover this innovative penile-

 extender, which uses water pressure to generate natural,

lasting growth, today and

give even your less-

 endowed consumers the

option of more inches. 

Scala Playhouse gets
pumping with Bathmate

The blueMotion NEX/2 is perfect for couple’s use with

10 meters wireless range

EAN_11-15_06-39_Edi_News_Layout 1  29.10.15  10:18  Seite 2
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Kake was one of the most featured

characters in Tom of Finland’s

body of work and epitomized the ul-

timate Tom of Finland man: hyper-

masculine, proudly uninhibited, and

hung with an enormous and perfectly

proportioned penis enjoyed by men

around the world. To bring this famous

unit to life, the XR Brands team had a

sculptor transform the 2-dimensional

image into a 3-dimen-

sional dildo – giving fans the chance

to enjoy Kake’s beautiful cock in a

brand new way. “The Kake Cock has

been the most talked-about piece

from Tom of Finland Pleasure Tools

and anticipation of its official release

has been growing ever since custo-

mers got a first-hand look at this sum-

mer’s recent trade show,” XR Brands

Director of Sales Rebecca Weinberg

said. “We worked hand-in-hand with

the Tom of Finland Foundation to

make sure this rendition of Kake’s cock

was perfect and in line with what Tom

himself would have wanted, and we

are all so proud of the result.” The Kake

Cock is made of solid silver-toned sili-

cone and packaged in an impressive

acrylic display box with a copy of the

Tom of Finland print from which it was

sculpted. “Many of our customers

consider the Kake Cock to be a work

of art in and of itself, and we wanted

to create a corresponding display

and package that directly reflects

Tom’s aesthetic,” Weinberg said. “The

Kake Cock, as well as the rest of the

line’s intricately-crafted items, was in-

spired by the sexual freedom captu-

red in Tom of Finland’s work and XR

Brands is proud to help spread his im-

portant message through the crea-

tion of Tom of Finland Pleasure Tools.”

XR Brands proudly debuts Tom of Finland
show-stopper ‘Kake Cock’

Huntington Beach, USA – XR Brands is  proud to announce that the Kake Cock, the show-

stopper piece from the recent Tom of Finland Pleasure Tools launch, is  off icial ly avai lable

and ready to ship. This s ignature sol id s i l icone di ldo is  a hand-sculpted repl ica of Kake’s

penis,  one of the largest ever penci led by famous ar t is t  Tom of Finland, and gives fans a

one-of-a-kind col lector ’s  piece that can be enjoyed as an interactive piece of erot ic ar t .  

Solid silicone dildo hand-sculpted from erotic artist’s most famous drawings

Wimbourne, Eng-

land - Zolo are

pros when it comes to amping up solo

pleasure and ABS Holdings is proud to

be stocking two of their innovative new

ranges, Zolo Twist and Zolo Stax. Zolo

Twist features a range of textures and

is a reusable, adjustable sleeve that

enhances the solo pleasure. This range

gives him incredible feeling and is

great for powering up solo play or for

adding to couples pleasure. As the

name suggests, the Zolo Twist works by

twisting, and then is easily opened up

and washed for repeat play. User can

indulge in an Anaconda texture or a

Cobra texture! Zolo Stax features inter-

changeable textures as well as an ad-

justable length for a great fit. Multiple

textures allow the user to indulge in

multiple sensations for an amazing re-

sult. Zolo Stax can be used on their

own as a single sleeve or stacked up

in multiples for even more intensity. 

Zolo Stax and Twists

The Kake Cock is made of solid silver-toned silicone

and packaged in an impressive acrylic display box 

Zolo - Solo pleasure at its best 
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Almere, The Netherlands - Scala Playhouse is

very proud of the two Erotix Awards they have

won at the recent eroFame 2015 in Hannover,

Germany. Scala Playhouse’s own in-house linge-

rie brand Besired scored the award for ‘Best Lin-

gerie Line’, while the LUZ by TOYJOY Lovelight

collection was granted the honor in the category

‘Best New Product Line’ in the toys category.

Scala Playhouse wins
big at eroFame 

Besired, Scala Playhouse’s in-house lingerie brand, caters

to a wide variety of styles; offering different designs for

every body shape and size. The Erotix Awards for ‘Best New

Product Line’ was granted to LUZ by TOYJOY: Scala Playhouse’s

latest TOYJOY brand-extension. All the pleasure providers in

the range are USB-rechargeable and feature a chic multi-

colored LED ambiance light. Scala Playhouse wants to thank

EAN, eroFame and all the Scala Playhouse stand visitors for

the positive feedback both brands received during the recent

eroFame and hopes to have inspired retailers to extend their

assortment with these collections.

Flensburg, Germany - This world first is a sensation: the wo-

manizer is uncomplicated, easy to use and makes wo-

men´s dreams come true! The love toy innovation has now

been awarded the “Product of the Year” award at the ero-

Fame 2015. The womanizer is an innovation in the whole of

the erotic pleasure-givers range because it provides (multiple)

orgasms without touching the clitoris! The principle is extremely

simple: the sucking of the clitoris, and the stimulation from

precisely controlled pulsating pressure waves, trigger the or-

gasm. It is not only the long wait for the climax that is now in

the past but also the over-

stimulation of the clitoris

that went with it because

what isn't touched can´t

be overstimulated. 

Awards for Besired & LUZ by TOYJOY

The womanizer has won the
“Product of the Year” award 

EAN_11-15_06-39_Edi_News_Layout 1  29.10.15  16:41  Seite 4
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“We are very excited about win-

ning two Erotix awards. We

could have never done it without our

whole team, especially our

 colleagues at the warehouse who

take care of the handling and

 preparing of the many orders”, com-

ments Commercial Director of Ero-

partner Distribution Chris Bakker. “We

recently moved to a new building with

more floor space and are working on

streamlining our logistics even more,

and offering even better customer

service and support for the brands in

our  assortment”. “It’s a great challenge

to handle the many orders every day.

It is a crucial part of the Eropartner Dis-

tribution to ship all orders correctly and

in a timely manner. Winning the 215

Erotix Award for Best Logistics definitely

gives us the extra energy and motiva-

tion to keep that up “, adds Justyna

Szarvasi, Warehouse Manager at Ero-

partner Distribution.  

Eropartner Distribution wins
two Erotix Awards 2015 

Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  Af ter winning the Sign Award

for Best European Company of the year 2015, Eropar tner

Dist r ibut ion has been announced as the winner of two Erot ix

Awards, for ‘Dist r ibutor of the Year’  and ‘Best Logist ics’ .  

Distributor of the Year & Best Logistics

Los Angeles,

USA – The

Screaming O has

introduced GO Stix Vibrating Rings, the

most powerful disposable vibrating

rings with a super-slim motor. Made

of non-porous ABS encased in body-

safe SEBS, these portable love rings

feature a uniquely tall vertical motor

that can easily be adjusted for perfect

positioning and better stimulation. And

buzzing at a whopping 13,500 RPM,

GO Stix Vibrating Rings are convenient

AND powerful for pleasure on the GO!

GO Stix Vibrating Rings are the latest

of The Screaming O’s famous porta-

ble and disposable sex toy series, of-

fering people of all lifestyles the per-

fect powerful mini vibe for any occa-

sion. Its lightweight and skinny motor

is strategically positioned vertically for

full coverage of the clitoris’ most sen-

sitive areas, and when flipped upside

down, the GO Stix Vibrating Ring can

target the perineum with ease. With

just a finger, users can maneuver the

motor to the left, right, or up against

the body to adjust firmness and pla-

cement, hitting the right spot without

interruption. But don’t be fooled by

their bright colors and compact size

– GO Stix Vibrating Rings pack a

powerful 13,500 RPM mini motor in

their tiny shape, making them one of

the strongest stimulating rings small

enough to fit in a pocket!

“GO Stix Vibrating Rings are the cou-

ples-focused counterpart to our new

GO Stix mini vibes, all part of our po-

pular disposable series now famous

among retailers around the world,”

The Screaming O Account Executive

Conde Aumann said. “GO Stix Vibra-

ting Rings combine the function of a

penis ring with a quiet-yet-powerful

vertical motor to give couples a dis-

posable option with a bit more

oomph than they might be used to.

And in a pinch, the super-slim motor

can be removed from its SEBS sleeve

for an instant clitoral stimulator that

packs a punch!” GO Stix Vibrating

Rings are made of water-resistant ABS

plastic with a body-safe SEBS sleeve.

The Screaming O debuts new ‘GO Stix’
 Vibrating Rings with super-slim motors

Happy winners:

Chris Bakker and Sjerk Wieffering
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Every month a trip to a European capital city is

being given away. This competition is for all the

customers who have registered at www.orion-whole-

sale.com/30anniversary. The first winner was recently

picked out of the approximate 400 participants by

Pia and announced during the eroFame in Hannover

at the ORION stand. The winner was Povilas Klusaitis

from Lithuania from JSC Interversus UAB. Povilas and

a person of his choice can now look forward to a

weekend away in Berlin – including the flights, two

nights in a hotel and a few other extras. A weekend

trip to London is being given away in October – so

carry on taking part in the competition at www.orion-

wholesale.com/30anniversary!

“Celebrate. Pack Your  Suitcase” -
The first winner has been picked!

F lensburg,  Germany -  OR ION Wholesa le  has  had 30 years  o f

 success  in  the indus t r y  and i s  one of  the most  success fu l  e rot ic

wholesa le  companies  in  Europe.  The F lensburg erot ic  specia l i s t

i s  ce lebrat ing th i s  f rom September  2015 to  Februar y  2016 wi th

the  compet i t ion  “Ce lebra te .  Pack  Your  Su i tcase” .  Th i s  compet i t ion  i s  to  thank  the i r

 cus tomers  fo r  many years  o f  loyal ty  and a good bus iness  re lat ionsh ip.  

30 years of ORION Wholesale
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“The eroFame show provides a

great opportunity for Jimmy-

jane to connect with our European

customers. Everyone was extremely

excited to see and feel in-person

how strong, yet quiet, our FORM 1

Wearable Vibrator is. We also recei-

ved incredible feedback on the Sir

Richard’s line.  Many customers felt

the body-safe condoms were hitting

on a missing niche, and it further

reinforced the need for us to bring

them to the European market,” state

Robert Rheaume, President of Jim-

myjane. Attendees were ecstatic to

see FORM 1, the newest addition to

the award-winning line of FORM Wa-

terproof Rechargeable Vibrators.

The FORM 1 is the world’s most com-

pact, powerful, yet quiet wearable

vibrator, which is controlled by a

Bluetooth certified FLIRT remote.

Jimmyjane was also pleased to un-

veil the FORM 8 Waterproof Rechar-

geable Vibrator the world’s first Rab-

bit with three motors, and a flexible

neck. Launching in November, the

FORM 8 combines two of Jimmyja-

ne’s best selling designs, the FORM

2 and FORM 6, into one powerful

Rabbit-style vibrator.

For many European customers, the

Jimmyjane booth provided the first

introduction to Sir Richard’s Condom

Company, the newest addition to

the Diamond Products family of

brands.  The Sir Richard’s mission of

bringing a “better condom” to the

market, which is free of spermicide,

glycerin, parabens and petroche-

micals, resonated with European

customers. Sir Richard’s Condom

Company, which already meets all

European standards and certificati-

ons, is planning to expand to multi-

language packaging in 2016 as

part of their worldwide expansion.

Jimmyjane wows eroFame 2015 with
new FORM vibrator introductions

San Francisco, USA – Jimmyjane unveiled their two newest

 innovations, to the delight of international customers, at the

eroFame 2015 show this week in Hanover, Germany. In  addition

to the two new product introductions, the FORM 1 and FORM 8

Vibrators, Jimmyjane also shared their modern, boutique-like

booth with sister brand, Sir Richard’s Condom Company.

FORM 1 & FORM 8

Zwaagdijk, The

Netherlands -

Eropartner Distribu-

tion is now distribu-

ting the Clone-a-

Willy + Plus Balls kit.

With this kit you

can now copy any penis AND balls

to create an exact vibrating silicone

replica! Each Clone-A-Willy + Balls kit

comes with an 100% body-safe al-

gae-based moulding powder and a

specially designed moulding contai-

ner that makes the process remarka-

bly easy. The kit also comes with state

of the art 100% platinum-cured sili-

cone; a medically tested, body-safe

material that is designed to catch

even the tiniest of detail. “Each kit co-

mes with an extra bag of moulding

powder and the packaging is very

modern and sleek”, adds Elcke WIef-

fering, Head of Purchasing at Eropart-

ner Distribution. “ And with the adju-

stable Speed Bullet Vibrator we are

confident that this kit will be a hit with

our customers”. Sold all over the world,

Clone-A-Willy has been evaluated

and praised by national and interna-

tional news outlets, blogs, television

shows. “Adding testicles to our kit not

only contributes to the pleasure and

 stimulation of the dildo, but greatly in-

creases the realistic nature of the final

product”, explains a company repre-

sentative.

Eropartner now shipping Clone-A-Willy + Plus Balls Kit

Sandra van Looij (Jimmyjane) with

Tarja and Tapio Ruppa (AntiShop, Finland) 
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With the IRONMAN product, the series is closing a gap

in the market, namely that of men who have pro-

blems with premature ejaculation. Treating the male sex

organ with IRONMAN can help in more ways than just pre-

venting premature ejaculation. Finally, thanks to the IRON-

MAN Spray, men can prolong lovemaking and intensify

the experience; they have the option of experiencing cli-

max in conjunction with their partner. Thanks to high-quality

ingredients, just two or three bursts of the spray can increase

male sexual performance in a natural way. Furthermore,

the spray nurtures

the best part of a

man, making it

supple. IRONMAN

Intimate Care

Spray is available

in an attractive 30

ml spray bottle with outer packaging. The packaging builds

confidence, and the association with the popular and

well-known EROpharm range is recognisable. 

New: EROpharm IRONMAN

Hanover, Germany - The new IRONMAN Intimate Care Spray can ensure greater endurance, vi-

tality and strength during lovemaking. The EROpharm range from the house of JOYDIVISION is

known for high-quality, over-the-counter sexual formulations. 

Intimate care spray allows men to stay the course

Thanks to the IRONMAN Spray, men can prolong lovemaking

and intensify the experience

EAN_11-15_06-39_Edi_News_Layout 1  29.10.15  10:18  Seite 8
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Dreamlove will be working clo-

sely with Trigg’s Ludmila Taal-

man on developing business oppor-

tunities for Wet throughout

Europe.   She says that she is “looking

forward to working with the team to

create a successful collaboration

between Wet and Dreamlove.”

Ludmila is fluent in English, German,

Dutch, Spanish, and Russian. Mario

Romero, says “Dreamlove is excited

to make the Wet line of products

available to our wholesale, drop ship

and Tuppersex customers.  Wet's

products are the highest quality and

will therefore be a perfect fit for our

customers, sales professionals and

only the best customer service

team.“ Trigg Laboratories President,

Sean Smith said he “is excited to

partner with Dreamlove for the Eu-

ropean market.  The Wet Brand has

been represented in Europe for over

20 years this new partnership will

strengthen our service to those in

the sexual health market.”

Dreamlove currently services Spain,

France, Italy & Portugal.  Wet Perso-

nal Lubricants, as well as Inttimo by

Wet Aromatherapy Massage & Bath

Oil and Shave Creams, are availa-

ble through Dreamlove since begin-

ning October 2015.

Trigg Laboratories, Inc. announces distribution
partnership with International Dreamlove S.L.

Valencia, USA - Tr igg Laborator ies has s igned a dist r ibut ion agreement with wholesaler In-

ternational Dreamlove S.L. in Andalucia, Spain.  Dreamlove became a benchmark in Europe

in 2007 when they  were the f i rs t  to offer drop shipping for wholesale customers.   

Wet is steadily increasing its presence in Europe

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Ero-

partner Distribution is now offering

the Swedish designed Tickler Vibes.

“We just received the Tickler Vibes pro-

ducts and they look amazing, very

stylish packaging and great  promo-

tional sales boxes. The products really

stand out due to their bright colours

and sleek designs”, says Elcke Wieffe-

ring, Head of Purchasing

at Eropartner

Distribution. 

Eropartner is

adding the Ori-

ginal Toyfriends,

the Rocket Toyfriends,

the Ruby Rabbit, the

Bossy Double Toyfriend, the

Buddy Toyfriends, Pocket  Toy-

friends, and Trainer Toyfriends to its of-

fering. The Original Toyfriends are Tick-

lers first family of playful vibrators. Cute,

Sunny, Mystic, Bunny and Rebel Toy-

friend are quality vibrators that are

easy and fun to play with. The pro-

ducts are all quiet, energetic and

made of smooth, body-safe silicon

and come in a contemporary pa-

ckaging with a stand for storage and

display. Battery is included and the

products are ready to use.The Rockets

are Ticklers second generation of Toy-

friend vibrators. Curvy, Wavy, Cheeky

and the Starlet are silicone vibrators

with adjustable speed and different

pulsation modes, and are very quiet.

The Ruby Rabbit Toyfriend is a classic

rabbit vibrator upgraded with great

looks and equal feel at a great price.

Ruby is made in the Toyfriend body-

safe silicone and has two motors,

easy to use speed control and six dif-

ferent vibration patterns. 

The Buddy Toyfriend is an adjustable

erection holder made in smooth and

flexible silicone with one-click hold/re-

lease mechanism for easy and safe

use. The Pocket Toyfriends are availa-

ble in four different designs and made

from smooth silicone and shiny ABS.

The best part is that they fit your po-

cket. Foxy, Zany, Nice and Posh are

mini-sized vibrators for clitoral stimula-

tion: lots of power at a great price. 

Last but not least, are the Trainer Toy-

friends. These smooth and ergonomi-

cally shaped Kegel-excercisers, de-

signed for comfortable vagina

training and stimulation are great for

sexual and physical well-being. 

All Tickler Vibes are waterproof, easy

to use and are backed with a 1 year

manufacturer warranty. 

Tickler Vibes added to Eropartner Distribution’s Assortment
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With a textured silicone touch that warms quickly to

your body’s temperature, slide the thick and softly

rounded head across your body for full coverage sti-

mulation. Use the intuitive red back lit controls to cycle

through all 6 powerful functions to find the intensity and

speed that satisfies you. 

The Bgood Deluxe Curve is perfect for solo stimulation

or can easily be brought into couple’s play. The Bgood

Deluxe Curve’s natural feel and waterproof engineering

is enhanced by its

quiet and super power-

ful motor. Explore all

the ways you can experience pleasure, and feel good

about yourself. As a member of B Swish’s Deluxe Line of

personal massagers, the Bgood Deluxe Curve arrives in

sleek packaging and is available in 3 vibrant colors, in-

cluding Petal Pink, Violet and Black. A velvety pouch is

also included, perfect for storage and travel. 

B Swish’s Bgood Deluxe Curve
hits all the right spots...

Los Angeles ,  USA - The Bgood Deluxe Curve features a 7”

natura l ly  shaped head,  s i l ky  body-safe s i l icone tex tu red

 sur face and 6 power ful  functions. Powered by 2 A A A batte-

ries, the Bgood Deluxe Curve offers several hours of pleasure. 

Perfect for solo stimulation & couples play

The Bgood Deluxe Curve

features a naturally shaped head
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Following a presentation on the

history and company’s mission

and philosophy, the staff was given

specific training on each pjur for-

mula. There was also a round of

questions and the Kondomeriet

team not only asked great questi-

ons, but was enthusiastic and com-

municated their great respect and

admiration of the pjur brand. More

than thirty people attended the

event, including store managers,

employees and members of pur-

chasing, marketing and the social

media departments.

Marketing Manager

Lena Borge, Purchasing Manager

Sofie Jonsson and Managing Di-

rector Merethe Sarris were also in at-

tendance. At the end of the training,

each participant received a pjur

med bag with sachets of the new

pjur med personal lubricants and in-

formational material plus a 100ml

bottle of pjur Woman. "Kondomeriet

is a woman-oriented chain, pjur

med and pjur Woman products are

very popular in their stores”, explains

Stefan Daniel. "Product training is

most important with the vast line of

formulas offered by pjur. The em-

ployees were very happy to receive

the training and gain so much pjur

product knowledge. The free pjur

products we also much apprecia-

ted.” In addition to the successful

training, Kondomeriet is doing a

month-long promotion of pjur pro-

ducts with a 20 percent discount in

its 10 branches and is also adverti-

sing this with in-store point of sale as

well as web marketing and adverti-

sing. The pjur team is available for

product trainings and interested par-

ties should contact sales@pjur.com.

More information is available at

http://www.pjur.com/en/dealer-

gb/pjur-support.html. 

pjur Product Training
in Norway

Wasserbi l l ig,  Luxembourg -  The employees

of  the Kondomer ie t ,  a  leading re ta i le r  in

Norway, were del ighted to receive exclusive

product t raining from pjur Sales Manager Stefan Daniel.  Kondomeriet is  one of the largest

Scandinavian retai l  chains in the erot ic and l i festyle sector,  a pjur customer for many

years.  The event took place at a luxury hotel in the center of Norway's capital ,  Oslo. 

Kondomeriet

Bath, England -

 Lovehoney unvei-

led the latest in its line

of official Fifty Shades

of Grey merchandise

at eroFame conven-

tion in Hanover,

 Germany. The Official Fifty

Shades of Grey Weekend Collection

comprises 10 hand-selected pleasure

toys designed to heighten passionate

encounters. All of the items are made

from high quality silicone and are

 approved by world-renowned author

E L James. The range offers Fifty

 Shades of Grey fans the chance to

get their hands on new and exciting

merchandise from the biggest brand

in the pleasure industry. Lovehoney’s

co-owner Neal Slateford said: “We

worked closely with E L James to

create these must-have toys for any

sensual weekend away or romantic

night in. These innovative designs are

new to the market and are priced

 extremely competitively. They make

ideal gift purchases.” “The small and

sleek items are perfect for travel so

Fifty Shades fans can add that

 Christian and Anastasia spark to their

sexual scenarios anywhere in the

world. The non-threatening toys are

also great for beginners.”

Lovehoney launched Official Fifty Shades of
Grey Weekend Collection

Product training from pjur

Sales Manager Stefan Daniel
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Almere, The Netherlands – Fashio-

nable, flirty lingerie with a very at-

tractive price tag: Roxana lingerie is a

brand not to be missed at Scala Play-

house! Get ready for the holiday gift season with Roxana

and order your selection of its lingerie must-haves today.

The lingerie selection of Roxana includes many must-have

designs for women and men: ranging from naughty, play-

ful thongs for him; to seductive lingerie-sets for her. The

brand has been part of the Scala Playhouse assortment

for quite some time and has always proven to be a great

choice for retailers looking for fun, affordable and flirty lin-

gerie choices. The already great Roxana collections are

due to be extended in the coming month with various

new, sexy designs for the 21st century, fun-loving woman.

The new items in the collection, including the ready to

order seductive fish-net body stockings and a naughty

waitress costume, are sure to become best-sellers during

the upcoming holiday season. 

Get flirty with Roxana

The GO Stix is the latest of The Screaming O’s famous

portable and disposable sex toy series, offering people

of all lifestyles the perfect powerful mini vibe for any oc-

casion. Its lightweight and skinny design makes it easy to

maneuver around harder-to-reach spots and its slender

shape sends vibration directly to the tip for targeted vibra-

tion that’ll put fans over the edge. Don’t be fooled by its

bright colors and compact size – the GO Stix Vibe packs

a powerful 13,500 RPM mini motor in its tiny case, making

it one of the strongest stimulators small enough to fit in a

pocket! “Our disposables are mainstays in adult retail stores

around the world thanks to their affordable pricing and

powerful mini motors – there’s nothing else like them on

the market,” The Screaming O Account Executive Conde

Aumann said. “GO Stix are quiet and inconspicuous, ma-

king them ideal travel and anyone curious to try a vibrator

for the first time, but pack an incredible amount of power

– enough to satisfy even the most seasoned sex toy user.

Whether for an oral sex boost or unobtrusive clitoral stimu-

lation, you’ll be ready to GO anytime – and anywhere –

your craving strikes!” 

Los Angeles, USA – The Screaming O has introduced GO St ix,  the most power ful  disposable

mini v ibe on the market.  Made of non-porous ABS plast ic with a body-safe SEBS s leeve, this

por table massager is  per fect or foreplay and adding st imulat ion to any sex posit ion with

ease. And with four br ight shades to choose f rom, shoppers can enjoy color ful  and conve-

nient v ibrat ion anywhere they GO! 

Discreet & portable mini vibes boast most powerful 13,500 RPM vibration

The Screaming O debuts
new ‘GO Stix’ super-slim disposable Mini Vibes

19
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“This is the smallest version of a Fleshlight we’ve yet

to make, and everyone will be thrilled at its level of

quality and reasonable price,” said Brian Shubin, Chief

Operating Officer of ILF. “Our most compact sleeve yet

features an unobstructed exit point, and heightens the

stimulation for both couples’ oral play and masturbation.

We spent several months researching and developing

this product in response to the increasing demand of

this kind of product from our customers. We’ve taken

the male sex toy to a whole new level.” The Quickshot

comes in two colors – black and clear – and features a

dual-orifice with Fleshlight’s patented SuperSkin texture.

It features sleeves caps on both ends for convenient

storage. As Fleshlight’s most compact product, it is both

discreet and portable. The Quickshot will be available

to wholesale customers in quantities of six, which will

ship with a counter-top display that is ideal for point-of-

purchase sales.  Shubin added, “This product is going

to be a hit. The Quickshot features a low price point,

high quality materials, built-in marketing support with our

counter-top display, and the trusted Fleshlight name.

It’s the perfect grab-and-go item for brick and mortar

stores.” The Quickshot is available for wholesale orders

since end of October at www.fleshlight-

distribution.eu.The Quickshot may also be purchased

through Fleshlight’s exclusive distribution partners. 

Aust in,  USA – Interactive L i fe Forms ( ILF) ,  makers of F leshl ight brand products,  is  proud to

announce the latest addit ion to i ts  l ine of sel f-pleasure merchandise: the Quickshot.  Their

most compact s leeve yet features an unobstructed exi t  point ,  i t  wi l l  be the f i rs t  male

 masturbation device that can also be used to enhance couples '  oral play. 

The company’s most versatile and lowest priced SuperSkin product to-date

The Quickshot
by Fleshlight

London, England - British brand

Nexus has received an Erotixx

Award from EAN magazine titled

Best Boutique Collection. The

award is one of many handed

out each year at eroFame, the

largest European trade exhibition in Hanover, Germany.

“It’s so nice to be recognised for what we do, especially

by a leading voice in the industry”, says Monique Carty,

Director of Nexus.  “We have received awards before but

they have been for specific products. To receive a brand

award is a first and we are really honoured.” Nexus exhibi-

ted its full range of items at eroFame and launched its

new prostate stroker Sparta. 

EAN hails Nexus Best
Boutique Collection
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Ontario, USA - Susan Colvin, Founder and CEO

of CalExot ics,  received two of the most prest i -

gious awards at the 2015 eroFame show in Ger-

many. The Erot ix Award for Business Woman of

the Year  and the Sign Award for her L i fe’s Work

in the Industr y were presented to Colvin at the

CalExot ics booth dur ing the event.  

Colvin receives highest
accolades at eroFame

“Iam so incredibly honored to receive these awards.

Over the past 20 years my team and I have worked ti-

relessly to advance the sexual health and wellness cate-

gory, introducing products that enhance the lives of men,

women and couples. Thank you to EAN, Sign Magazine,

our customers and friends for recognizing the hard work

that it took to get us here,” says Susan Colvin.

As a dominating female figure within the industry Colvin

has won Business Woman of the Year four years in a row.

“To win once is a huge honor, to win four times in a row, I

am completely speechless,” says Colvin. Colvin is hands

on with her team and is involved in all aspects of the busi-

ness. She is instrumental in many of the innovations

brought  by CalExotics. Colvin also personally sees many

of her clients, traveling across the globe to ensure CalExotics

customers know how important they are to her and the

team. Jackie White, Vice President of CalExotics, says, “I’ve

worked with Susan for over 20 years and I cannot think of

anyone more deserving of these awards. She gives her

heart and soul to this industry and company; I’m delighted

to see that she’s being recognized. Congratulations Susan,

you’ve earned these.”

Business Woman of the Year

Susan Colvin has won the EAN Business Woman

of the Year Award four years in a row now 
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Launching at the show was the

Fifty Shades of Grey Weekend

Collection - a range of 10 hand-

selected pleasure toys approved

by the Queen of Kink, E L James.

eroFame was also a great oppor-

tunity to showcase the latest

acquisition in Lovehoney’s pleasure

portfolio, the Pleasure Game col-

lection, which includes the global

best-selling adult game Nookii. It

also marked the big unveil of the

new Lovehoney Trade website. The

team were rushed off their feet tal-

king to existing distributors and re-

tailers about the new additions as

well as the company’s other core

brands, and feedback was fantas-

tic. And if the extremely successful

show wasn’t good enough, Love-

honey also scooped up three

mega awards at the awards cere-

mony which closed the show. Sign

Magazine’s Best Brand Award went

to Fifty Shades of Grey, Motörhead

was awarded EAN Magazine’s Hig-

hest Mainstream Appeal Award

and Fifty Shades of Grey took the

gong for EAN’s Outstanding Con-

tribution to the Industry.

Lovehoney’s Commercial Director

Ray Hayes said: “What a fantastic

event! We absolutely loved it. I’d

like to thank my team for their tire-

less efforts and to all of the people

that came to chat with us. The

three awards were the cherry on

top of a perfect show for Loveho-

ney.” While at eroFame, Lovehoney

held a competition to win an offi-

cial Motörhead guitar to help

 celebrate the launch of their

 Motörhead Official Pleasure

 Collection earlier this year. Visitors

to the booth were able to pose

with a life-size image of Motörhead

front-man Lemmy Kilmister as well

as rock out with the officially bran-

ded guitar.

After numerous entries into the

draw, Lovehoney are delighted 

to announce that the winner 

was Hans-Jürgen Bähr from Orion.

Rock on!

Lovehoney scores a hat-trick at eroFame 

Bath, England - The Lovehoney team have just about recovered af ter a whir lwind exhibit ion

at the eroFame trade show in Hanover,  Germany which resulted in a massive t r iple-win at

the eroFame Awards. Lovehoney’s booth saw many vis i tors across the three jam-packed

days, eager to see what the award-winning manufacturer had to offer next.  

50 Shades Weekend Collection, Motörhead, Nookii …

Wasserbillig, Luxembourg - The pjur

group was able to impress the

EAN Erotix Awards committee once

again this year. This time round, pjur

received two awards in the categories

of "Best Marketing & PR Campaign Go

for Gold" and "Sexual Wellness Com-

pany of the Year". The company also

won a much sought-after Sign award

- also for its all-year Go for Gold cam-

paign. "We are proud and very happy

to receive these awards. The Sexual

Wellness Company Award is proof that,

with our new pjur med products for he-

alth-conscious consumers, we have

really captured the zeitgeist", explains

Alexander Giebel, Managing Director

and founder of the pjur group. "And

we also put a lot of time and effort

into the Gold campaign. Both awards

represent a big 'thank you' to the entire

pjur team for their great work!" pjur ce-

lebrates 20 years of premium Made

in Germany quality this year, and has

been giving away €700 gold bars,

party packs and gift cards worth

€1,000 each to mark the occasion.

The last two draws of the year will be

taking place on November 10 and

December 8 in Europe, America and

Australia. You can register now at

www.pjurGold.com and www.pjur-

Gold.com/b2b 

EAN and Sign Awards for the pjur group

The Lovehoney Trade Sales team 
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Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  Eropar tner Dist r i -

but ion announced that i t  is  adding the Doxy

Wand Massagers to i ts  assor tment. The wand is

a per fect alternative to other wand massagers

and is avai lable in four dif ferent colors.  

Doxy Wand Massager
New at Eropartner Distribution

Made from aluminium and cast on-site, the weight and

mechanism inside the Doxy's head means it rolls and

rumbles, rather than buzzes. Offering full vibrations that pene-

trate deep into the body, it's extraordinarily effective when

used as a general body massager or for intimate intentions.

The Doxy can reach up to 9,000 RPM, making it the perfect

tool for those who want the option to play hard and fast. In

addition, Doxy is the only wand massager with a controlled

pulse setting. Taking the rumbly vibrations from low, to high

and back again and at variable speed settings, it adds a

whole new dimension to your experience.  “These functiona-

lities make the Doxy ideal for women and couples who are

ready to explore different levels of arousal”, says Elcke Wieffe-

ring, Head of Purchasing at Eropartner Distribution. “The Doxy

has received a lot of very positive reviews and the end-con-

sumers are very enthusiastic about the products. So, we are

thrilled about introducing the Doxy to our customers!”. Only

quality materials have been used in the production of the

Doxy massager and safety is at the forefront of its design. The

soft head covering is made from a hypoallergenic medical

grade material that is free from latex or undesirable phthalates. 

The Doxy can reach up to 9,000 RPM
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Their continuing mission: to design

well-engineered sex toys, to

heighten intimacy, and to openly em-

power the sexual experiences of wo-

mankind. Eva is a hands-free vibrator

that provides women the clitoral sti-

mulation they want during sex. The

unique flexible wings keep the vibrator

in place by comfortably tucking under

a woman's labia major, making Eva

strap-free, harness-free and garment-

free. The vibrator has a powerful motor

with three distinct speeds and is made

from medical grade silicone. Eva is

water-resistant and rechargeable with

an USB-cable. In addition, Eva has a

low battery light indicator and comes

with a 120 Volt wall adapter. “It wasn’t

too long ago that Dame Products

made history as the most highly

crowd-funded adult product. At Ero-

partner Distribution we are dedicated

to offering our consumers the most

innovative products. Our retail partners

have been asking for Eva since the

beginning, and we are looking for-

ward to introduce Eva to our retail

partners in Europe. 

Janet Lieberman, Co-Founder & CTO

of Dame Products adds, “We are very

proud of Eva, our first product - a cou-

ples vibrator that doesn't get in the

way. We are excited that Eropartner

Distribution will be making it easier for

customers in the European market to

learn about and purchase Eva”.

Eropartner Distribution now
carrying EVA by Dame Products

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Award-winning distr ibutor Eropar tner Distr ibution is now offering

Dame Products Eva, the f i rst hands-free, strap-free, non-intrusive couples vibrator. Dame

Products was founded by smar t women with the purpose of making phenomenal sex toys. 

The first hands-free, strap-free, non-intrusive couples vibrator

Almere, The Netherlands - Scala

Playhouse  wants to thank

everyone who visited their  stand at

eroFame 2015 in Hanover, Ger-

many.  This year, they went even big-

ger with their stand and and showed

their visitors unique new POS items and

artwork. According to the exhibitor,

their two newest line extensions, The

Rabbits by TOYJOY and LUZ by TOYJOY

were praised for their sleek packaging,

great quality and even more ap-

pealing pricing. Besides their own in-

house brands, Scala Playhouse also

brought various of

their valued sup-

pliers’ collections,

such as ranges by

CalExotics, Pipedream, NS Novelties

and System JO. Their sales team re-

ported the busiest eroFame yet. 

Scala Playhouse thanks visitors of eroFame

Chatsworth, USA - Pipedream

continues their eroFame cele-

brations after receiving three awards

during the European expo. SIGN ma-

gazine's Hot Product of the Year award

recognized the success of the ultra-

realistic ejaculating King Cock Squir-

ters, while EAN named Pipedream the

Best U.S. Manufacturer for the sixth

consecutive year. Chairman and

CEO Nick Orlandino was also honored

with EAN's Business Man of the Year

award for the fourth year in a row. 

“I would like to thank EAN and SIGN

for their continued support and reco-

gnition, as well as the one and only

Dream Team for all of their hard work,”

said Orlandino. “I am proud of what

Pipedream has accomplished in the

last year, and winning these presti-

gious awards only inspires us to work

even harder. Pipedream will continue

to set the industry standard and lead

the way in product innovation.”

Pipedream continues to reign as most
Award-winning manufacturer

Eva comes in two colors:

Lavender and Aqua
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This has led the brand’s manage-

ment to project its largest growth

period to date. “Our goal with every

exhibit is to introduce or familiarize

partners with our brand, and we take

special care to focus on how they

can be successful OVO representati-

ves,” OVO’s Global Sales Director Helle

Panzieri states.  “This year’s eroFame

was especially impactful in that re-

gard.  The response we’ve seen is im-

pressive to say the least, and we’re

very excited about closing out our

best year ever as a result.” Since in-

ception, presentation has been at the

center of OVO’s business plan.  It was

no surprise that the brand’s in-store

displays played a big role in drawing

people to the centrally-located

booth.  For the

first time since

they began ship-

ping worldwide,

OVO’s all-new

versatile coun-

ter/wall display unit was a huge hit.

OVO staff showed eager attendees

the variety of merchandising and

mounting options the new unit offers.

“Customers loved how simply the dis-

play could switch from presenting the

included testers to holding boxed pro-

duct – and everything in between,”

OVO Lifestyle Toy’s Samantha Brown

explained.  “Booth visitors were getting

creative with it, setting up product

combinations that they know would

work for their customers.” Of course,

the real star of any OVO Lifestyle Toys

exhibit is the product lineup itself.  The

diverse 48-piece collection ranges

from battery powered couple’s rings

to rechargeable, remote-controlled

models.  The award-winning collection

of artistic and ergonomic lay-ons, bul-

lets, mini vibes, rabbits, straight vibes,

rings, massagers and love balls re-

main have found their way into stores

and sites worldwide, and the com-

pany looks forward to continued glo-

bal expansion.

OVO Lifestyle Toys projects record growth
following eroFame exhibit

Pembroke Park, USA– Some t ime has passed s ince the OVO Li festyle Toys team has returned

from another successful  t r ip to Hannover,  Germany where the brand’s eroFame exhibit  was

an event hotspot.   Dur ing the past week, the sharp increase in activ i ty was a clear indica-

t ion of the show’s success.  

Overwhelming response

Hanover, Germany - The new

 easyANAL Relax-Spray from the

house of JOYDIVISION ensures, as the

name suggests, relaxed anal

 lovemaking. Anal sex requires a great

deal of care and pati-

ence, and in combination

with a relaxing spray solu-

tion, lovemaking partners

can let go completely

and simply give themsel-

ves up to enjoyment. The

intimate spray product easyANAL

 Relax-Spray supplements the popular

easyANAL lubricant gel; this combi-

nation offers the ideal initiation into

 intensive and enduring experiences.

Thanks to high-quality ingredients, just

two or three bursts of the spray can

bring about a relaxed effect in a

 natural way. Furthermore, the spray

nurtures the intimate area and makes

it supple. easyANAL Relax-Spray for

him and her is available in an at-

tractive 30 ml spray bottle with outer

packaging. The packaging builds

confidence, and the association with

the popular and well-known easyANAL

lubricant gel is recognisable. 

New: easyANAL Relax Spray 

easyANAL is available in an

attractive 30 ml spray bottle
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The “Love on the Run” 10ml sprays

feature all the unique qualities of

the standard mini roll ons, yet it’s longer

lasting and can easily fit in a purse or

pocket. The innovative pheromone

perfume creators are confident the

new size will be successful with

their pre existing customers and will

open them up to new demographics.

“This product is going to be a hit! Many

customers have been asking us for

larger sizes of the roll ons. The new lar-

ger spray bottle comes in at a low

price point, high quality fragrance,

and the trusted Eye of Love name,”

says Jacqui Chowaiki, Eye of Love Di-

rector of Marketing and Sales. “It’s the

perfect grab- and-go item.” 

While the original sizes allow for sam-

pling for short periods of time, the lar-

ger spray applicators offer longer du-

ration between reordering. They are

the popular choice among sales-

people, bartenders, waiters and

anyone else looking for an added ad-

vantage. With the inviting design for

both men and women, it can be

used daily to give an added advan-

tage whether working, playing, or

being intimate. Eye of Love is already

fast entering mainstream conversation

with increasingly open chatter around

the topic of sexuality and self-confi-

dence. Its creators are sure this will only

continue pushing their products into

the purses and pockets of everyday

singles and couples alike so all can 

share in the benefits of pheromones.

Eye of Love goes big 
by popular demand

The makers of the most popular pheromone per fume col lect ion, Eye of Love, have  deve-

loped a larger var iat ion of their  f resh and f l i r ty “Love on the Run” f ragrances. Eye of Love

has released new 10ml spray appl icators geared towards the convenience of por tabi l i ty

and addit ional magnetism for women and men. 

www.eyeoflove.com 

S&T Rubber’s male brand Ma-

leSation is releasing seven

new dildos. They are available

in two different colours from now

on. These new products have a

smooth touch and feel, they are easy

to clean, odorless, antiallergic, and

very durable. Of course they don’t

contain any phthalates. Their overall

length is 12,5 cm with an insertable

length of 12 cm with a diameter of

2,2 cm. More information about S&T

Rubber’s product range can be found

in their b2b-shop www.strubbi.com or

at +49 (0) 6834 – 4006-0.

New dildos from MaleSation

Wimbourne, England - ABS Hol-

dings is incredibly proud to

have won the award for Best Over-

all Collection 2015 at erofame.

Customer Relations Director Kate

Hodgson-Egan says: “Over the past

year, our portfolio has seen exciting

growth and we stock a varied se-

lection of own brand products as

well as classic favourites that we

know our customers love. We have

plenty of innovative new products

readily available and the ABS team

continues to work hard to cater for

all budgets, tastes and experience

levels. ABS is delighted to be re-

cognised for our overall collection.

The team has spent 40 years liste-

ning to our customers, sourcing

products to fit unique customer

needs. Now that we have an even

wider reach in Europe with our de-

dicated European Sales Team,

we’re definitely seeing the reward

for all the hard work.”

Best Overall Collection Award for 
ABS Holdings 2015

Eye of Love, have  developed a larger variation of

their fresh and flirty “Love on the Run” fragrances.

Kate Hodgson-Egan with Ringo Baginda 
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Oscar Heijnen descri-

bes the way from the

company took this year

from the first ideas to the fi-

nal fair appearance, as fol-

lows: “Months of prepara-

tion, tons of sweat and

hundreds of hours of desig-

ning, that’s what it took to

make the last eroFame

Trade Show our best one

yet! Because of our 20th an-

niversary and also the very successful

opening of Shots America LLC, we

wanted this to be a show that every-

body would remember. And we think

we did succeed at it!

At the beginning of the year we had

a brainstorm session and we came

up with a shortlist. The booth had to

be an absolute eye-catcher and we

had to introduce tons of new brands

and products! The idea came to

create an amazing stand of 200

square meters (2150 square feet)

with eight consulting rooms, a fully

equipped kitchen for our own cate-

ring and loads of space to present

all our new products and brands. All

this had to be established without lo-

sing that homely and cozy feeling

we are known for. The decision was

made to build an old-style replica

warehouse with the interior furnished

like a New-York loft. And then it was

also time to start thinking about all

the new products we were going to

release.

With the booth sorted it was time to

start thinking about surprising our loyal

customers with new concepts and

products. Our design department

started to make even longer hours

than they usually do and they came

up with many new and divergent

ideas, assuring that we could present

our new vision to the world. This vision

is to create a completely new and

innovative assortment that has been

designed and manufactured in-

house and comes in a one-of-a-kind

packaging. The final result was more

than 300 new sku’s and five com-

pletely new brands!“ He continues:

“With Shots now distributing almost all

mayor brands in the world we dis-

played merely all new products from

Doc Johnson, Pipedream, NS Novel-

ties, Evolved, Tenga, Fleshlight and

Bathmate. And as a finishing touch

we introduced ourselves as

the new European distributor

for Wicked Sensual Care and

Sportsheets. With our own buil-

ding team, consisting of 7

Shots staff members, 2 large

trailers loaded to the brim

and 2 long working days, the

job was cleared and our

brand new booth was ready

to be inaugurated! It was

time to bring in the sales

force and they were surely ready to

rumble! With five account managers

from Shots Europe, me and my wife

Ellinda, Ruben Deitz (the CEO of Shots

America LLC) and the catering team

we were in full force, making sure

that our customers would´t want for

nothing. Countless compliments

have come our way with regards to

the new booth and all our new pro-

ducts. Over the past 20 years we

have worked our fingers to the bones

to get where we are now and we

think it has paid off. At the eroFame

we have received 3 great awards!

Sign  Magazine and EAN Magazine

awarded us with the title Company

of the Year and EAN gave us the

award for Best Brands Assortment. We

see these awards as a recognition

and appreciation of what we have

accomplished so far and also an in-

spiration to keep on doing what we

are good at.”

A record breaking eroFame for Shots

Beneden-Leeuwen, The Netherlands -  Shots declared that eroFame 2015 was a success for

the company, not only but also thanks to their  unusual booth. The company won a total of

three awards dur ing the fair :   the award as “Company of the Year” was won twice, once as

an Erot ix Award, the other one a Sign Magazine Award. Shots also got the Erot ix Award for

“Best Brands Assor tment”.

3 awards, an eyecatching booth, 300 new SKUs …

The Shots crew on eroFame 2015 
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During the eroFame Oktoberfest

event, part of the world's largest

industry event eroFame, JOYDIVISION,

with the flash animation of its XPANDER

T-shirts and its flashing, blue glasses,

was hugely sought-after. "We expect

the XPANDER to be snapped up just

like the T-shirts that evening! We, along

with the retail trade, are looking for-

ward to the increase in sales. The nu-

merous advance orders and, already,

over 1,500 fans on Facebook hint at

great things to come", says Oliver Red-

schlag, Chairman of the Executive Bo-

ard of JOYDIVISION international AG,

delightedly about his innovative idea.

The response to the innovative XPAN-

DER product series – a completely

new generation of prostate stimulators

– which, thanks to the innovative ope-

rating principle, makes it possible for

men to enjoy sexual experiences of a

very special kind, was overwhelming.

"We did not simply wish to extend the

series of our successful Booster and

Booster Pro prostate stimulators, but

rather wanted to design a completely

new kind of stimulator. With the XPAN-

DER, we have succeeded in resolving

the innovative backlog with regard to

prostate stimulators and have deve-

loped an entirely new form of tech-

nology. "With the XPANDER, you will be

able to significantly increase your tur-

nover in the growing segment of male

toys. Look forward to the top seller that

is Made in Germany," says Redschlag.

A further highlight of eroFame was the

first presentation of the COSMOPOLI-

TAN collection.  "COSMOPOLITAN is a

superb counterpart for us. COSMO-

POLITAN encourages women to live

out their sexuality. And in future they'll

even get the right products to help

them do this. We are developing a

comprehensive product roadmap

with a global vision for sexual health

and wellness in women. We are

greatly looking forward to a productive

and profitable partnership with COS-

MOPOLITAN", says Redschlag.

Hanover, Germany - At eroFame in Hanover, the Hanover-based manufacturer JOYDIVISION again

held visitors to the trade fair in thrall with its distinctive trade fair stall in its typically blue corporate

colourway. In addition to the proven top sellers, such as AQUAglide, BIOglide, Soft-Tampons, etc.,

the JOYDIVISION team introduced the innovative XPANDER series and presented its cooperative

alliance with COSMOPOLITAN by way of a high-quality pleasure products collection.

Bridgetown, Barbados, – BDGI’s first

couples’ pleasure product, the

Lover’s Dream, was again well

 received by European distributors and

retailers at the recent eroFame 

trade show in Hannover.

The new rechargeable, couples’

 product, designed to achieve simul-

taneous orgasm for both partners,

 received solid commitments from in-

ternational sales and distribution part-

ners eager to commence sales. The

Barbados based parent company,

BDGI, founded by Lawrence Mark, is

now finalizing the European distribution

partner strategy, with production now

commencing and delivery due to

 retail partners before Christmas. The

Lovers’ Dream key features are the

deep low rumble of three vibrating

motors, five exciting variable 

modes, the concave recess on the

 elongated underside and the clitoral

stimulator. 

Lovers’ Dream

Buzz at the JOYDIVISION booth 

At eroFame, JOYDIVISION presented XPANDER,
and its partnership with COSMOPOLITAN
The first COSMOPOLITAN products will be available on the retail market early in 2016

The Lover's Dream is

patented in 37 countries
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"When making the video, we

knew it would be risqué and

maybe even controversial, but we

also knew that viewers would learn

everything they needed to know

about OhMiBod in that single minute,”

said Suki Dunham, founder of OhMi-

Bod. "One of our early goals was crea-

ting a pleasure tool that stimulates the

body as much as the senses, and this

video says 'mission accomplished.'”

OhMiBod now has a new mission:

connecting couples at any distance.

A new goal meant creating a new,

forward-thinking video — this time, fea-

turing a couple bridging the distance

between them with a blueMotion Blue-

tooth and Wi-Fi compatible vibrator.

The growing blueMotion line includes

a wearable massager for complete

discretion and an award-winning G-

spot design. Both products allow users

and their partners to experience plea-

sure — together — anytime, from any

distance.  “OhMiBod… I’m in Love with

You, v2” has racked up more than

150,000 views since its release.

Other OhMiBod innovations include

the Remote app and the acclaimed

Lovelife line. Inspired by its co-founders’

26-year relationship, each Lovelife pro-

duct was named and designed to re-

flect the key components to their suc-

cessful union: share, adventure,

discover, smile, flex, dream and

cuddle. OhMiBod is also renowned as

the creator of the original “iPod vibra-

tor.” Its wireless, music-driven vibrators

provide a dual sensory experience for

singles and couples alike.

"At OhMiBod, we have a number of

goals related to sexual health and

wellness. Achieving those means

making a commitment to pushing

the envelope — not just with tech-

nology but also the ways we raise

awareness," added Dunham. "These

videos are fun to make and even

more fun to watch, but what’s most

important is that they showcase our

bold, inventive spirit."

OhMiBod Promo Video pushes enve-
lope, goes Triple Platinum on YouTube

Stratham, USA  – OhMiBod's work to shif t attitudes about sexual well-being helped its video,

"OhMiBod... I 'm In Love With You." reach 6.5 million YouTube views. Australian singer-songwriter

Irwin Thomas wrote the song for the high-tech pleasure product manufacturer. His vocals and

beats provide a backdrop to a racy, one-minute romp that first launched in 2011.

"OhMiBod... I'm In Love With You"

Almere, The Netherlands - The or-

dering for the holiday season has

already started and Scala Playhouse

has the perfect addition to your gift-

assortment: the beautiful pleasure sets

from the Feranti collection by Rocks-

Off. The Feranti line by Rocks-Off is full

of exciting sets for him, her and cou-

ples. The boxes feature a neutral, ele-

gant appearance; making them a

non-intimidating choice for all. The

Feranti sets contain some of Rocks-

Off best-selling product, plus some

new additions. One of the highlights

from the range is the His & Hers Plea-

sure Set. This naughty box contains a

sleek, super-powerful RO-80MM bullet

plus two attachments: a cute bunny

clit-stimulator for her, plus a sensational

cock ring for him. The attachments

are made of smooth, premium sili-

cone and distinguish themselves by

the great quality that Rocks-Off is

known for.

Get festive with the beautiful Feranti pleasure sets

“OhMiBod… I’m in Love with You, v2” has racked up

more than 150,000 views since its release
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“Our very own brands are pro-

ving very popular with our

customers”, says Glenn Wilde, Senior

Sales Executive. “The smooth, crisp,

informative packaging and high qua-

lity products are gracing websites and

shops all over the UK and further

afield. These two new products are

great additions to the ever expanding

range. The Orgasma is a latex and

phthalate free sleeve adorned with

ribs and nubs, perfectly positioned to

heighten sensations. It is waterproof,

super stretchy and fits snuggly over

most vibes or penises. The Sputnik style

head has a tickle tip for precise sti-

mulation; it will add a new dimension

and breathe new life into to your fa-

vourite vibrator or loved one’s penis.

The Dual Masseuse Nipple Sucker 2

pack is not just for nipples! The silicone

bulbs have a soft pneumatic pump

action which allow you to create

some real sexy suction on willing nipp-

les or wherever you fancy. Thanks to

the soft silicone material you can fold

up base to get precise suction control

on smaller areas like the clitoris.” Both

products are resplendent in their Kinx

packaging; which gives all the infor-

mation about materials and usage.

“Our customers really appreciate the

packaging of the Minx/Linx/Kinx

range”, informs Glenn Wilde. “It is very

modern – Not a naked woman in

sight!!! And all the relevant information

that customers request is easily vie-

wed.”

For more information, please contact

the award winning Sales Team on

01202 868 511 or sales@abshol-

dings.com

New Products from Minx/Linx/Kinx

Wimbourne, England - ABS Holdings is pleased to announce that the in-house brand Kinx has two

new additions available. The Orgasma textured sleeve and the Dual Masseuse nipple suckers.

ABS Holdings

Fl e n s b u r g ,

Germany -

The womanizer

has taken wo-

men´s hearts

by (an orgas-

mic) storm. It

is uncompli-

cated, easy to

use and makes

women´s dreams

come true: because the sucking

of the clitoris and the stimulation

from precisely controlled pulsating

pressure waves trigger the orgasm.

The microprocessor technology

controls the suction pressure. A soft

silicone cap fits perfectly onto the

clitoris, which is gently sucked by

the attached stimulator. The clitoris

is also stimulated by the precisely

controlled pulsating pressure wa-

ves without any contact, which

therefore avoids over-stimulation.

This is how the womanizer creates

a completely new feeling of plea-

sure right up to multiple orgasms!

Up until now the women’s favourite

toy has been available in six diffe-

rent colours and three Swarovski

editions. Now the eagerly awaited

new model “womanizer W500” is

finally available in a new design

and in five individual colour com-

binations, each with its own real

Swarovski element! Another new

feature is the eight intensity levels

instead of the five in the previous

models – from super soft mode to

super powerful mode. The woma-

nizer W500 is extremely quiet, even

with its new intensity levels, there-

fore making the pleasure even

greater. Furthermore, a XL stimula-

tion cap has been created for lar-

ger clitorises after many requests

from customers.

Tip: using a bit of water-based lu-

bricant will help the womanizer,

with its specific clitoris stimulation,

“move” more easily meaning that

women will experience more

amazing and more intense or-

gasms!

The womanizer W500 is recharged

using the included USB-cable just

like the previous models and is

beautifully packaged in a trendy

bag – ready and waiting to be

used…

You can find more information at

www.womanizer-grosshandel.de or

www.womanizer-wholesale.com

Available now: The new womanizer W500
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Jelle Plantenga, owner of Velv’Or,

explains the AID products:

“Which guy or his lover doesn’t agree

with me that he needs some first aid

from time to time. In my eyes none

on this globe! Or they are fooling

themselves. I created this AID col-

lection for all men on the globe that

understand they need some first aid

from time to time to satisfy themsel-

ves and their lovers”. 

The creams all have their own spe-

cific goal in mind for the penis and

can be used together or by them-

selves. BeBoosted will make it fitter,

firmer, thicker and gives it a stronger

erection / BeEnduring numbs it

slightly resulting in a delay of the eja-

culation / BeHarder speaks for itself

it will make it nice and hard. Velv’Or

likes to highlight the Penis Stimulation

Cream of their soon to be available

AID collection. Be Boosted is a very

smooth cream he can use on a

daily basis for example during his

Penis Workout Of the Day. The cream

is formulated to enrich the blood

flow in the veins and cavernous bo-

dies of his penis. Together with a pro-

per and well performed Penis Work-

out Of the Day he will see and feel

the difference throughout the hours

after using the product.

First AID for him

Amsterdam, The Netherlands  -  Velv’Or star ted giving men something new; a col lect ion of

three  creams for their  penises. Creams that Boost the penis,  make i t  Harder and give i t

more Enduring power. 

Flensburg, Germany - It is only a

few weeks until it is that time of the

year again: the celebration of love is

just around the corner! And to make

the Advent period sweeter than ever

before there are neutral, erotic Advent

calendars avai-

lable from

ORION Whole-

sale – in diffe-

rent versions

which take

many of the

customers’ va-

rious wishes into

consideration:

The classic one

is the large ca-

lendar (68 x 44

x 5 cm) made

of stable card-

board with a

sexy picture on

the front. However, the contents also

get pulses racing: there are sexy sur-

prises hidden behind all of the 24

doors! The calendar has everything

to make love life more exciting from

sex toys, lingerie for HIM and HER, a

DVD, joke items and condoms right

through to products for decoration

and aphrodisiacs. 

Item number 0635804 0000

This Advent calendar with 24 red vel-

vet reusable sacks is very appealing.

The sacks can be hung up by the

included cord. The 13 large and 11

small sacks are packed full with sex

toys, lingerie, massage oils, lubri-

cants, condoms, joke articles and

much, much more. The sacks are

delivered in a cardboard box that

has a Christmas picture printed on

the front. Size: 40 x 30 x 13 cm.

Item number 0635847 0000

These sexy chocolate Advent calen-

dars are just the right thing for all

those who like it sweet and sexy:

“Sweet Xmas” with a festive picture

of a sexy woman printed on the front

– bums, pussies, penises and boobs

made of delicious milk chocolate

are hiding behind the 24 doors.

Item number   0772658 0000

“Sexy Xmas” with a festive picture of

sexy men printed on the front – tasty

chocolate hearts are hiding behind

the 24 doors.

Item number 0770795 0000

The same-named couples Advent

calendar provides a “seductive

Christmas time” with its 24 tasks 

that get hotter and hotter, the nearer

you get to Christmas. The red doors

are for HER, the blue doors for HIM

and the yellow doors are tasks or

 actions for both of them. In German

and  English.

Item number 0775258 0000

Erotic Advent calendars from ORION Wholesale

Three creams all men should own The collection is available at multiple

distributors and its manufacturer Cobeco Pharma 

Erotic Advent calendars are available

from ORION Wholesale in different versions 
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Today a true seduction icon, Clara Morgane is

everywhere: from TV shows, to prestigious fashion

collaborations, to her publicly acclaimed, incredibly

sexy calendar that she releases every fall.

Taking up a new challenge, the French beauty laun-

ches her own line of sex toys and intimate products:

a range conceived for both men and women, to use

solo or as a duo.

Remote-controlled egg, vibrating cock rings, geisha

balls and even condoms: all the great classics are

reunited in this collection that will seduce beginners

and experts alike, with, for instance, an anal plug

available in two shades and a realistic masturbator.

Distributed exclusively by Lovely Planet, Clara Morga-

ne’s sex toy line is available now with retail prices bet-

ween €8,99 and €59,99.

Almere, The Netherlands

– Seduce your consu-

mers with the irresistible new

Onyx and Pearl pheromone

perfumes by quality drug-

store brand Cobeco. The exclusive new scents for him

and her are now available at Scala Playhouse! The Pearl

Pheromone is an exclusive perfume with a lovely, delicate

and sensual scent; infused with irresistible pheromones.

The Pearl Pheromone is based on a uniquely balanced

combination of exclusive ingredients that mimic the at-

traction of natural pheromones. The sensual scent will ca-

ress and tease his subconscious senses; creating an instant

attraction. The Onyx Pheromone is a unique perfume with

a masculine, strong and well-balanced scent; infused with

irresistible pheromones. Onyx  is made of carefully selected

ingredients that mimic the attraction of natural pheromo-

nes.  The manly, strong and lingering scent will certainly

raise the pulses of any women that pick-up on his alluring

fragrance; giving him an irresistible appeal.

Gémenos, France - Who doesn’t  know Clara Morgane? The most famous porn actress in

France, Clara Morgane was also the f i rs t  French woman to appear on the cover of the

American edit ion of Penthouse, as wel l  as on many others magazines including VSD, FHM,

Playboy or again Maxim.

Exclusively at Lovely Planet

Clara Morgane’s first line  
of sex toys

Get irresistible with Pearl
and Onyx
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Wilde said: "We all associate 

 latex with sex because it is

sensual to touch and extremely

body-sculpting. It sucks you in and

pushes you out in all the right pla-

ces. "I am thrilled with the new red

and black pieces I have made for

Coco de Mer which are made from

an extremely high quality pearl

sheen latex which has a gorgeous

metallic finish like the bonnet of a

Ferrari." Wilde, whose studio is based

in Queen's Park, North London, is the

latex designer to a string of A-list

 celebrities. He created bow-tied

'garcon’ dresses in blue and black

for Kylie's tour as well as the black

latex cocktail dress with a giant bow

which the singer wore to the Brits

last year. The Aussie star has also

worn his creations for magazine

 covers and album artwork.

He said: "Working with Kylie was such

fun - she wears latex beautifully and

was so lovely at the fittings." Wilde

created a bold Sixties-style square

pattern dress for Rita Ora for the

launch of X Factor and a figure-hug-

ging 'duchess' skirt that flares from

below the knee for Lady Gaga.

"It is enormously flattering that so

many celebrities want to wear my

latex creations," he said. “Latex is

 immediately sexy and bold in its

 appearance. It looks more immacu-

late than reality and that gives the

outfits an edge that stars like." Wilde's

Coco de Mer collection includes

three bras, knickers, suspender belts,

basque, nipple covers, gauntlet

 gloves, mittens, pencil skirt and dress.

Coco de Mer Managing Director

Lucy Litwack said: "William perfectly

marries the worlds of fetish and

 fashion and we are very excited to

be working together for the new fetish

season. I'm delighted with the look

of the range which beautifully reflects

both our design aesthetic and that

of William. The use of fishnet print and

and graphic lines combine to create

a fashionable, bold and confident

statement. We hope this will become

an ongoing collaboration with Wil-

liam providing new pieces for us

each season." All the new pieces

have been made in the UK and they

are available now at the boutique in

Monmouth Street in London's Covent

Garden and via Coco-de-mer.com. 

A new latex collection for
Coco de Mer

London, England - Will iam Wilde, who designed a series of la-

tex dresses for Kylie Minogue last year including two outfits

for her Kiss Me Once tour, has produced new boudoir pieces

in red and black for the world's most exclusive erotic brand.

Wilde is a big favourite with the stars and also recently made

dresses for Lady Gaga and Rita Ora. The new Coco de Mer col-

lection has been launched for the star t of the fetish season. 

William Wilde

Almere, The Netherlands – The

best way to get into a sexy

Christmas spirit? Simple: just put on

the new Merry Christmas DVD-re-

lease from Daring! and get sedu-

ced by the hottest stars in amazing,

holiday-themed settings. The newest

Daring! release Merry Christmas is a

naughty wink to holiday fun. Di-

rected by the famous Kendo, Merry

Christmas is the first seasonal, holi-

day-themed release by Daring! Me-

dia. In Merry Christmas, the long

nights of winter give way to the color

and magic of Christmas. Kendo per-

fectly captures this festive atmo-

sphere and injects the erotic, se-

ductive and lustful nature of humans

into the scene.

A Merry Christmas with Daring

William Wilde at work                     
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Roy, who’s been a fundamental

part of the Sliquid team since

its inception, has made the move

from creatives and operations to

Senior VP and now holds an

 imperative position in upper-level

direction and regulatory tasks.

From mainstream purchasing to

legal guideline compliance, Roy

is now in charge of maintaining Sli-

quid’s smooth industry standing

while providing a reliable right

hand to company founder Dean

Elliott. “Colin has been my ‘#2’ for

a long time and I’m proud to finally

make it official,” Elliott said. “There’s

no one else I trust more to handle

high-level operations; Colin has

had his hand in almost every de-

partment at this company and he

holds unique experience and

 expertise that will come in very

handy as Senior VP.” New in the art

department is industry ingénue

and Sliquid Creative Director Alex

Guffey, an artist with a unique

 talent for handling day-to-day gra-

phical needs while developing

big-picture concepts for new

 projects. As part of his new role,

Guffey will marry his talent for

 comic book-style graphics and the

gritty realism of graffiti-like illustrati-

ons to bring to life Elliott’s latest

venture: Mad Toto travel-friendly

“getaway gear.” “I knew Alex was

a great fit when I saw the vibrancy

of his portfolio,” Elliott said. “He can

handle anything from print ads to

full-blown story boards and has a

keen eye for how graphics can

help create and promote a

brand’s ‘personality’ – which is

exactly what we need for the

 development of Mad Toto. Mad

Toto’s protective cases have been

performing incredibly well in select

stores and it’s time to give the

brand a true identity that consu-

mers can connect with, a task that

Alex is more than qualified to

 undertake.” Keeping the finance

department flowing is Kris Klinko, a

new recruit from the finance world.

As Director of Finance, Klinko will

handle anything and everything

related to Sliquid’s cash flow, book-

keeping and money manage-

ment and help keep the company

on a steady path to success. “As

a successful small business, it’s

 essential that we have a strong

foundation and Kris provides

 trustworthy and reliable structure in

our finance department,” Elliott

said. “Her experience in the

 mainstream business world gives

us the upper hand when handing

large-scale and fast-moving

 accounts, and her talent has al-

ready proven invaluable in the few

months that she’s been on staff.”

Sliquid expands staff with two new recruits
& an important promotion

Dallas,  USA – S l iquid has restructured and expanded i ts  core staff  to include new recruits

in the ar t and f inance depar tments to make way for the key promotion of company veteran

Colin Roy. With an even stronger foundation, S l iquid is  poised for growth as i t  prepares for

new business par tnerships and the development of a new brand that caters to an up-and-

coming – and quickly evolving – adult  consumer. 

Graphics, operations & finance departments upgraded with new talent

Colin Roy Alex Guffey 
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The chic TOYJOY Just For You

No1, No2, No3, No4 and No5

boxes are filled with exciting TOY-

JOY products that will tease your

senses and blow your mind! They

are themed in several colors: from sweet pink to ravis-

hing red and mysterious black. A unique feature of No1

to No5 Just For You boxes are the 3 different options for

in-store presentation: show customers what’s inside via

the clear front, turn the packaging around or flip the

outer sleeve for a more discreet, mainstream display

option. They make the perfect addition to your store’s

gift-assortment and are a must-have product for the

holiday season shopping!

The Just For You boxes are  always a great gift, whether

you’re treating yourself, a friend or that someone special.

The various boxes are filled with tantalizing erotic pro-

ducts. Already packaged in a festive way, they’re in-

stantly ready-to-give. There are boxes for different oc-

casions, different preferences and even special edition

boxes for specific holidays, such as the TOYJOY Just For

You X-MAS Fantasies box. 

Get ready for the gift season 

Almere, The Netherlands  – Get ready for the upcoming gif t  season with the amazing gif t

boxes by TOYJOY Just For You. The brand stocks a unique var iety of boxes for every prefe-

rence and occasion, plus a range of f ive extra luxur ious boxes t i t led No1 to No5. 

TOYJOY Just For You

Zwaagdijk, The Netherlands - Feel

the adrenaline in your body thanks

to Magic Motion’s newest Flamingo

vibrator. This vibrating bullet promises

you the most arousing and intense

G-spot vibrations. Fla-

mingo has been spe-

cially designed for

couples who like to ex-

plore their desires in

public. Flamingo works

via the Magic Motion

app, which is free to

download on any

smartphone. The Ma-

gic Motion app makes

Flamingo vibrate with

music, voice control,

standard patterns, cus-

tom patterns, motion

control, and many fun

games. Flamingo will

literally make your knees tremble in

the middle of the dance floor. Slip it

into yourself or your partner, set the

app to voice control and put your

smartphone in your pocket. Not only

will you feel the beats coming from

the speakers. You will also feel intense

G-spot vibrations buzzing along with

your favourite club-music. Free your

imagination and use Flamingo to play

the most dirty games in public with

your lover.

“As soon as Flamingo was introduced

to us, we knew we wanted to add it

to our assortment. The product is uni-

que and elegant and the app is very

well designed and easy to use”, ex-

plains Elcke Wieffering, Head of Pur-

chasing at Eropartner Distribution. “We

are excited about offering Magic Mo-

tion’s Flamingo, and expect great re-

sults”. Flamingo works from iPhone 4S

or Android 4.3 with Bluetooth 4.0 (and

all newer models including tablets).

Flamingo needs one hour to fully

charge, and has a working time of

up to 4 hours and is waterproof. 

Get aroused with 
Magic Motion’s Flamingo

Flamingo is now available at Eropartner
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“We have always got on well, I

think he manages to do this

with pretty much everyone, so I am

sure we will enjoy working together.” It

was while studying a Master of Fi-

nance degree at Vrije University in

Amsterdam that Pavel was asked to

join Scala as a marketing intern. He

quickly worked his way up to a position

in Sales Support, dealing with Russia

and the Ukraine. Soon, Pavel took up

the position of account manager, first

– in the Scandinavian region and then

in Russia, Eastern Europe and finally in

Turkey. In his time at Scala, Pavel be-

gan building a working relationship

with Ringo Baginda – who has recently

accepted a position as new Sales Di-

rector at ABS. “While at Scala, I worked

closely with Ringo on various territories

and we’ve already done many busi-

ness trips and deals together. I look

forward to working with him again in

our new roles at ABS Holdings.” Pavel

Zalevskiy has experience of Eastern

Europe and emerging markets and

together, Pavel and Ringo will drive

the European team. The need for a

European Sales team arose from ABS

Holdings’ expanding customer base

across Europe. The distributor has wor-

ked hard to keep the stock levels he-

althy, as well as supply new and rele-

vant ranges as soon as they hit the

market. Their products are a balance

between favourite classics and new,

innovative products making waves in

the market. The new European Sales

team will focus exclusively on their

existing loyal customer base, but will

also bring a fresh new wave of clients

to their European fold. ABS’ European

success is owed in part to their popu-

lar own brand ranges as well as bran-

ded products. The European Sales

team are skilled at understanding the

needs of that market and with their

rich experience, they will edge ABS

on to becoming one of the most

established distributors in mainland

Europe.

Pavel Zalevskiy
joined ABS Holdings

Wimbourne,  England -  S ince 2001,

ABS  Ho ld ings  have made b ig s t r i -

des  in  Europe,  and the d i s t r ibutor  i s

now proud to  announce that  Pave l  Za-

lev sk i y  j o ined  the i r  ded ica ted  Eu ropean

Sales  team. Pavel  i s  p ra i sed by ABS  Ho ld ings ’  T im

Hemming fo r  h i s  p rofess ional i sm and personable nature –  both at t r ibutes  that  w i l l

be inva luable in  deal ing exc lus ive ly  w i th  the growing European cus tomer  base.  

The European Sales team is growing

Bath, England - Loveho-

ney has acquired the

rights to the Playful Games

portfolio of award-winning

board games, including

flagship product Nookii

- ‘the grown up game

for playful couples’. The Playful Games

collection also includes the Nookii

Confidential, Fun In Bed and Foolin’

Around board games. All the titles will

now be exclusively manufactured and

distributed by Lovehoney. Lovehoney’s

co-founder Neal Slateford said: “Nookii

is the leading adult board game on

the market, and is a staple of both

adult and mainstream stores. We are

delighted to add the Playful Games

titles to our family of power brands and

have some exciting plans for future

growth and additions to the lines.”

Lovehoney acquires Nookii
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After extensive market observa-

tion and consultation with our

customers, we decided to expand

the successful pjur med series. This

year's fair confirmed that this was

the right decision," said Alexander

Giebel, founder and CEO of the

pjur group. In addition, visitors were

able to get better acquainted with

the two new pjur products We-Vibe

Lube – made by pjur and We-Vibe

Cleaner – made by pjur. Both innova-

tions were developed specially for We-

Vibe and have special packaging de-

signed to appeal to We-Vibe

customers. The products were also tes-

ted by a leading German laboratory

for their compatibility with We-Vibe toys.

This co-branding partnership was met

with great enthusiasm among trade

fair attendees. The company also

struck gold with its Go for Gold cam-

paign, the final phase of which began

at eroFame 2015. pjur celebrates 20

years of premium quality Made in Ger-

many this year. To mark the occasion,

they are giving away a total of 20 gold

bars of a value of 700 euro each from

January until December, as well as or-

ganizing pjur Oktoberfest parties for

b2b contacts. "The campaign has

gained international attention and we

were able to make a lot of people

happy this year. After eroFame, two

more raffles will take place in Europe,

America and Australia, in which

everyone has another chance to win",

explains Alexander Giebel. There were

two more lucky winners at the ero-

Fame event itself: Stefan Brandenbur-

ger from RH Smith & Sons and Huda

Lutz from Mediatainment cele-

brated winning 20 grams of gold:

"I'm overwhelmed, many thanks

to pjur for this great prize," exclai-

med Huda. The entire pjur sales

team, employees from the Mar-

keting, PR and Customer Service

departments from Luxembourg

and Richard Harris, CEO of the

pjur group USA, all traveled to the trade

fair. "eroFame is the most important

b2b erotic sector trade fair in the world,

so we are happy that we are returning

again with great feedback from our

customers", said Alexander Giebel.

Numerous appointments with custo-

mers from all over the world were ar-

ranged in advance. "But there was

also a significant number of new cus-

tomers who wished to incorporate pjur

into their product ranges", says Ale-

xander Giebel. "eroFame was a great

success for us once again and we

are now already looking forward to

next year!". 

pjur goes for gold at eroFame 2015

Wasserbill ig, Luxembourg - Even from a distance, the loud CI yellow of the pjur company

stood out from the rest – and the products offered by the Luxembourg company once again

drew thousands of visitors to the pjur 'Booth'. The four new med products pjur med SOFT glide

with natural jojoba, pjur med SENSITIVE glide without additives, pjur med VEGAN glide with ve-

gan ingredients and pjur med PRO-LONG Serum par ticularly impressed the visitors. "With our

new formulas for health-conscious target groups, we have hit the mark once again. 

With new products and a gold raffle, the pjur stand was one of the most popular at the trade fair

Chatsworth, USA - Selfie sticks are

all the rage and Pipedream has

taken advantage of the trend with

the Bachelorette Party Favors Dicky

Selfie Stick. These days, you just can’t

have a party without posting instant

evidence on social media, and the

Dicky Selfie Stick makes it easier than

ever to get the perfect angle with a

40” extension rod. No batteries, Blue-

tooth, or WiFi is needed – just plug the

Dicky Selfie Stick into the headphone

jack of your phone and your image is

instantly snapped and saved with a

simple click of a button on the hila-

rious Dicky handle. “The Dicky Selfie

Stick is a must-have for every retail en-

vironment,” said Sales Executive Mona

Madrigal. 

Take your selfie game to the next level with
 Pipedream’s Dicky Selfie Stick

Say 'cheese'!

One of the two winners of

20 grams of gold: Huda Lutz 
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Users can increase interactivity and

build connections with partners

by sending instant notifications with

customizable messages. OhMiBod

Remote puts complete control in the

hands of users and their partners. By

taking advantage of the accelero-

meter and other built-in features of

Android and iOS devices, the app al-

lows couples to enjoy real-time am-

bient sounds and create unlimited vi-

bration patterns on the fly. It also

features preset vibration patterns, ma-

nual intensity controls, in-app notifica-

tions for connection requests, and the

ability to create private or public ac-

counts with profile pictures.

"Research shows that

people with heal-

thy sex lives

tend to have healthier lives overall,

with benefits ranging from stronger

immune systems to lower risk of he-

art attack," said Suki Dunham, foun-

der of OhMiBod. "Each day, millions

of us use technology to track our

general health. We chart our heart

rates, caloric intake, steps taken,

and activity. Keeping track of our or-

gasms is another important element

of this big picture.” Another signifi-

cant app development was OhMi-

Bod’s decision to move connectivity

away from Google+ and to its own

private, secure servers. Previously,

the social network was required for

couples to connect via Wi-Fi. “Giving

our customers more control over

their privacy levels was crucial,” ad-

ded Dunham. “So many us love so-

cial interactivity, but only with our

partners or chosen social circle. The

OhMiBod Remote now provides the

option for public and private ac-

counts, letting users have ultimate

control their privacy.”

The app update coincides with the

release of blueMotion NEX|2 — an

award-winning G-spot design and the

newest addition to OhMiBod’s growing

line of Bluetooth® and Wi-Fi compa-

tible vibrators. The NEX|2 is OhMiBod’s

follow up to the acclaimed blueMo-

tion® NEX|1, a wearable massager

that allows users and their partners to

experience pleasure — with com-

plete discretion — anytime,

anywhere. The updated OhMiBod Re-

mote is now available in both Google

Play and Apple’s App Store. 

OhMiBod improves connection
to life and love with updated App

Stratham, USA - OhMiBod has added sexual health and wel l-being functional i ty to the Oh-

MiBod Remote app. The new “Oh-Dometer” al lows users to log orgasms, set weekly orgasm

goals,  and view orgasms over t ime. I t  then goes a step fur ther by addressing the growing

digital  div ide among couples with instant orgasm noti f icat ions. 

OhMiBod Remote updated with “Oh-Dometer” — a dashboard for your love life

Wijchen,

The Net-

herlands - Leg Avenue

announced that Charlotte de

Bruijn has joined the European branch

to further develop their growth in

France, Spain & Portugal. Charlotte de

Bruijn brings a wealth of experience

from the fashion industry. "The expan-

sion of our sales team further streng-

thens our ability to meet the needs of

our customers," noted Walter Kroes,

President of Leg Avenue Europe.

"Charlottes comprehensive understan-

ding of the product and industry will

greatly benefit our clients and team."

Before joining Leg Avenue, Charlotte

worked over the past fourteen years

in the private label fashion industry.

This experience make Charlotte an ex-

cellent addition to Leg Avenue’s team.

Charlotte: “Leg Avenue is fun, femi-

nine, and it’s about giving yourself extra

attention now and then.” She adds:

“I’m very glad I got the opportunity to

work for Leg Avenue.  Not only does

this brand suit my personality, it’s always

been one of my desires to work for a

brand itself. It will be challenging and

fun to translate my experience in my

job as an account manager for Leg

Avenue. I’m excited to meet all existing

and potential clients of Leg Avenue.

It’s time to build something beautiful

together with Leg Avenue. I’m looking

forward to a personal approach and

to learn from each other.”

A new team member for Leg Avenue Europe

Charlotte de Bruijn 
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Crowds flocked to the booth for

the European debut of the ma-

nufacturer’s latest additions (Fantasy

C-Ringz, Icicles Gold Edition, Pipe-

dream Extreme Toyz Mega-Bators,

and extensions to the best-selling Fe-

tish Fantasy Series and Pump Worx),

though the real showstopper was the

new Wanachi Mega Massager, which

made its first-ever appearance at the

show. At a whopping 17” tall with a

huge 4.5” head, this bedside bad

boy packs plenty of pulsating power

with a universal 110v-240v power

cord that reaches up to 17 feet.

“The Wanachi Mega Massager defi-

nitely stole the show – customers

could NOT keep their hands off of it!

There’s truly nothing like it on the mar-

ket.” said VP of Sales Steve Sav. “Our

team was constantly busy meeting

with partners and writing orders. It’s

incredible to watch our rapid growth

and success on a global level.” Pi-

pedream's success was solidified

when receiving three new accola-

des, taking home SIGN magazine's

Hot Product of the Year for their new

King Cock Squirters and EAN's Ma-

nufacturer of the Year award. Chair-

man and CEO Nick Orlandino was

also honored with his fourth conse-

cutive Business Man of the Year

award from EAN.

The manufacturer's celebrations con-

tinued with their third annual eroFame

Extravaganza – an exclusive invita-

tion-only party that honors the ma-

nufacturer’s global and domestic dis-

tribution partners. Hosted at Hugo’s in

downtown Hanover, the event was

packed with the who’s who of industry

powerhouses, along with Pipedream’s

signature blend of fun, food, and fes-

tivities. Over 300 party-goers enjoyed

dinner, drinks, and dancing, while the

Dream Team mingled with partners

and supporters well into the night.

“It’s amazing to see all the major play-

ers in our industry partying under one

roof!” said Chairman and CEO Nick

Orlandino. “Our dinner was a personal

thank you to all of our customers for

helping make Pipedream the num-

ber one brand in the world. I also

want to especially thank my entire

team for their continued hard work

and dedication

Pipedream rocks eroFame 2015

Chatswroth, USA – Pipedream has returned from another global adventure af ter an ult ra-

successful  eroFame tradeshow in Hanover,  Germany last week. Wel l-stocked with f reshly

baked pretzels and ice-cold German beer on tap, Pipedream’s massive eroFame booth

stole the spotl ight and reached maximum capacity.

Manufacturer enjoys successful European debuts and exclusive party

Hanover, Germany - With the new

AQUAglide sensitive, JOYDIVISION

international AG is now tapping the

target group that is particularly de-

manding and sensitive. By way of in-

valuable, hydrating hyaluronic acid,

the sensitive gel does not just ensure

optimal, enduring lubrication proper-

ties during intercourse, but gives rise

to nurturing qualities that are naturally

derived. Without glycerin and para-

bens, the sensitive vaginal flora is

gently nurtured and pampered with

additional moisture. The "moisture

booster" that is "Made in Germany" is

water-soluble, non-greasy and suitable

for use with condoms. The valuable

ingredients gently support natural

moisture levels and leave behind a

sensation of deeply-cared-for skin.

When used regularly, the skin in the

genital area becomes tangibly

smoother. Skin irritations and unplea-

sant skin sensations are a thing of the

past with AQUAglide sensitive.

Dermatological tests guarantee a par-

ticularly high level of skin compatibility.

The pH value is optimally matched to

that of the vagina. Furthermore, AQUA-

glide sensitive can be used with con-

fidence both orally and anally. 

AQUAglide sensitive
Now available from JOYDIVISION:

AQUAglide sensitive
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The Screaming O is proud to report

that both the silicone and ABS plas-

tic passed all three tests with confi-

dence. As part of its commitment to

customers, retailers and consumers

of all kinds, The Screaming O has

contracted this independent labora-

tory and a separate third-party verifier

to test each material in its catalog –

including ABS, SEBS and silicone – to

spark an evidence-based conversa-

tion regarding the safety and quality

of its affordable materials. During

Phase 1, The Screaming O’s popular

stretchy SEBS and colorful silicone

both were confirmed authentic,

body-safe and non-toxic. “We stand

by the production of our product line

and choose to utilize particular ma-

terials in order to provide quality al-

ternatives to higher-priced ‘luxury’

items on the market,” The Screaming

O Account Executive Conde Au-

mann said. “Consumer trust is a key

component to the success of a sex

toy brand and rather than rely on he-

arsay and scare-tactics, The Screa-

ming O makes important marketing

and development decisions based

on evidence and experience. Our

SEBS, ABS plastic, and colorful silicone

are core to the look and feel of our

entire collection and we only use ma-

terials that are proven and verified to

be body-safe. It’s a commitment that

we take very seriously.” The Screaming

O worked directly with Polymer Soluti-

ons almost a year ago to customize

a testing process that most closely

follows protocols required by the Con-

sumer Product Safety Improvement

Act. The company also uses this

three-point process to determine the

safety and quality of all materials

used in the production of its newest

and most popular products. The

Screaming O now uses a universal

labeling system that features icons

that quickly and clearly inform shop-

pers of what each product is made

of. The Screaming O also encourages

retailers and customers to adjust their

own marketing copy to ensure that

their descriptions accurately represent

the brand’s products to the shopping

public. ABS is used as a structural

component in most of The Screa-

ming O’s mini vibes and hand-helds,

including the company’s range of

single-speed and multifunction bul-

lets. This new silicone is used in many

of The Screaming O’s newest debuts,

including the OVibe, PoPVibe and

OBob hand-held massagers to give

consumers body-safe and affordable

alternatives to higher-priced brands.

The Screaming O completes Phase 2 of
 independent product material verification

Los Angeles, USA – The Screaming O has completed Phase 2 of i ts  product mater ials ver i f i -

cat ion campaign, which included test ing of i ts  newest s i l icone and ABS plast ic. Using the

ser vices of Polymer Solut ions, the new mater ials underwent a three-step test ing process

customized to determine mater ial  authentici ty,  non-toxicity,  and body-safety.  

Manufacturer’s newest silicone & ABS plastic passes purity & body-safety tests

Almere, The

Netherlands

– Now available

at Scala: the Luxe

collection by NS

Novelties. These

sleek, USB-rechar-

geable pleasure

providers combine premium quality

with very competitive pricing: making

them a fierce force to be reckoned

with! Discover this sleek, luxurious col-

lection with onyx and rose gold ac-

cents at Scala now! The elegant Luxe

collection offers your consumers a

choice between various must-have

designs with a classic bullet silhouette.

The Princess, Scarlet and Electra might

be compact; they have an incredible

list of features of skills and will thrill you

with their luxurious design. Each vibe

has a slightly different silhouette. All

three bullet designs are available in

creamy ivory and vibrant pink.

NS Novelties gets very luxurious at Scala Playhouse
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There very constructive discussions

in a casual and relaxed atmo-

sphere took place. In addition to

around 250 innovations from the S &

T standard program the over 100 in-

novations of own brands were pre-

sented at the stand. “Our brand MA-

LESATION is increasingly becoming a

bestseller,” was the statement of

Adrian Schneider and Werner Tiburtius.

On the eroFame the “Erotix-Awards”

were awarded and handed over and

ST Rubber was happy to receive two

trophies. The first Award for ST Rubber

was “Wholesale Company of the

Year“, which was considered one of

the most important awards in the in-

dustry by the wholesaler. They see

many years of work and efforts recog-

nized with such an award as well as

the outstanding performances of its

employees. The second award was

for the S & T Private label MALESATION

as “Best Male Brand”. The product

range of the Brands MALESATION was

again expanded greatly this year and

extended by smart, thoughtful and

unique products. As an example, the

rechargeable Plugs “Waist Plug Vibe

2.0” and “Paunch Plug Vibe 2.0” can

be mentioned. In addition the brand

now includes MALESATION lubricants,

which are now also available with “Re-

lax” and “Cooling” effects. S&T Rubber

Wholesale thanked the entire “Erotix

Award Team” for these awards and

also expressed its thanks to the whole

exhibition team for a great and suc-

cessful eroFame 2015 trade fair in Ha-

nover, particularly for the unparalleled

support and the friendliness of the staff

before and during the exhibition days.

S&T Rubber happy about
two EAN Erotix Awards

Wadgassen, Germany - A very positive assessment of eroFame 2015 draws the S&T Rubber

erotic – wholesale from the three days of the show: nice people from all over the world proved

to be very enthusiastic and knowledgeable visitors on this year completely redesigned booth. 

Wholesale Company of the Year

Toronto, Canada - As part of a

marketing initiative to educate

potential and current Swan custo-

mers in the Chinese market, repre-

sentatives from the Swan Col-

lection have been on the road the

past few weeks. From Northern

China to Southern China, Swan is

flourishing in the region that loves

a great brand with great marke-

ting. Simply put, China loves Swan

and the sales prove it. 

Retailers love the brand so much

that they are taking it upon them-

selves to market the brand so ag-

gressively in their stores that it looks

like a Swan boutique. Representa-

tives from the brand have been

going around to halls and confe-

rence centres holding seminars for

hundreds of employees to properly

educate them about the brand.

Swan began as a dream for Steve

Bannister, creator and President of

Swan. Before he introduced it to

the world, there didn’t exist a

 product that featured 2 indepen-

dently controlled motors enclosed

in a 100% silicone finish. As

 unheard of as it was, working 

with the right manufacturers and

the  nfrastructure that was 

already in place in China allowed

him to turn this engineering feat

into a reality.

With an eye for design and a

 luxurious, sophisticated marketing

approach the brand has propelled

itself into what it has become

today – a worldwide success in

 nearly every continent around 

the globe.

Swan brand makes record breaking push into China

Proud winners: Werner Tiburtius

and Adrian Schneider 

China loves Swan! 
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Showing off the latest evolution of

the Brand’s iconic White Label Col-

lection for the first time in Europe,

Baci’s staff was busy across the span

of the 3 day event. More than 50 all

new styles were on display, all of which

are available now. The new looks joi-

ned Baci’s ever-popular Dreams Be-

droom Costumes, Dreams Hosiery, Af-

ter Dark Hosiery and a special sneak

preview of the forthcoming White La-

bel Bodystocking collection.

Baci’s “brother” brand, ENVY Mens-

wear was also well represented. The

line’s brand new looks – including its

first-ever collection of men’s costumes

– were a big hit among attendees.

Mr. ENVY, the company’s now famous

new model, adorns each of the new

boxes – as well as a larger-than-life

graphic within the booth.

“Exhibiting in Hannover is very much

like a homecoming for us,” explains

Baci’s Helle Panzieri. “The brand was

born in Europe, and eroFame was the

site of its biggest debut. Being back

among our tremendously supportive

partners and customers is always in-

credibly rewarding for us.”

Centrally located on the show floor,

Baci’s booth was purposely situated

between two of the brand’s  largest

distribution partners, Scala and Tonga.

“We could not have asked for better

placement this year,” Helle

 continued. “Customers were extre-

mely well served by our partners’

knowledgeable sales staff – both in

our booth and their own.”

Baci Lingerie returns from another
 successful eroFame exhibit

Van Nuys, USA - From its inception, Baci has always been very much a global brand. Repre-

sented by distr ibution par tners and retailers worldwide, it ’s no surprise that the Baci booth

draws quite a crowd at Europe’s largest adult tradeshow. This year’s eroFame was no different. 

The team was busy across the span of the 3 day event

Toronto, Canada  – Just arriving

back to its headquarters in Ca-

nada from eroFame, BMS Factory

(parent company to the award-

winning Swan, Leaf, PalmPower and

PowerBullet brands) has declared

eroFame another great success.

Winning the award for Best Product

Line 2015, PalmPower stands out in

the wand-saturated market as the

clear leader. It has become known

for its compact size and incredible

strength that is yet unmatched by

any other wand of its size. As a

clear standout at EroFame, the

newly debuted PalmPower Re-

charge is a cordless version of the

Original PalmPower boasting

around 90% of the Original’s

power. It is also completely rechar-

geable with a convenient USB ca-

ble (included). To add even further

value to both PalmPower and

PalmPower Recharge, there are

now 8 interchangeable PalmPower

Attachments to enhance the ex-

perience with different sensations

such as specialty clitoral, g-spot

and even general massage

heads. Steve Bannister, President of

BMS Factory/Swan would like to ex-

tend his appreciation to the organi-

zers of eroFame for another suc-

cessful show. “It’s a great show for

everyone in the industry to get to-

gether for some good business

and good times,” Steve said. “It’s a

show that our whole team looks for-

ward to every year”.

PalmPower wins ‘Best Product Line’ Award
BMS Factory has declared

eroFame another great success
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“We thought that the successful

trade fair last year couldn’t

be topped but we were proven ot-

herwise”, said Sven Jacobsen,

ORION’s Wholesale manager, happily.

“The real demand for our products

and the constant positive feedback

from the trade fair visitors have shown

us that that our 30 years of experience

and know-how are still keeping us on

the right path.” The “Best Sales Team”

awards given to ORION Wholesale

also emphasise this. They were pre-

sented, during the eroFame 2015, to

Sven Jacobsen and Hauke Christian-

sen, representatives of the ORION

team, who were very proud to receive

them. The focus for the ORION Who-

lesale team, during the three days at

the trade fair, was on personal con-

tacts and innovative novelties. The

new Cottelli Collection packaging

and the new slatwall system for a cus-

tomised store design were also of

great interest to the trade fair visitors.

The first winner of ORION´s anniversary

competition, “Celebrate. Pack Your

Suitcase”, was also announced. The

winner was Povilas Klusaitis from Lit-

huania from JSC Interversus UAB. Po-

vilas and a person of his choice can

now look forward to a weekend away

in Berlin – including the flights, two

nights in a hotel and a few other ex-

tras. A weekend trip to London is being

given away in October – so carry on

taking part in the competition at

www.or ion-wholesale.com/30 -

anniversary!

30 years of ORION Wholesale: The
 eroFame 2015 was a complete success 

Flensburg, Germany - ORION Wholesale is celebrating its 30th anniversary this year, which was

fittingly celebrated at the eroFame in Hanover: a cheerful team greeted its customers at a new

and modern stand and looked forward to constructive talks in a relaxed and tasteful atmosphere. 

Wholesaler celebrates “Best Sales Team” Award

Almere, The Netherlands – Scala is

boosting your holiday stock by

adding some great quality TOYJOY

Manpower items to your assortment.

The brand now stocks various new

pleasure providers for men, guaran-

teed to sell big this holiday season.

Encourage your consumers to get ad-

venturous and discover their mascu-

linity with these must-have products!

The brand new Power Studded C-Ring

is a great value vibrating black cock

ring with a teasing textured clit stimu-

lator designed for dual pleasure. The

stretchy ring provides him with extra

stamina, while the vibrating bullet will

thrill her erogenous zones. 

Discover his masculinity this holiday
season  with TOYJOY Manpower

Hauke Christiansen and Sven Jacobsen 
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palmcaps are perfect

for use with both the

Palm Power Original and

the Palm Power Re-

charge. They’re super

smooth and are simple

but satisfying replace-

ment heads for your

massager.“

- palmbliss is designed for dual G-

spot and clitoral pleasure. It includes

two large tips for precise stimulation. 

- palmembrace is an ultra curvy

head that delivers internal and

 external pleasure. 

- palmpleasure features two heads,

the Palm Delight and the Palm Tease.

The Delight has two pleasure tips that

work together for incredible stimula-

tion while the Tease features no less

than three smaller, petite tips that are

great for foreplay and teasing. 

- palmbody features the

Palm Finger with two pointed

edges for maximum relaxa-

tion as well as the Palm Curve

with two rounded edges that

are great for gliding over skin

for sensual satisfaction. 

- palmsensual features the

Palm Dual for G-spot and clitoral

pleasure as well as the Palm Below

for G-spot stimulation that’s intensi-

fied by a rounded neck.

For more details please contact the

award winning Sales team on 01202

868 511 or sales@absholdings.com

Palm Power Massage Heads

Wimbourne, England - “The ABS team are big fans of the Palm Power Original and the Palm

Power Recharge, and we always welcome new ways to use this bestsel l ing personal massa-

ger”,  says Glenn Wilde. “We’re excited to add Palm Power Massage Heads to our pleasure

por t fo l io,  adding amazing new potent ial  to the Palm Power massager.  These massage

heads are easi ly attached to your massager,  al lowing you to use i t  in a number of new

ways. From G-spot pleasure to cl i toral play, these massage heads t ransform your Palm

Power into a pleasure powerhouse. Each head features an ult ra smooth s i l icone f inish for

amazing intensi ty that feels luxur ious against your skin. 

Now available from ABS

London, England - Nexus has crea-

ted a new online platform for con-

sumers which promises to educate

and stimulate respectively. Nexusge-

neration.co.uk will act as a hub for

fans of the brand or those interested

in sex toys and adult lifestyle topics in

general. “We are super excited to

launch Nexusgeneration.co.uk, say

Monique Carty, Nexus Director.  “The

new website will enable us to connect

with consumers and vice versa like

never before.  We now have a com-

munity to communicate on an enti-

rely different level than our shopping

website.” The new website includes

general adult news, Nexus product in-

formation, sex and relationship featu-

res, reviews and even forums, so like -

minded people can connect. Nexus

is also predicting that the new website

will enhance sales for retailers as the

platform will enable the brand to con-

vey its brand values in a more stimu-

lating way.  Retailers of Nexus can also

request they be added to the sites

stockists list. Nexusrange.com will still

exist and work as a shopping platform

for both trade and consumer users.

Become part of the Nexus Generation

ABS is now offering Palm Power Massage Heads
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The tapered shafts feature seam-

less bi-polar conductive silicone

contacts that activate when con-

nected to any ElectraStim Stimulator.

The deeply ridged texture of the

shaft contributes to the intensified in-

ternal sensations that electro butt

plugs are famous for, targeting the

sensitive nerve endings near the skins

surface for a multi-level erotic expe-

rience. ElectraStim Rockers are best

suited to intermediate to advanced

anal players who prefer a softer,

more flexible approach to anal

electro-stimulation.The ElectraStim

Rocker Butt Plugs bridge a gap in

the market for a stand-out range of

e-stim anal sex toys made from soft,

flexible and body-safe silicone. They

serve up a smoother, softer and

more tactile anal sex toy experience,

catering for those who want to try a

fuller, thicker sense of penetration

than our smaller metal and plastic

anal toys provide. The Small, Me-

dium and Large Rockers fit the clas-

sic archetype for a butt plug and

have a clear path to progression du-

ring anal training. The new method

of embedding the 2mm pins in the

base allows the wearer to truly sit on

the plug, giving them the freedom

to create their own hands-free mo-

vements to complement the throb-

bing and pulsating sensations that

ElectraStim stimulators create.

ElectraStim Silicone Noir Rocker Butt Plugs

Hoddesdon, England -  The ElectraStim Si l icone Noir Rocker Butt Plugs are now available to

pre-order for wholesalers and distributors, with a retail launch date set for Monday November

16th 2015. The ElectraStim Rocker Butt Plugs are designed for hands-free play, with a unique

anal-safe base featuring embedded 2mm inputs for t ruly hands-free wear in any posit ion. 

Three new additions to the ElectraStim Silicone Noir range of electro sex toys

Almere, The Netherlands  –

When the days are getting

shorter, and the nights are getting

longer; you know winter is coming…

Therefore, it is now the perfect time

to stock-up on some sexy, naughty

games to give your consumers the

perfect entertainment choices for

a winter’s evening. Scala stocks a

wide variety of fun games; all ready

to order! Roll the dice and get into

a playful, sexy mood with the Lovers

Dice by TOYJOY Basics. These

naughty, affordable games at en-

try-level features one dice that

dictates body parts; the other as-

signs lovers a task such as 'kiss' or

'lick'. More in the mood for some

hot gambling? The Casino Boudoir

set by Kheper Games guarantees

a sexy evening where every player

wins! The box offers lovers in choice

in playing Sexy Slots, Roulette Sex

and BJ Blackjack. Earn the most

Couples Casino Craps and re-

deem an erotic reward from your

partner. A brand at Scala which

completely specializes in creating

playful, erotic games is Tease &

Please. Their Truth or Dare Erotic

Party Edition game is the perfect

way to get to know your fellow play-

ers a whole lot better! This card-

game challenges your truthfulness

about the most revealing, sexy sub-

jects. Do you dare to share your

most intimate secrets? Crave a

game solely for you and a partner?

The Kinky Hart is a fun way to disco-

ver each others kinky preferences.

Roll the dice and get playful with Scala Playhouse

The ElectraStim Rocker Butt Plugs

are designed for hands-free play
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LUST by JOPEN was honored du-

ring the event with the EAN Erotix

Award for Best Luxury Product Line.

Robin Stewart, Brand Manager for

JOPEN, says, “The eroFame show

was fabulous and everyone loved

our products, but the best part of

the event was winning the Erotix

Award. We are thrilled and hono-

red. Thank you everyone.”

ENVY by JOPEN is a collection of the

world’s most powerful intimate mas-

sagers. ENVY takes exhilaration bey-

ond that of normal personal massa-

gers with up to 8,000 revolutions per

minute. All products offer a 100%

play area and are waterproof and

submersible. KEY by JOPEN is a range

of massagers, rings and Kegel exer-

cisers that evokes a sense of youth

and refinement. Rechargeable and

battery operated styles with the

world’s finest silicone brings excite-

ment and power to any adventure.

LUST by JOPEN produces extreme

power while giving users control with

easy push button controls and a

100% play area. The waterproof de-

signs and rechargeable motors help

create a lasting experience. 

Jopen brings a touch
of luxury to eroFame

Ontario, USA - ENVY, KEY and LUST by JOPEN were

on display giving eroFame attendees a genuine, hands-on experience with products f rom

these col lect ions. “JOPEN is the epitome of luxury and eroFame is the per fect place to

showcase i ts  beauty. To ful ly understand the qual i ty JOPEN has to offer you must get up

close and personal with the products.  Once you feel the supple s i l icone and intense power

you wi l l  t ruly know what luxury is ,” says Susan Colvin, President and CEO of JOPEN.

ENVY, KEY and LUST

Wimbourne, England -There are

so many reasons to love glass

sex toys and ABS Holdings is now sto-

cking the incredible Kinx Ice range

– packed with stunning colour and

creative glass shapes that never

miss the mark. The range is a plea-

sure investment, and each piece is

a work of art that’s luxurious and long

lasting. The Kinx Ice range features

glass dildos and teasers for men,

women and couples and is great

for users who love temperature play.

The whole range can be cooled or

heated by placing each

piece in warm or cold water

for a switch in sensation. The

smooth glass is non-porous

for hygienic play and is easily

cleaned for quick and easy main-

tenance.

Kinx Ice Glass

Chatsworth, USA - Whoever said

size doesn’t matter never tried

the incredible Wanachi Mega Mas-

sager! At nearly 43cm tall with a huge

11.4cm head, this bedside bad boy

packs plenty of pulsating power! With

ten patterns of super powerful pulsa-

tions to choose from, this mega mas-

sager delivers strong, soothing vibra-

tions where you want them most. The

smooth silicone head is body-safe

and silky soft, while the flexible neck

allows you to apply just the right

amount of pressure. The powerful

plug-in massager is perfect for revi-

talizing tired muscles, reducing mus-

cle fatigue, relieving stress caused by

tension, and giving your aching body

the recharge it deserves. But the Wa-

nachi Mega Massager isn’t just for

your sore spots! If you’ve never orgas-

med before or have difficulty rea-

ching climax, this mega massager is

the ultimate fix for guaranteed results.

With its amazing strength and proven

durability, this will be the only plug-in

massager you’ll ever need! Choose

from 10 thrilling patterns of mind-blo-

wing vibrations and find the setting

that’s just right for you.

Wanachi Mega Massager
Size does matter! 

JOPEN showcased its finest collections

at the 2015 eroFame show
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Classic vibrator, Vibrating cock ring. In

addition, there are three different, all-

inclusive Pleasure Kits, named after

world cities. “London love-in”, includes

a motor, and the shapes Vibrating

Peddle and Vibrating Cock Ring,

“What happens in Vegas”, comes with

a large motor, and the shapes Classic

vibrator and Vibrating Cock Ring, and

“Her name is Rio”, this Pleasure Kit con-

sists of the large motor, and the Vi-

brating pebble and Classic vibrator. 

A new way to play
Eropartner Distribution adds Ooh by Je Joue

Los Angeles, USA –

The Screaming O is

now officially shipping

the PoP Vibe, a uniquely angled

handheld massager designed to sti-

mulate sensitive areas with ease. With

an elongated neck and ergonomic

curve, the PoP Vibe gives users a

comfortable way to reach almost

every external erogenous zone with

powerful deep rumbling vibration. The

PoP Vibe is powered by a 3-speed

plus pulse motor strategically located

in its 100% silicone-coated vibrating

head for direct and reliable stimula-

tion everywhere it touches. This unique

deeper-pitched motor provides vibra-

tion at a lower frequency for a more

penetrating feel that helps prevent

surface numbing and temporary de-

sensitization.

The Screaming O sweetens retailers’ 
sex toy selection with colorful PoPVibe

This year’s trip to Hannover was

especially strong for Xgen, and its

busy staff is thrilled to be “feeling the

burn!” Strategically positioned near

the entrance to the exhibit hall,

Xgen’s booth was a hub of activity.

Retailers from around the globe ga-

thered to check out the latest additi-

ons to the variety of brands Xgen ma-

nufactures and distributes. Front and

center was the flagship Bodywand

family of wand massagers.  Easily

Xgen’s top selling line, the relatively

young brand has certainly achieved

“phenomenon” status in the industry.

Boasting the most comprehensive

collection of sizes, styles and power

options, Bodywand’s latest models

feature fun fashion colors, multiple

functions and packaging that has

made it one of the easiest brands for

retailers to sell. “Without a doubt, the

global market has embraced the Bo-

dywand family,” Xgen President Andy

Green says.  “eroFame gives us proof

every year that we are dominating

this space.” 

Xgen Products returns from strongest eroFame exhibit to date

Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  Ooh by Je Joue, is  a new plea-

sure products concept f rom Br i t ish luxury brand Je Joue. The

capsule col lect ion is  playful ,  cheeky and fashion-inspired.

Eropar tner Dist r ibut ion is  now offer ing Ooh by Je Joue. 

“We are big fans of Je Joue

and their latest collection,

Ooh by Je Joue, looks incredible”,

says Elcke Wieffering, Head of Purcha-

sing at Eropartner Distribution. “It is truly

a new approach to pleasure pro-

ducts.  The rechargeable motor offers

the consumers the opportunity to pick

and mix from a variety of different

forms and discover what works best

for them. Also, the packaging is a true

eye-catcher and will sure draw a lot

of attention at our retail partner’s out-

lets”. With the new pick and mix col-

lection of Je Joue, the consumer starts

with the motor and then picks one (or

more) of the shapes. Insert the motor

in the shape, hold down the Ooh but-

ton for two seconds and you are

ready to go! Consumers can choose

from the Pick ‘n’ Mix range, or try one

of the all-inclusive Pleasure Kits. The

collection consists of the Large Motor

and three shapes, Vibrating pebble,

The “What happens in

Vegas” Pleasure Kit 
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The Supervisory Board complied

with his request and would like to

thank Mr van der Hooft for his com-

mitment, particularly during what

have been difficult periods for Beate

Uhse AG, and also for his hard work

and achievements in managing

and represen-

ting the com-

pany. In order to

further utilise his

many years of

experience wit-

hin the com-

pany, Mr van der

Hooft has agreed to the Supervisory

Board’s request that he manage

Beate Uhse Group’s Wholesale seg-

ment in future. Serge van der Hooft

has been a member of the Ma-

nagement Board since 2008 and

Chairman of the Management Bo-

ard since 2010. Until a successor is

appointed, Cornelius Vlasblom (CFO)

will act as the sole director. He has

been Chief Financial Officer of Beate

Uhse Group since 2013. “It is my aim

to continue to manage Beate Uhse

AG decisively with dedication and to

continue on the restructuring path

that we’ve set ourselves. Our me-

dium-term outlook and vision for the

company remain unchanged,” Cor-

nelius Vlasblom says. The Supervisory

Board will immediately start to search

for a suitable successor to Mr van

der Hooft.

Change of Management at Beate Uhse
Hamburg, Germany -  Dur ing a Beate Uhse

AG Supervisory Board meeting on 23rd Sep-

tember, CEO Serge van der Hoof t informed

the Super v i sor y  Board that  he wanted to

leave the company’s Management Board for

personal reasons. 

Shenzen, China - During the 2015

eroFame B2B trade show success-

fully held in Hanover/Germany Nomi

Tang showcased her new products.

Especially her new eye-catching G

spot vibrator Getaway Plus attracted

a lot of attention and received a lot

of praise from the professional custo-

mers. Nomi launched the new pro-

ducts in Germany because she felt it

makes a particularly significant diffe-

rence in choosing the place where

she founded her brand, just like she

presented her first male toy Spotty du-

ring last year’s eroFame. Customers

especially love the black/golden edi-

tion of ‘Getaway Plus’ which looks gor-

geous and really catches the custo-

mers’ attention. It also adopted Nomi

Tang’s upgraded touch slider tech-

nology, which makes it even more

sensitive and playable. Also one of

Nomi Tang’s best selling products, the

360 degree revolving head prostate

massager, Spotty is high in demand,

which proves once more that Spotty

features a very successful product

concept you should try.

Since Nomi Tang’s overseas operati-

ons made great progress over the

past year, the next step is entering the

US market. The setup of a US ware-

house is already in progress and Nomi

Tang will showcase her next new pro-

duct during the AVN exhibition in Las

Vegas in January 2016.

“I would like to thank all our custo-

mers for their long-term enthusiastic

support, and we will continue to

serve you with our superior products

and excellent service.” Nomi said

during the eroFame.

Nomi Tang in Hanover

Serge van der Hooft is no longer CEO

eroFame 2015: The Nomi Tang booth 

Serge van der Hooft will now focus on

Beate Uhse's wholesale segment 
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The Love Bag makes a great ad-

dition to our offering and we are

confident our retail partners will love

TLB”. The Love Bag  is a discrete pa-

ckage which contains a mixture of

exciting products. There’s an inter-

active QR-code on the back. which

will show you the exciting content of

The Love Bag. The bag holds two

condoms, one lubricant sachet, one

massage oil sachet, a cock ring with

a buzzer, a blindfold, a tickler and

most important of all: TLB enables

an experience filled with seduction

that  no one will easily forget! “The

Love Bag enables you to rekindle in-

timate passion and seduction and

gives you the opportunity to reflect

on the wonderful, intimate and

above all; fun and sexy moments in

life”, adds The Love Bag’s Sofie Rock-

land. “And Eropartner Distribution of-

fers a strong exposure and experi-

ence. Their flexibility to respond

constantly to the changing market

makes them a perfect partner to ex-

pand your brand(s) worldwide”.

Eropartner Distribution adds The 
Love Bag to its assortment

Zwaagdijk,  The Netherlands -  Award-winning dist r ibutor Eropar tner Dist r ibut ion expands i ts

por tfol io with The Love Bag. Head of Purchasing at Eropar tner Dist r ibut ion, E lcke Wieffer ing

explains: “The Love Bag  packs a great select ion of must-have pleasure i tems for a passio-

nate rendezvous. The products are of great qual i ty and easy to use. 

A great selection of must-have pleasure items

Los Angeles, USA - The Screaming

O has made an official expansion

into the hand-held massager market

with the OVibe, a new compact vi-

brator that pays homage to the sex

toy pioneers of the past. This modern

update features a powerful motor

strategically positioned at the base

of its silicone head, packing impres-

sive strength into a lightweight, cord-

less and portable design priced to

sell. The OVibe’s curved handle pro-

vides a comfortable grip while ma-

king it easy to quickly toggle between

two powerful vibration speeds – a

deep low-pitch rumble and a strong

stimulating buzz. Its hygienic 100%

silicone contact point boasts a sig-

nature cone-like shape that sur-

rounds sensitive

areas with optimal

surface area, and

at its center sits a

solid silicone nub

that targets stimu-

lation with preci-

sion. Perfect for cli-

toral stimulation

while solo or with a partner, the OVibe

pinpoints vibration with ease. “The

OVibe’s familiar shape makes it fun

to reminisce about the old-school

massagers of yesteryear while enjoy-

ing the perks of modern-day sex toy

design,” The Screaming O Account

Executive Conde Aumann said. “It’s

large enough to house a powerful

dual-speed motor inside a comfor-

table handle but light-weight enough

to make it a perfect travel compa-

nion. Plus its incredible $19.95 MSRP

makes it a no-brainer buy for new

and seasoned sex toy shoppers.”

The OVibe is made of water-resistant

ABS plastic with a 100% solid silicone

head, two materials that have been

independently lab tested for purity,

quality and body-safety.

The Screaming O expands into powerful hand-held
pleasure with ‘Ovibe’
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The Love Bag holds two condoms, one lubricant sachet, one massage

oil sachet, a cock ring with a buzzer, a blindfold, and a tickler

The Ovibe is a new compact vibrator that

pays homage to the sex toy pioneers of the past
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From October  7 to 9,  the erot ic  t rade and indust r y  gathered in  Hanover  as  eroFame

 welcomed vis i tors f rom far and wide into the Lower-Saxon capital .  The who is who of the

 industr y presented their  products at the show, and with 204 producers and dist r ibutors,

there were more exhibitors than ever before. Fi t t ingly,  the exhibit ion f loor was also the big-

gest of any eroFame to date, with more than 6,000 square metres. So i t ’s  no surpr ise the

vis i tor numbers were also on record level.  

w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 1 / 2 0 1 5

Impressions      

E V E N T

Following a slow start on the first day of the trade

convention, more and more people flocked to

Hall 27 of the Hanover fairgrounds, and by the end

of the show, 2.843 trade visitors had walked the halls,

more than ever before as the organisers of the  

show announced.

Speaking of the organisers, they were also happy with

the results of eroFame. “The quality of the visitors has

traditionally been very high at our show, and it

 continues to be extraordinary as our exhibitors confirm

every year. It is said that quality is sometimes more

important than quantity, and that is certainly true for

exclusive

For years, eroFame has excelled due to the

quality of the visitors, and this year has been no exception
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     from eroFame 2015

E V E N T

The Hanover trade show delights exhibitors and visitors 

trade shows. We are going to do

our utmost so that eroFame will

continue to live up to that saying”,

as Wieland Hofmeister, CEO of Me-

diatainment Publishing eroFame

GmbH, says in our interview (to be

found on p. 112-118 of this issue).

Like every year, the Oktoberfest

was one of the big highlights of

eroFame as trade members and

producers concluded the second

day of the trade show with a big

party in the relaxed atmosphere

of the Munich hall.
Wieland Hofmeister (eroFame) thanking

the exhibitors and visitors of eroFame
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E V E N T
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Samir Saraiya (Digital E-Life )

eroFame has the best products

displayed from all across the

world and no distributor or

 retailer should miss the show.”“

The pjur team has every right to be proud

of their company’s twenty-year history

Fun Factory will celebrate

their 20th anniversary next year

A living legend: Rocco Siffredi

with Lucio Majelli (MSX)
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E V E N T

Christine Boado (L'amourose)

We hope that eroFame will

 continue to bring together the

talents in our industry and to

strengthen the business by

 providing such a wonderful

platform to meet.”“
Wende den Braver (MOODZZ BV)

We are thankful for the good

and warm meetings we had  

during the eroFame.”“
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 1 / 2 0 1 5

Bo Todorovic (Ave) 

Debra Net visiting the Shunga stand

The EAN Award for ”Best Overall Collection“ went to

ABS Holdings – Kate Hodgson-Egan and Ringo Baginda accepted the award

Lovehoney’s trade sales team: Jim Primrose,

Laura Wood, Ilona Laboviciute, Merlin O'Doherty, and Ray Hayes

“Innovation of the Year“ – Valentino Tolman

accepted the EAN Award for Topco’s Twerking Butt

Inventive outfit:

Mauro Tarter (Dolce & Piccante)
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Ray Hayes (Lovehoney)

eroFame is the biggest and  

best in Europe and you have  

to be there as it is the perfect

 opportunity to launch new

 products, showcase products  

and meet with existing and  

new customers.” .““
Brett Richardson (Liberator)

Both well designed and

 organized, this year's

 eroFame attendance will  

be the one to remember.” “
Martin Rulofs (Maison-X)

We think the fair was great,

as always. The best thing is,

that it is a meet & greet of

the industry.“ “

E V E N T

Big crowds gathered when the big raffle

took place at the pjur stand

Womanizers: Frank Alde (epi24 USA LLC),

Michael Lenke (epi24 GmbH), and Sven Jacobsen (Orion)
Joop de Jonge was pleased with

the positive response to his Metallix line

Eye catcher: Shots‘ impressive fair stand
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E V E N T

Trish Murray (Nice 'n' Naughty)

As a buyer the show was

 fantastic allowing me to meet so

many companies over the 3 days.

I look forward to next year.” “

That’s what winners look like: Jamie O'Sullivan and Simon Pope

(Harmony Store Oxford Street) with the EAN Award for “Retailer of the Year“

MSX took home the award for

“Best Design & Marketing Team“

“DVD-Distributor of the Year“:

Andreas Kirchen and his company VPS

One idea, executed in two different ways -

Jelle Plantenga (Velv'Or) and Eric Kalèn

Couldn’t believe she won

a gold ingot: Huda Lutz (eroFame)

(Tickler) presented their cock rings
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E V E N T

Niels van der Voort (MYTENGA)

We were there as retailers

this year and of course to

 celebrate our relationship.  

We have met 2 years ago on

eroFame and are in this  

long distance relationship  

for 2 years now.”“

eroFame Thursday, i.e. the second day

of the trade convention, was particularly busy

The EAN Award for “Best Boutique Brand“ went to Nexus

– Chloe Pearce and Monique Carty accepted the trophy

Having a good time: Leonid Fishman (Astkol), Klaus Pedersen

(DanaMedic), Matthias Poehl (EAN), and Frank Kok (Mystim)

The Oktoberfest dance floor
Magic Motion has mastered the combination

of modern technologies and sex toys
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Pro

If you buy a pro-

duct these days,

you usually read up

on it on the internet

beforehand, no matter if it’s a car or a new washing

 machine, and we even do the same before we go to a

restaurant, book a room in a hotel – or before we buy a

sex toy. There are tests and reviews and information on

pretty much everything on the world wide web. The

 advantage is obvious: The user can base his decision on

the opinion of experts who know these products inside out

and deal with them every day. Ideally, such reviews don’t

just help the consumer find the right product, but they also

provide him with insights and advice that will improve the

experience of using that product. Such blogs represent a

great opportunity, also and  especially for the European

market. The cheaper a product, the lower the probability

that the consumer will bother to do some research on the

internet before buying it. Or put differently: You don’t need

a blog and a review for a cookie-cutter dildo made in

China, but you may well for a technically sophisticated

designer product made in Europe. If a product boasts

 innovative technical features, the consumer is curious to

see if it really delivers on the promises made on the pa-

ckaging. One point of criticism that usually comes up when

people talk about product blogs is that they are not ob-

jective enough, that more often than not, producers pay

the bloggers to write favourable reviews, and that these

texts are basically just poorly disguised advertisement. Ho-

wever, credibility is every blogger’s capital, it’s what makes

88

The modern consumer is better informed than ever before.

Countless online por tals and blogs offer reviews, tests, and

comments on and about products of all kinds, also erotic pro-

ducts. The question is just: How useful are such sites and blogs

to the customers of the erotic market?

Point at issue: sex toy    

them successful. If they disappoint their readers, they won’t

have much of a readership before long, so it’s in their own

best interest to call a spade a spade and tell their readers

if a product hasn’t met their standards. And to go back to

the original argument: If a blog was only used as an

 advertisement platform, it wouldn’t have much reach, and

what interest would a producer have in a blog with limited

 reach? Another point of criticism that can’t be dispelled as

easily is that reviews are too subjective to offer real value

for all readers. It is true, tastes differ, especially when it co-

mes to sex toys. Some love what others hate, some find

unpleasant what others enjoy. It is also hard to find objective

criteria by which to rate a whole group of products. Merely

listing the diameter, vibration modes, and other technical

details of a vibrator is not really helping the users decide

whether or not a product is right for them. What’s more  im-

portant to the consumers is to learn how it feels to use the

product – and that is and will always be a highly subjective

experience. But good bloggers know that and also know

how to address this issue, and their readers appreciate

it.Last but not least, there is also another function that sex

toy blogs fulfil, and it’s a rather important one: They represent

a channel of communication, a place where intimate

things are normal and it’s okay to be open about them.

There are many people who would feel awkward talking

about sex toys with their friends, and not everybody feels

comfortable going to a store and asking the sales staff

when they have questions about a product. And while car

fanatics, hobby chefs, or hunting aficionados have a variety

of magazines to choose from, there’s very little in the way

of literature about sex toys. But there are blogs.

The pros and cons of sex toy test sites and blogs for consumers

F E A T U R E
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exclusive

Randolph Heil, editor 
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   reviews on the internet

89

Cons

Here’s the problem with online

 product tests, product reviews,

 critiques, etc.: Like so many things

the internet has brought us, people

felt very positively about them at

first, but somewhere along the

road, that changed and now,

many consider them to be annoy-

ing, shake their head at them, or

simply ignore them. Take online

 forums, for instance, no matter

what topic they are dedicated to;

first, they seemed like a great tool

for discussion and communication

among users. And they were. But

today, they are frequented by

know-it-alls, people who will post

anything to get attention, naggers,

whiners, and often also conspiracy

theorists and trolls. 

Of course, things are a little

 different on product test portals,

but it is for a  reason that we often

hear the criticism: “Someone has

been paid to write all those great reviews.” What began as a nice

idea has turned into a business – with   far-reaching consequences.

Because if there is money to be made with product reviews, then

people will make money with it – you don’t have to be well-versed in

the  history of capitalism to understand that.  The worst case scenario:

The producer who pays the most gets the best reviews, and other

companies that may actually have better products only get

 honourable mentions or are  ignored  altogether. The  objectivity of

 reviews, if there ever was one, falls by the wayside, and their primary

goal – i.e. informing people about products, their  characteristics,

and their  quality – is perverted. By no means do I want to place the

entire industry under general suspicion, and yes, of course, at the

end of the day, you have to make ends meet, you have to put

money in the bank and food on the table. I get that, but it is simply a

fact that cannot be ignored.

Also, many people complain about the poor quality of product tests.

Sure, there are exceptions, and probably even more than one might

think, but still: What good does a product review do if it’s  basically a

word-for-word copy of the producer’s official product description,

little more than copy and paste? Why is that? Are there too many

products hitting the  market? Or is it because many products are too

similar? Not wanting to rub anyone the wrong way, but in a way, a

 lubricant is always a  lubricant, so naturally, there’s only so much you

can write about it. Does it maybe have to do with a lack of motivation,

a lack of  creativity? Or is this business model based on the principle

“the more, the better”, i.e. simply creating a ton of content and luring

in the users by dangling a plastic carrot of seemingly expert opinions

and great diversity in front of them? Whatever the reason, such reviews

don’t offer much real information, and all they have in common with

real tests or reviews is the title they claim.

Ultimately, tastes and needs differ, as we all know. Everybody is

 different, also and especially when it comes to our sexual wishes and

preferences. Just because one  reviewer experienced multiple

 orgasms with a product doesn’t necessarily mean that this toy will be

the ultimate pleasure giver for all womankind. So in the end, there

will always be a certain degree of subjectivity to a product test. 

F E A T U R E

Matthias Poehl, editor in chief
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One of the chapters in The Brain Fog Fix that is perhaps

the most surprising to most readers is “The Epidemic

of Loneliness.”  It’s the chapter I talk about on the Today

show.  How could love, intimacy and connection be better

for your health than quitting smoking is!?

When you look at how lonely Americans are becoming,

this epidemic of loneliness affects more and more of us.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, the number of

 Americans living alone has tripled since 1970.  Of course,

living alone isn’t in and of itself a problem. Feeling lonely,

lacking love and intimacy is. Connection, intimacy, love

and sex are all part of our innate need as social creatures

to form relationships.  The benefits are biological, social,

 psychological and spiritual. The benefits range from pre-

venting  Alzheimer’s disease to living longer.

Here are 5 surprising health benefits that will compel you to

make dinner plans, create an online dating profile or initiate

sex with your significant other tonight.

#1: Live Longer, Get Smarter by Connecting

A review of 148 studies that included more than 300,000

people suggested that extreme loneliness may actually

be deadlier than smoking and twice as deadly as obesity.

In this analysis, stronger social relationships resulted in a 50

percent increased likelihood of survival.  No wonder social

connectedness has been called a “behavioral vaccine.” 

If you feel lonely from time to time, focus on quality of

friendships over quantity. Far more important than the total

number of friends you can have is the number of very

close friends you have. These are confidants, people you
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There’s a new treatment on the market that is  t ruly miraculous in the way i t  can treat and

prevent disease.  I t ’ s  exer ts  posi t ive ef fects on just  about any ai lment:  hear t  disease,

 depression, anxiety and even aging.  I t ’s  s ide effects:  euphoria, joy and a meaningful l i fe.

The treatment doesn’t  require a prescr ipt ion or FDA approval.   You don’t  even need to go

to the drug store to get i t .   The t reatment: love.

5 Surprising Health
 Benefits of Love

can tell anything to. Research shows that most Americans

used to have about three of these. It’s no wonder iconic

shows feature an ensemble cast of four close friends (think:

Sex and The City, Golden Girls). 

But, research shows that the average number of confidants

has shrunk from about three in the 1980s to two in the

2000s. And about one in four Americans report having

none.  A study of more than 800 older adults over the

course of many years showed that being lonely can double

your risk of Alzheimer’s disease in addition to leading to

 cognitive decline. Feeling connected to others can even

help you preserve intelligence over time. One remarkable

study that followed almost 500 people over the span of 70

years, measuring subjects’ IQ at age 11 and then again at

age 79, demonstrated that strong social networks and fee-

ling supported can help preserve cognitive abilities and

intelligence over the years.

Forget the new $100 supplement that claims to extend

your lifespan and slow aging.  Make a commitment to do

something that’s far less expensive.  Make dinner plans with

a friend.  Go to meetup.com and find a group of people

with similar interests.  Get involved in your community.  Your

mood – and your mind – will thank you.

#2: Get Hitched to Get Happy

It may be old fashioned.  And, that friend or family member

who always is harassing you about getting married may

be onto something.  While less people seem to be getting

married, it’s still one of the best predictors of feeling better.

It guarantees that we won’t be alone when we come

By Dr. Mike Dow, author The Brain Fog Fix

exclusive

F E A T U R E
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Dr. Mike Dow is a psychotherapist,

author, and relationship expert

F E A T U R E
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home from work or when we’re in a particularly stressful

 situation. 

According to the National Opinion Research Center’s

 General Social Survey of over 40,000 people, about 40

percent of married people rated themselves as being

“very happy” compared to only about 20 percent of never

married, separated, or divorced people.   But don’t be in a

hurry to marry just anybody, because people in not very

happy marriages are also not very happy people, with a

dismal 3 percent rating themselves as “very happy.” But

we should aspire to cultivate a healthy union with a person

we respect and admire, because married people who

rated their marriages as “very happy” are also by far the

happiest in their lives.

If you’re not in a committed relationship and would like to

be, it’s time to pull out all the stops.  Let your good friends

know you’re looking.  Go on blind dates.  Go on dating

apps.  Live by the motto: “Seek, and ye shall find.”  Because

the one place you are guaranteed not to find Mr. or Ms.

Right is sitting alone on the couch watching Netflix on a

Saturday night.

#3: Look Younger, Get Heart Healthy with Sex

In addition to Americans living alone, they’re also having

less sex.  In fact, one global study showed that Americans

ranked 23rd out of 26 countries for frequency of sex.  More

troubling is that less than half of Americans are fully satisfied

with their sex life.  Let’s look at why sex is important.

Sex can help you survive a heart attack.  In one long-term

study, men who had sex at least twice a week were 

much less likely to die from a heart attack compared to

those who had less sex.  In men, it can even cut your risk of

stroke in half!

How about getting that “healthy glow” with the big O instead

of Botox?  One study had impartial judges guess the ages

of adults.  Those having sex regularly looked years younger

than those who weren’t.  This comes as no surprise since

orgasms release a flood of feel-good chemicals that can

make you look rosy and vital and even relieves tension in

the face.  The problem for the vast majority of women is

that they can’t achieve orgasm through intercourse alone

since the most concentrated nerve endings are in the cli-

toris.   As a sex therapist (and as a guy), I also know that the

male ego is very fragile when it comes to sex.  One of my

favorite products I recommend to the couples I treat is the
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Pyxis finger massager which a woman’s partner can wear

on a finger during sex.  It’s extremely effective in helping

women get in on the “big O” that is elusive for so many.

I’ve also found that because it’s a wearable massager, it

helps one’s partner to feel included.  (I’ve also found that

once straight men discover how much more women enjoy

sex with a massagers, they’re more likely to “graduate” to

other massagers without feeling threatened.)

#4: Prevent Cancer Between the Sheets

In a study published by the Journal of the American Medical

Association, men who ejaculated frequently had a lower

risk of prostate cancer later in life.  This is likely because the

body expels toxins through semen that, when left in the

body, can increase the risk of cancer.  About 4 orgasms a

week for men can significantly reduce future risk of prostate

cancer.  The good news for single guys: masturbation will

reap the same benefits.  (And if you’re not in a committed

relationship, masturbation is probably the way to go; casual

sex can actually increase your risk of cancer by increasing

your risk of acquiring HPV which can lead to cancer.)

Women can decrease their risk of breast cancer by having

sex regularly as well thanks to the oxytocin and DHEA that’s

released during sex.  For both sexes, do a little cuddling

 afterward to get an extra boost of oxytocin which also

helps you to feel connected to your significant other.  

#5: Fight Headaches, Backaches and Arthritis with Love

Imagine an extended release pain reliever that lasted

days – not hours.  It can help to relieve headaches and

bodily pain. You won’t find it in a bottle.  Where to find it?

The  bedroom. Sex releases natural opiates in your body

that can last days.  Research at Rutgers University showed

that women more than doubled their pain tolerance

 during vaginal self-stimulation.  Endorphins and

 corticosteroids can help to numb headaches, backaches

and even ease arthritis.  Love itself also acts as a natural

pain reliever, since intense love lights up the same parts

of the brain that pain-relieving drugs target.  So when that

headache comes on after a long day’s work, light some

candles, put on some sexy music and get your partner in

the mood.  (If you’re single, get yourself in the mood since

these benefits cad be had solo as well.)  You’ll head into

work tomorrow with no pain in your head and a smile on

your face.  

F E A T U R E
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The XPANDER promises to give men a truly special sexual

experience. Whether it’s used for self-pleasure or for

 spicing things up between the sheets with a partner, the

innovative sex toy is perfect for both. Besides offering the

ultimate in stimulation, the XPANDER is also incredibly easy

to use. Thanks to its innovative and unique functionality,

 inserting the sex toy is easy and comfortable as the

 XPANDER can be reduced to half its fully expanded size

before insertion. This makes it easy and safe to insert the

stimulator before it expands to its full size for stimulation.

“Even for anal-stimulation beginners, I can really

 recommend the XPANDER especially as it’s so easy to

insert. The XPANDER also comes in three sizes (S, M, L) so

even advanced users will find the perfect size,” explains

Oliver Redschlag, CEO of JOYDIVISION. The XPANDER

 stimulates the male equivalent of the female G-spot: the

P-spot. Astonishingly, the vast ma-

jority of men have never experi-

enced an orgasm through P-spot

stimulation – one of the most in-

tense and strongest orgasms there is.

The XPANDER works in a really smart way:

Thanks to its reduced size the  stimulator

can be inserted easily whereupon it expands

to its full size in the prostate, stimulating the  ultra-

sensitive prostate from within. Further XPANDER models will

be available with a special shaft

 design for additional external

stimulation, enhancing the

feeling of pleasure even more.

Made from high-quality Silikomed, the

94

The brand-new and highly innovat ive XPANDER f rom JOYDIVIS ION

promises  to  t r u ly  enhance men’s  sexual i ty  –  whether  on the i r

own or  w i th  a par tner.  W i th  XPANDER’s  anal  s t imulat ion,  men

get  to exper ience an in tense orgasm, and thanks  to the specia l

way  i t  wo r k s  XPANDER  i s  pe r fec t  fo r  beg inne r s  a s  we l l  a s

 advanced anal  exp lorers .       

The 
XPANDER

XPANDER can be used

with any lubricant and is

100% made with love in

Germany.

The brand-new XPANDER

combines an innovative

 product idea with maximum

quality. It will initially be available

in three versions: The X2 (RRP €49),

perfect for beginners thanks to its size and

ease of use; the X3 for advanced users; and

the X4+ (RRP €89) which

features an additional

electronic vibra-

tion function. Virtu-

ally all models will be

available in the sizes S, M, and

L. The guarantee also speaks volumes about just how

good the product is, with JOYDIVISION additionally offering

an incredible 10-year guarantee on XPANDER products.

On top of that, the newly established community and

stylish VIP Card will offer potential customers an incredible

host of benefits. XPANDER owners will, for example, be

able to influence the development of future products by

giving direct feedback to the manufacturer. Apart from

providing all the need-to-know information on the website

at www.xpander.com, potential customers will also find a

forum from November where they can engage with other

like-minded individuals.

The XPANDER is available for pre-order now in three sizes

at www.xpander.com.   

exclusive
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JOYDIVISION presents a new, innovative stimulator especially for men

F E A T U R E

Oliver Redschlag, CEO of JOYDIVISION

The X4+ features an additional

electronic vibration function

The X2 is perfect

for beginners
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Premature ejaculation

The largest international study on premature ejaculation

carried out to date came to the conclusion that

 approximately 20 percent of all men are affected. This

makes it the most common sexual dysfunction among

men under 60 years of age. Premature ejaculation can

have negative consequences for men, but also their

partners. It can lead to conflicts, sexual dissatisfaction,

and psychological stress. Reason enough for pjur to

 expand its product range in this area. Because someti-

mes men need a little extra help to be able to enjoy

long-lasting and stress-free physical love. The new pjur

med PRO-LONG serum was developed to counteract

premature ejaculation.

Serum without anaesthetics

The highly concentrated delay serum for men works

completely without anaesthetics. After being applied

to the penis, it forms an invisible film that reduces

 sensitivity and can help prevent premature ejaculation.

"Particularly in Asia, but also in Europe and other 

markets, demand for prescription-free delay products

for men is on the rise. Our pjur med PRO-LONG serum is

designed to meet this demand", explains Katrin

 Kühnrich, Senior Coordinator of the pjur Sexual Health &

Wellbeing  division. Like all pjur products, pjur med PRO-

LONG serum is safe for use with condoms. In addition, it

96

In addit ion to the three new personal lubr icants f rom

pjur group, there is  now also a product especial ly for

men - pjur med PRO-LONG serum can extend love-

making, meeting increased demand from consumers.

New: pjur med PRO-LONG
serum for longer pleasure

is also ideal for use in combi -

nation with pjur med personal

lubricants and is suitable for 

daily use. 

Changes in consumer 

behaviour

pjur med PRO-LONG serum and

the three other pjur med

 products that

the com-

pany has

l a u n c h e d

onto the mar-

ket this year comple-

ment the rest of the product se-

ries perfectly and fulfil the increased demand for

products with select, pure ingredients. "With the new

 target groups and changes in consumer behaviour, our

retailers are reaching completely different customers

and can thereby increase their sales", explains Katrin

Kühnrich. 

pjur group has now also received the much  

sought-after "Sexual Wellness Company of the Year" EAN

Erotix Award. "We are trying to improve the love lives of

people worldwide every day. This award honours our

work and the commitment that we bring to the area of

sexual health. We will continue to focus on this target

group", says Katrin Kühnrich.

pjur med PRO-LONG serum is available in 20ml pump

dispensers. Retailers can also order the corresponding

PoS materials from their pjur contact partner as usual. 

The delay serum for men works completely without anaesthetics

exclusive
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Katrin Kühnrich, Senior Coordinator of the

pjur Sexual Health & Wellbeing division
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eroFame part II

Alain Elmaleh (Bodispa)

In my opinion eroFame has

quickly become the premier

event for adult products

 manufacturers and

 distributors  in the world.” “
Shots provided the visitors of the eroFame

Oktoberfest with lederhosen – and with a welcome schnapps

Laura Wood and Ray Hayes

(Lovehoney) took to the floor

Lori Scott (Pipedream),

Huda Lutz (eroFame), and Sharon Lakomy (eroFame)

Deborah Semer and her Joyboxx
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E V E N T

Tim Brown (Bathmate)

For us eroFame is our

 favourite show.”  “
The pjur team had definitely

dressed for the occasionRebecca Anniuk (System JO)

The first-class POS sales support for the MaleEdge &

Jes-Extender brands was honoured with an EAN Award

Pretzels for the “Liberators“

Brett Richardson and Louis Friedman
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Besired - Scala Playhouse

Best Product Line – 
Category Lingerie

LUZ by TOYJOY - Scala Playhouse

Best New Product Line – 
Category Love Toys

Kissable Massage Creams - Shunga 

Best New Product Line – 
Category Consumables

XPANDER
Joydivision Urban - Mister B

Best New Product Line – 
Category Fashion & Clothing

Twerking Butt
Topco Sales

Innovation of the Year
Shiatsu
HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH

Best Longtime Seller

BIOglide
Joydivision

Best Lubricant
HOT Pheromones
HOT Productions & Vertriebs GmbH

Best Crossover Product Line

Harmony Store 
(Oxford Street, London)

Fifty Shades of Grey – 
The Official Pleasure Collection
Lovehoney

Outstanding Contribution  
to the Industry

E V E N T

Overview of all the winners 
EAN Erotix Awards 2015

On Thursday, 8th October, the EAN and eLINE team awarded the Erotix Awards on the eroFame

2015. The prestigious trophy for excellence and innovation in the adult industry was handed

over a total of 48 times and was limited to a maximum of two awards per company. „This way

we have made sure that there is no inflationary increase in categories and the value of our

awards is maintained,“ explained Wieland Hofmeister,  CEO of Mediatainment Publishing

 eroFame GmbH, this step.

Motörhead – The Official Pleasure
Collection - Lovehoney

Highest Mainstream Appeal

Vac-U-Lock
Doc Johnson

Most Comprehensive Product Line

Mystim E-Stim Line
Mystim GmbH 

Best Electrosex Product Line

Hydromax - Bathmate / UM Products

Best Male Enhancement 
Product Line

Fleshlight
Brand of the Year

Shots
Best Brands Assortment

Nathalie Vernin (exsens)

As the last year, the show

was perfectly organized  

in terms of support,  

logistics, food etc.” “
Best Male Product

LUST by JOPEN
JOPEN

Best Luxury Product Line

PalmPower - BMS Factory

Best Product Line – 
Category Love Toys

Retailer of the Year

Wim Bos
Mister B

Outstanding Services to the Industry

womanizer
Orion Wholesale / epi24 GmbH

Product of the Year

Valentino Tolman (Topco Sales) was

extremely happy after winning an EAN Award 
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E V E N T

Django Marecaux (Vitenza)

We can confidently say  

that the show surpassed

everything we thought it

was going to offer.” “
A CalExotics group photo to immortalise their award

Also received awards: Orion’s sales team

and the womanizer (”Product of the Year“)

Proud winner of two EAN Awards:

Oscar Heijnen (Shots)

Christoph Hofmann (Mystim)

proudly presented the trophies he had won

Exsens

Best Newcomer Brand – 
Category Consumables

ABS Holdings
Best Overall Collection

Metallix - Tonga BV

Best Newcomer Brand – 
Category Love Toys

Orion Wholesale
Best Sales Team

Susan Colvin 
CalExotics

Businesswoman of the Year 

Eropartner Distribution
Best Logistics

Nick Orlandino
Pipedream Products 

Businessman of the Year

MSX Distribution
Best Design & Marketing Team

Shots
Company of the Year

Go for Gold
pjur group

Best Marketing & PR Campaign

pjur group

Sexual Wellness 
Company of the Year

MaleEdge & Jes-Extender
DanaMedic ApS

Best POS Activities

Eropartner Distribution
Distributor of the Year

Glassvibrations

Congratulations for 
10 Years in Business

Dusedo
Best Specialised Distributor

VPS
DVD Distributor of the Year

S&T Rubber GmbH
Wholesale Company of the Year

Oktano GmbH / Goldlight

Best Adult Film 
Production Company of the Year

Mystim GmbH
Best European Manufacturer

Pipedream Products
Best US Manufacturer

Cobeco Pharma Wholesale

Private Label Manufacturer 
of the Year

Svakom
Most Innovative Company

Nexus
Best Boutique Brand Collection

MaleSation
S&T Rubber GmbH

Best Male Brand
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Maeglin Harmsen (Scala)

eroFame 2015 was a

 wonderful event for us,  

and we are already looking

forward to eroFame 2016!” “
The S&T Team celebrated the prestigious

“Wholesaler of the Year” award

On could nine: the team of AVE

Joydivision‘s CEO Oliver Redschlag was happy as a

lark after receiving awards for BIOglide and XPANDER
Jacqui and Alberto Chowaiki presented their

Eye of Love brand for the first time in Europe

Product test at

the Pipedream stand
After work, it’s time for some fun
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Ringo Baginda 

(ABS Holdings)

eroFame 2015 was a great

success for ABS.” “
Alexander Giebel (pjur)

As every year we met a lot

of familiar faces, but also

had the possibility, to

establish new contacts.““
The visitors showed great

interest in the Vitenza products 

Award winner Dennis Jansen (Dusedo)

surrounded by angels big and small

Full of anticipation at the

EAN Award ceremony: CalExotics

The exsens team

An integral part of eroFame: the Oktoberfest in the Munich Hall

Berry Koldewijn (Scala Playhouse)

received two EAN Awards
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Gary Bottrill (nalone)

We actually had a good

amount of visitors to our

stand and not only met

existing distributors but

also secured deals with

 several new companies.”“
Andy Green (Xgen Products)

It is unfortunate that so

many Chinese factories  

are at the show selling

customers directly… this

makes it very hard for us

brands to compete equally.” “

Once again, the members of

the trade flocked to eroFame

Shop talk at ABS Holdings

The “Best Newcomer Brand – Category Consumables“

award went to France, or more precisely, to exsens

Festive moment: Huda Lutz presented

Adrian Schneider and Werner

Tiburtius (S&T) with two awards

Great atmosphere at the Oktoberfest

Tim Brown, Bathmate‘s Brand Manager,

talking to Matthias Poehl (EAN)

Soumayadip Rakshit,

co-founder and CEO of MysteryVibe
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eroFame 2015 has gone by in a flash, and now it’s

 already in the rear view mirror. Is the verdict on the

event already in?

Wieland Hofmeister: Once again, we’ve had a great

show with great people and interesting products –

 eroFame was more diverse and more multifarious than

ever. And also bigger. However, that also entails a new set

of challenges that we have to face.

Could you give us a few bare figures, for instance about

the number of visitors? The quality of the visitors is hard to

measure, but it probably was in the same range as in

previous years, was it not?

Wieland Hofmeister: 2015 was the biggest eroFame since

the inception of the event, with 204 registered exhibitors,

a bigger exhibition floor with 6,000+ square metres, and

2,843 registered trade visitors, not to mention close to

1,800 partying guests at the eroFame Oktoberfest. I think

that qualifies as a good result. As for the quality of the visi-

tors, it has traditionally been very high at our show, and it

continues to be extraordinary as our exhibitors confirm

112

As the organisers have announced,

eroFame 2015 saw an increase over

last year’s instalment in al l  three

major areas – number of v is i tors,

number of exhibitors,  exhibit ion

space. This posit ive impression

i s  underp inned by the feed-

back f rom the exhibitors,  the overwhel-

ming major i ty of which were more than happy with

the event.  But where there’s l ight,  there’s usual ly also shadow,

and some exhibitors f rom Europe and the United States cr i t icised the gro-

wing number of Chinese companies at the t rade convention. But the eroFame team

takes such feedback to hear t and wi l l  t r y to f ind a solut ion as Wieland Hofmeister,  CEO of

Mediatainment Publ ishing eroFame GmbH, explains in our in-depth inter view.

every year. It is said that quality is sometimes more

 important than quantity, and it is certainly true for trade

shows. We are going to do our utmost so that eroFame

will continue to live up to that saying.

“eroFame ist he only truly global trade show for the erotic

market in the world” – Is this statement from a renowned

industry member overly generous or does it aptly reflect

the international character of the show?

Wieland Hofmeister: Actually, I have nothing to add to

that statement. It’s all in that quote. Of course, I feel

humbled by such praise. It’s about the most wonderful

 compliment one could make. Thank you to whoever

said that.

The number of visitors was up, as was the number of

 exhibitors and the size of the exhibition floor, making it the

biggest show in the history of eroFame. What is your

 explanation for this positive development, and how much

longer can the event continue to grow. When will you

 reach the end of the flag pole?

eroFame 2015 - Wieland Hofmeister draws positive balance

exclusive
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“2015 was the biggest   
 inception of the event.“ 
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Wieland Hofmeister: By now, every

informed member of our industry

knows how important eroFame is. It

has become an essential event that

everybody should attend, and word

about that has spread throughout the

industry. That’s why we see steady an-

nual growth in terms of trade visitors.

I know I do this every year, but still, I

have to stress that, compared to other

trade shows for the erotic industry, our

visitor numbers are on a very high le-

vel, and personally, I am a bit stum-

ped that these numbers keep increa-

sing. After all, more and more

business is done online, and experts

have been predicting a decline in

the brick and mortar trade for years.

And of course, we have also seen

that more and more people are buy-

ing erotic products on the internet –

but there are comparatively few de-

dicated platforms. Everybody in the

industry knows that just because there

are more customers for a product,

that doesn’t mean that the trade sel-

ling this product will grow in equal

measure. All things considered, I feel

that we are actually nearing the end

of the proverbial flag pole as far as

the number of exhibitors and trade

visitors is concerned.

What feedback have you received

from the ranks of the exhibitors?

Wieland Hofmeister: Most exhibitors

have been highly satisfied with the

eroFame concept – of course, you

can’t do right by everyone, as much

as we would like to. I feel that we are

doing everything we can to provide

our exhibitors and visitors with a

 platform for communication and

business in our industry. We try to offer

them the best value for their money

and to help them and organise the

show as best we can.  

Compared to previous shows, there

have been a few changes this year

to nip unfair practices in the bud,

such as people selling products on

the corridors. Have these measures

proven effective?

Wieland Hofmeister: Definitely. We

had hired some people especially for

that task, and they did a good job so

there was very little of that compared

to last year. We cannot allow that our

exhibitors - companies that have paid

to present their products on the

 fairgrounds - finance the activities of

“hawkers”. Of course, we don’t want

to turn eroFame into a miniature

 version of a police state, after all,

the trade convention is intended to

be a meeting place for the erotic

industry, for establishing contacts

and business relationships – so there

has to be a certain leeway and

goodwill in that regard.

Product piracy has been another

 topic that was addressed at this year’s

eroFame – and already before. Were

you able to keep the copycats at

bay?

Wieland Hofmeister: Yes and no.

 Unfortunately, there were a few

 exhibitors who violated the rules we

had set for product piracy. There were

hardly any problems with European

or American producers, however.

Prior to eroFame, we had announced

that we would inform the authorities if

W I E L A N D  H O F M E I S T E R

  eroFame since the

Wieland Hofmeister, CEO of

Mediatainment Publishing eroFame GmbH
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we heard of such infringe-

ments, and we did. It is a shame that some

 exhibitors didn’t want to play by the rules and that the

trade supervisory authority and public prosecutors had to

be brought in to put a stop to these activities. Their stands

were shut down and they were banned from the

 fairgrounds as a result.

In line with the extended terms and conditions of the trade

convention, these companies will not be allowed to

 partake at eroFame ever again. Any company infringing

German or European laws is banned from the event

 indefinitely – and we will continue to take this kind of action

against product piracy at future eroFame.

Many exhibitors were sceptic about the numerous Chinese

companies at eroFame. They felt that these companies

and their products hurt the commercial interests of

 Western producers, distributors, and wholesalers. Do you

feel that this negative opinion is warranted?

Wieland Hofmeister: Such criticism is warranted if we’re

talking about exhibitors who do not abide by the rules

we have established. However, competition is part of a

free market economy, and sometimes that means

 brutal price wars, unfortunate as it may be. Our industry

is not the only one that is faced with this situation –

many other markets are confronted with the same

 problem, especially if there are Asian producers offering

products at much lower  prices.

Originally, Western companies had their products made

in these countries to achieve greater profit margins, but

now, we see the other side of the coin as Asian producers

set their sight on the international market.

Of course, we understand that Western producers are not

happy with that situation, but I’m afraid there is little we

can do about that. The situation is what it is; free economy

also applies to international business.

That said, and being a European trade show, the organisers

of eroFame definitely want to protect the interests of

114

 European and other Western industry members within the

framework of fair business.

It was no surprise that there would be many Chinese exhi-

bitors at eroFame this year. Could you have taken steps

before the event to limit the number of Asian producers?

Wieland Hofmeister: As I explained many times in the

past weeks, we have to, and will act in accordance with

European law. A trade show of this scale cannot simply

exclude interested exhibitors just because. We, the

 organisers, are obliged to welcome every interested com-

pany at eroFame – provided there is enough room on

the exhibition floor. And this year, there was enough space.

Given the number of Chinese exhibitors, some other

 producers felt that these companies were given a place

at the event because of financial considerations on the

part of the organisers. What do you say to that?

Wieland Hofmeister: Well, every company works to be

 financially successful, and we are no exception - but we

do so in the interest of our exhibitors, our visitors, and to

 ensure and improve the range of services at eroFame.

Claiming anything else would be ridiculous.

As I already mentioned before, we are bound by law to

welcome all interested companies at eroFame. The

 decision to have eroFame 2015 take place in Hall 27 of

the Hanover fairgrounds had been made many months

ago, so we couldn’t simply change the location, and as

every visitors of the show has seen, Hall 27 offers space for

even more exhibitors than we’ve had this year. I will admit

that we were rather surprised when we received all those

booking requests from Chinese producers. Apparently,

certain specialised industry agencies had focussed on

eroFame this year. These agencies are located in Europe,

but they know little to nothing about the legal regulations

for trade shows. Instead, they engage in brokerage and

intermediary activities, and companies from Asia seem

to be a lucrative target audience.

Finally, I would like to emphasise that only 15 per cent of

the exhibitors at this year’s eroFame hailed from Asia, and

most of them only booked the smallest stands, so it’s not

like we lined our pockets by welcoming them to eroFame.

Nonetheless, we are aware of the fact that we have to

protect the interests of our long-standing and loyal exhibitors

from Western industrialised countries, and we will do so.

I N T E R V I E W
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Wieland Hofmeisters is satisfied

with the results of eroFame 2015
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What will eroFame do to prevent

another ' Chinatown' on the fairgrounds next year?

Wieland Hofmeister: Well, 'prevent' is certainly not the right

way to put it because, again, we are obliged by law to al-

low every company from the erotic industry to present

their products at eroFame – provided we have enough

room to accept all interested parties.

As I mentioned before, we feel that we have more or less

reached the zenith as far as the number of exhibitors is

concerned, and that’s also why we have rented Hall 2 of

the Hanover fairgrounds for the next few years – other,

bigger halls are not available to us anyway.

Taking into account the registrations of our regular exhibitors,

there is only limited space left for eroFame 2016, and

there simply won’t be enough room to accommodate

many more companies than we’ve had this year. 

And while I don’t want to paint a negative picture of our

Asian exhibitors this year, several of them disqualified them-

selves from future eroFame trade shows because they

ignored the terms and rules of the show.

Let’s look at this from another angle: The fact that Chinese

companies are showing interest in eroFame is the result of

our globalised times, and similar developments have taken

place in many other markets. Also, eroFame prides itself on

its international character. So wouldn’t it go against the very

concept of the show to ostracise Chinese companies?

Wieland Hofmeister: We do not ostracise anybody, we

only bar companies from the event that act in a negligent,

wrongful, or illegal way. We owe that much to the other

exhibitors who undertake great investments to present

quality products. And we also owe it to the trade members

and, ultimately, the consumers.

Aren’t you afraid that this whole discussion might tarnish

the reputation of eroFame, or that it might even erode its

position in the international erotic market?

Wieland Hofmeister: I doubt that the participation of

 Chinese exhibitors at this year’s eroFame put a dent in
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other companies‘ business. Today’s informed trade

 members know how important it is to offer their customers

top-quality products with the necessary certifications.

 Therefore, I think that maybe we shouldn’t make such a

big deal out of that thing.

But don’t get this the wrong way: We definitely take the

 exhibitors’ feedback to heart – also and especially if there

is criticism. The success and longevity of this trade

 convention depend on the satisfaction of our exhibitors

and visitors. I think that we can maintain our position in the

market as long as we respond to the wishes and needs of

our loyal exhibitors and act accordingly – that is the

 concept we have been pursuing thus far, and it is the

concept we will continue to pursue in the future.

On a positive note, the erotic market has grown and

 become much more professional over the course of the

past few years. Has this development also been reflected

at eroFame 2015?

Wieland Hofmeister: Most definitely. The erotic industry

has a bright future ahead of it as the sleeping giant – the

female audience – is slowly but surely awakening to the

appeal of this market and its products. The way I see it,

producers and trade members are well prepared for the

upcoming years. If you’ve been to eroFame 2015, you

will agree that the atmosphere was just as professional

and serious as it is in other markets. Compared to a few

years ago, we have come a long way.

In the past, you encouraged exhibitors to create

 awareness for eroFame in advance of the event instead

of them just waiting for someone to stop by their fair stand.

How is that working out?

Wieland Hofmeister: We supply our exhibitors with invitation

brochures before every eroFame, and more and more

companies use these brochures, sending them to their

customers in the trade. This year, we have distributed more

than 15,000 of these invitations in several languages. We

are happy that there is a positive response to these

I N T E R V I E W
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By now, every informed member of

our industry knows how important

eroFame is
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“

Hofmeister is aware of the challenges that

lie ahead for eroFame
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 advertisement tools,

and we feel that they can be quite

 effective, ensuring a steady stream of visitors at the stand.

However, there are still exhibitors who come to eroFame

with false expectations. They hope for spontaneous orders

from trade members who come upon their stand while

wondering the fair hall, but that is not what eroFame is

about. Exhibitors who inform their customers before the

show and make appointments for eroFame in advance

are guaranteed to have a successful convention. Others

may have a hard time reaching their goals for the event.

It is obvious that there is great interest in eroFame, but

can the organisers improve or optimise the way they

 approach the trade to ultimately get more  visitors to

 eroFame?

Wieland Hofmeister: I dare say that we have pretty much

found the perfect strategy to appeal to the traditional

erotic trade, especially since we get such great support

from the producers who create further awareness for ero-

Fame among their customers. We would love to see

more visitors from crossover markets - for instance, the

owners of lingerie boutiques, cosmetics stores or the like

- but it’s  probably too soon for that.

We have tried advertising eroFame in

those  markets – alas, our efforts pro-

ved rather fruitless. I am convinced

that, before long, the inhibition thres-

hold will fall and neighbouring markets

will see the  potential of the erotic in-

dustry. But we will need some pati-

ence before we get there.

How important are trade shows in this interconnected

world of ours?

Wieland Hofmeister: Nothing can beat personal con-

tact with your customer. If personal conversations ever

become obsolete, that will be a sad day. I hold the firm

belief that meeting face to face is important, and I
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think that many others share this opinion. Networking,

communicating,  negotiating – it would be wrong to do

all that just via the internet. People are important, and

establishing personal relationships is vital. This is true for

our private lives, and it is also true for the business world. 

Can you already tell us the date and location of

 eroFame 2016?

Wieland Hofmeister: Early October in Hall 2 of the

 Hanover fairgrounds

So eroFame will stay in Hanover? Some people feel

that this is not the best location for the trade convention

…

Wieland Hofmeister: At the moment, we are bound by

our contract with the Hanover trade show administrators.

We entered into this contract to ensure stable prices for

eroFame and also because we believe in Hanover as

the right location. The fairgrounds live up to the highest

standards, our partner hotels are within spitting distance

from the venue, and there is also a lot to do and see in

the city. Just think of the great events many of our exhi-

bitors have been hosting on the evening eroFame Wed-

nesday, or the much beloved eroFame Oktoberfest in

the Munich hall.  But of course, nothing is set in stone,

and the location of eroFame is one of the topics dis-

cussed at the meetings of the advisory board.

Will there be big changes or modifications next year?

Wieland Hofmeister: No, at the

 moment, there are no plans for far-

 reaching changes, but as always, we

are open to suggestions from the

 industry. In December, the advisory

 board will meet to discuss this year’s

 eroFame – the board is going to look at

the things that worked, at the things that

didn’t work so well, and based on the results, the first

decisions for next year will be made - all in the interest

of putting together a quality trade show. We want

eroFame 2016 to be successful for everybody invol-

ved. We will do our best to make it a worthwhile event,

and I hope that we can count on the trust of our

long-standing exhibitors and visitors. I’d like to thank

all of them in advance for believing in eroFame.

I N T E R V I E W
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The longevity of

this trade

 convention depends on

the satisfaction of our

exhibitors and

 visitors.”

................................ 

“

The CEO feels that trade shows are

as vital today as they ever were
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Are One, Full, and Bliss the first glass

toys in the Love to Love brand? 

Angélique: Yes, One, Full, and Bliss are the

first 'Glossy Toys' (made of polyresin)

 produced by Love to Love. A crystal

clear, pure, and safe material. 

Why is glass a great material for sex

toys?

Angélique: In this case, let’s specify that it is

not glass but Polyresin! Polyresin is a great

 material for several reasons. First of all, since

it is unbreakable, it is very safe. It is light, which

makes it a perfect travel companion, and its

soft touch is bewitching. Finally, it can be

 cooled down or warmed up simply by putting

it in the fridge or under hot water, for incre -

dible new sensations!

There is a great variety of glass toys in the

market. What sets One, Full, and Bliss

apart from all the others?

Angélique: With their delicious curves,

One, Full and Bliss are simple, pure,

and efficient. 

Their price is much more attractive

than most glass sex toys, and since

they come in a complete line, they cater
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Love to Love’s three new products and their packaging demonstrate how basic

shapes can be truly impressive. Amid countless products that t r y to att ract the

consumer’s eye with viv id colours and unusual designs, One, Ful l ,  and Bl iss

 represent a welcome change of pace – or rather,  design. Love to Love Product

Manager Angél ique tel ls  us more about the new products in this EAN inter view.

to every desire: One is a G-spot dildo, Full is for anal

pleasure, and Bliss has a daring double-end!

How is your brand and your slogan – “Sex, Fun &

Rock’n’Roll” reflected in these three new products?

Angélique: Design and packaging have always been

a core concern for Love to Love. One, Full, and Bliss

aim to provide pleasure but are also beautiful objects

in themselves. Neophytes could mistake these toys for

simple decoration items! Their simplicity of use, their

 affordable price, and the way they reflect rays of light

in a 'Sea, Sex, and Sun' atmosphere embrace the

brand’s philosophy of pop toys. 

Which target audience are you catering to with these

three products?

Angélique: One, Full, and Bliss will enchant all dildo

fans, although they can also introduce beginners to the

pleasures of sex toys thanks to their softness, reasonable

size, and entry level price.

Transparent products with plain, white packaging – is

this a counter draft to all the colourful products offered

in the marketplace today?

Angélique: In this particular case, the packaging was

intended to be reminiscent of the items themselves:

simple, pure, and imbued with Love to Love’s pop

 philosophy.

Love to Love launch their first 'glossy toys'

The three 'glossy toys'

are made from polyresin
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Are there plans to launch more such

dildos?

Angélique: One, Full, and Bliss consti-

tute a complementary and compre-

hensive line, so at the moment, there

are no plans to expand the range.

We will see how the market responds

to these products and take it from

there.

Where can the trade get these new

products?

Angélique: Lovely Planet owns Love

to Love and is the only French distri-

butor of the brand, but other Euro-

pean distributors work with Love to

Love in their own markets.

What is up next for Love to Love?

Angélique: We are currently working

on a brand-new toy in our “Arty”

 collection and a limited edition of a

best-seller. Stay tuned! 

A N G É L I Q U E

.................

One, Full, and Bliss

aim to provide plea-

sure but are also beauti-

ful objects in themselves.”

................................ 

“

   curves, One, Full, 
pure, and efficient.“

The packaging design reflects the brand philosophy

and the characteristics of the products
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F ie rce  compet i t i on ,  un tapped po ten t ia l ,

t he  i ndus t r y ’ s  fa i l u re  to  gauge  ce r ta in

 demand,  t he  accep tance  o f  sex  toy s ,

mains t ream  d i s t r ibut ion channels ,  b rands ,

p roduc t   deve lopment ,  new  techno log ies

and sex  toys ,  couple- f r iendly  products  …

Th i s   i n te r v iew  w i th  E r ic  Ka lén ,  Manag ing

 D i rec to r  o f  T i ck le r  Eu rope ,  cove r s  p re t t y

much ever y  top ic  that  i s  re levant  in  the 

 indus t r y  and the market  r ight  now.  

“The end consumer    
something else than    

Some people say, that the year did not go so well

for many companies. What could be the reasons

for this in your opinion?

Eric Kalén: Competition is getting more and more in-

tense and I don't think the market is expanding.

What are the biggest obstacles for the erotic market in

Europe on the way to reaching its full potential? Or is

the potential of this market exhausted?

Eric: I think that we've only scratched the full potential

of this market. What´s holding us back is that we don´t

meet the retailers’ and consumers’ demand on all le-

vels.

What's the situation in Europe regarding the acceptance

of erotic products? Is it just wishful thinking that vibrators

Eric Kalén takes a critical look at the industry

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive

Eric Kalén feels the industry needs to listen

more carefully to what the trade and the consumers want

.................

We as an industry don´t  

meet  the  demand from the  

 mainstream channels.”

................................ 
“
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   might be looking for
   what we think ...!”
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will become a normal product of our

everyday lives soon?

Eric: I think the overall interest and

acceptance have increased and

there´s a demand for erotic pro-

ducts, but we don´t manage to

adopt to the markets requirements.  

There is a lot of talk about the

 merging of erotic and mainstream

– because of Fifty Shades for

example. How do you judge the

results of this phenomenon? Flash

in the pan or game changer in

the heads of many consumers?

Eric: I think that FSOG has been a

door opener for many people and

it has definitely helped to create

greater acceptance and interest

for erotic products. But mainstream

has also become some kind of

 undefined threat that nobody

 really knows what it is. I personally

don´t think there´s a threat at all.

What´s important to me is to make

great products that meet my

 customers’ expectations and are

available wherever they would like

to buy my products.

Only a few erotic products made

it into the mainstream. Is the end

of the story already reached? Will

intimacy, sexuality, and related

products remain something for a

niche market?

Eric: Sex is mainstream; it´s a

 basic human need and that will

never change. The main issue is

that we as an industry don´t meet

the demand from the mainstream

channels. Many parts of the

 industry are mainly short-term

driven and product responsibility is

very low. We will not become

 accepted and I don’t think that

there will be any change as  

long as the industry itself does  

not  decide to change and  

take  responsibility for what we

 produce, or that the consumers

start to  request more information

or if there are new regulations  

that  control what we produce  

and sell. 

This also raises the questions  

how distribution channels have

changed or if they have. Did you

see any changes in this regard in

the last ten months, or is it the

case that erotic products are

 primarily sold through specialty

 retail stores and specialised  

online stores?

Eric: I think it has remained pretty

much the same?!

There is a lot of talk about brands

in the erotic market. But does  

that also reflect the reality of  

the  market? To what extend do  

brands – if they exist - influence

the consumer?

Eric: No, this industry tends to

 believe that being a brand is 

just about putting a product 

in a nice box and having 

some nice images. Being a 

brand is all about living, brea-

thing, and communicating your

 company to the  market, (it could

include a nice box but not

 necessarily). The  general public

has very low or no knowledge

when it comes to adult toy/erotic

market brands.

Shops handle brands differently.

Some retailers value them highly

while others take them out of their

range since their prices can be

compared too easily on the

 internet. Instead of global brands,

they try to promote their own store

brands. What is your take on this

development?

E R I C  K A L É N

.................

It is getting more  

and more difficult to

 define and explain what

we are selling.” 

................................ 

“
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Eric: I think that stores should retail products that are

requested by their customers. Some are more brand

conscious and some are more function/price-ori-

ented. You have to listen to your customers and what

they request. That´s how you build a long term relati-

onship with satisfied  customers that return to your

store. 

Fittingly, we have seen that the traditional supply chain is

coming apart more and more. How will  this develop-

ment influence the market in the long run?

Eric: It will adapt to the market’s demands.

Let's talk about your favourite topics: the product

 development and product design. What has been

done or changed here this year? Do modern

 technologies, which are added to the products, outs-

hine this area completely today?

Eric: There has been a trend and  revival of traditional

old school realistic dongs. I think that´s quite interes-

ting in comparison to the focus on all new technolo-

gies. The consumer might be looking for something

else than what we think ...!

Technological progress is usually  welcomed by all.

Also by you, or do you have a more critical view of

app-controlled vibrators and long- distance-

relationship products?

Eric: I think it´s important that you as a manufacturer

have a clear idea of who you develop for and what

their demands are. It´s so easy to develop product

using new technology just because you can, but we

forget to ask what problem or demand these

 products should target.

Is this part of the trend towards more couple friendly

products, or has this trend already been replaced

by something new?
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Eric: New technology certainly allows us to control

products from afar, but that does not necessary

mean that they are couple friendly! I think that the

term “couple friendly” has become overused since

everyone uses it for basically all new product they

bring out just because someone has been successful

using the term before. It´s the same thing as with

“pleasure objects” a few years ago. I think that we in

the industry are looking too much at what our

 competitors are doing and being successful with rat-

her than being consumer-oriented.

With respect to consumables, we can see trends like

sustainability and environmental impact etc. playing

an increasingly important role. When will this become

a trend for vibrators, too?

Eric: As soon as we take responsibility for what we´re

producing or when the end consumers put  

pressure on us or we get new industry direction from

the authorities.  

”Anybody can be a designer today“ - do you agree

with this statement?

Eric: Well, it depends on what you mean by being a

designer. New technologies lower the barrier and give

us easier access to  design tools which I think is a

great thing that can stimulate and inspire people to

be  creative. But being a designer is so much more

than just making nice looking products. You need to

have an  understanding of developing products that

meet the consumers demand, that can be efficiently

 manufactured, and retail at the right price point.   

When you look back on the year 2015, what  were the

real innovations for you? The womanizer  for example?

Eric: The womanizer is certainly a product that stands

out and added something new and ground- breaking

this year!

Gimmicks, gadgets, lifestyle products, fashion

 accessories, products for promoting health and  

well-being ... how are Love Toys marketed today?

Eric: A bit of everything, it seems to me. It is getting

more and more difficult to define and explain what

we are selling.
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New technology  certainly allows us

to control products from afar, but

that does not necessary mean that they

are couple friendly!?” 
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Please tell us more about the agreement between

Topco and a2z from September 1.!

Helen Clyne: a2z europe b.v. has entered into an

agreement with Topco Sales whereby a2z solely sells

Topco products. We are a full-line European distributor

for Topco.
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A dist r ibut ion company that commits completely to a s ingle brand – that is  unheard of in

the erotic industry. Unti l  now. a2z europe have decided to pursue this strategy after entering

into a dist r ibut ion agreement with the long-establ ished American company Topco Sales.

From the head off ices in Uden, the Netherlands, a2z europe suppl ies the European trade

with al l  the Topco products – that’s  roughly 800 SKUs! EAN wanted to know more and Helen

Clyne, Sales Manager at a2z europe, sated our cur iosi ty.

“We are a full-line  European
distributor for Topco.”

What were your reasons to enter into this agreement?

Helen: We believe that this agreement is the first of

its kind between a manufacturer and distributor. Topco

has been in business since 1972 and has a great

range of products with approximately 800 SKUs. We

have identified 300 of these as being best sellers-or

evergreens as I like to call them.

So, given this exclusive distribution agreement, a2z

europe is now the place to go for trade members

looking to order Topco products?

Helen: Definitely! We have not cherry picked. We

have committed to the full line.

Your company carries the entire Topco range?

Helen: Correct!

How many products are we talking about?

Helen: 800 SKUs

And what types of products?

Helen: From a to z in pleasure products (hence our

company name!) - from anal to z ....

Of course, Topco has a long history in this market,

but still: Why should every retailer have Topco

 products on their shelves?

Helen: Longevity. Due to the quality of Topco products

- particularly its Cyberskin - we have a wide range of

a2z europe enters the market
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Helen Clyne, Sales

Manager, a2z europe b.v.

exclusive
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products which have been selling

well continuously over a long pe-

riod of time. It is a joy for all parties

involved to be able to list a pro-

duct and that the product speaks

for  itself and continuously sells.

Will a2z europe focus all its energy

on the Topco brand? 

Helen: Absolutely! We have just

 returned from two very successful

shows with Topco - the eroFame

and Venus.

There no plans to add more

brands in the future?

Helen: No!

What do Topco and a2z europe

expect from this collaboration?

Helen: To be able to improve all

facets of the European distribution

of Topco products - from customer

service to sales.

Which ideas and plans do you

have for taking Topco to the top

of the European sales charts?

Helen: Simply by physically having

the complete line in Europe. In

 addition to marketing, I don't think

any of the visitors to either the

 eroFame and/or Venus shows will

ever forget having the opportunity

to test the Twerking Butt!

Why didn’t you simply handle the

distribution of Topco via a2z

 services? Why did you start a new

company?

Helen: We needed to show Topco

USA and its customers in Europe

that we were dedicated solely to

the Topco brand.

Would you mind giving us some

information about a2z europe?

Where does the company have its

headquarters?

Helen: In Uden, the Netherlands. 

How many people are in your

team?

Helen: We have started off with a

team of 5.

a2z carries the entire Topco line,

and given the size of their product

portfolio, that’s quite the logistical

challenge for a2z europe. How do

you handle of that aspect?

Helen: A bigger warehouse defini-

tely helps!

Do you only work with retailers, or

could distributors and wholesalers,

who are interested in Topco, turn

to you as well?

Helen: Of course. Topco still works

with other distributors in Europe.

 However, before waiting for best

 sellers to come back into stock in

the USA, they might consider as an

 alternative contacting a2z Europe,

as to whether we have stock. We

invoice in Euros, so not currency

fluctuations and short delivery

 times. It is a win-win situation for all

parties involved.

How do you support your custo-

mers when it comes to presenting

the products? Will there be   sales-

promoting materials, product trai-

ning, etc. for trade members?

Helen: Yes. For example the

 Penthouse Cyberskin Stroker

 Display and the Twerking Butt

 Deluxe Floor Display.

H E L E N  C L Y N E

.................

We believe that this

agreement is the

first of its kind

between a manufacturer

and distributor.”

................................ 

“

The Penthouse

Cyberskin Stroker display
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Marnie Simpson is the new face of Lovehoney

 Lingerie. For everyone who is hearing this name for

the first time: Who is Marnie Simpson and how did she

become famous?

Gemma Pestel: Marnie Simpson is a star of the MTV

reality show Geordie Shore. She has 1 million

 followers on Instagram and 588,000 followers

on Twitter. Her TV show is broadcast around the

world every week and she has international

appeal. Geordie Shore follows the lives of

young people living in the North East of Eng-

land. They are known for their outrageous

partying. Marnie is one of the best-known

stars of the show.

Why was she suited to be a spokes-

person for Lovehoney Lingerie?

Heather Mercer: Marnie was

the perfect choice because of

her fun, likeable personality, her

lovely curves and body

 confidence, and her cheeky, flirty

side. She also looked absolutely

gorgeous wearing our lingerie.

We were so pleased with the

studio shoot and video we
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“Lingerie has become the
 basis of the overall look.”

shot with her which got a  fantastic response in the 

British  media.

How important is it for you to work with a brand

ambassador? Which advantages does a fa-

mous spokesperson have?

Heather: We know how great our lingerie

is, and so do our current customers, but

Marnie brings a whole new audience who

listen to her and watch what she wears and

likes. Marnie absolutely loved our lingerie,

and now her fans will want to try it, too.

Which promotional activities have

you planned with  Marnie?

Gemma: She did a fantastic

shoot and video for us and came

along to the press day, which was

fantastic. She was absolutely

 brilliant and very enthusiastic

about  Lovehoney Lingerie.

She did interviews with

all the big consumer

media in the UK. We

had a crew from MTV

 filming her and paparazzi

Lovehoney Lingerie has a new brand ambassador

I N T E R V I E W

In October  2014,  Lovehoney responded to  the rapid ly  growing demand

for  l inger ie  by launching the i r  own product  l ine in  th i s  segment ,  s imply

t i t l ed  Lovehoney  L i nge r ie .  Now,  t hey  b r i ng  u s  t he  new  fa l l /w in te r

 co l lec t ion ,  ca l led  “Enchant  Me” ,  and  they  a l so  have  a  new b rand

 ambassador  to  create awareness  fo r  these products :  Marn ie S impson,

the s tar  of  the MTV real i ty  show Geordie Show. EAN spoke wi th Gemma

Peste l ,  Lovehoney’s  Apparel  Categor y Manager,  and Heather  Mercer,  the

company’s  L inger ie  Des igner,  ask ing them about  the new face of  the brand,

the new col lect ion,  and the expanding l inger ie  market .

exclusive
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Gemma Pestel, Lovehoney’s

Apparel Category Manager

Heather Mercer, Lovehoney’s

Lingerie Designer
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 sending pictures all over the world.

We are scheduling lots of social

 media to the vast audience which

follows Marnie through Instagram

and Twitter. We’ve got a few offers

lined up for her favourite styles -

watch this space!

The new autumn/winter collection

 bears the name „Enchant Me“ –

which products does it include, and

how does this collection enchant

the consumers?

Heather: All of our collections are

about how the lingerie makes you

feel; Love Me, Spoil Me, Adore Me,

and Enchant Me brings a touch of

winter wonderland magic, making

the wearer feel totally enchanting.

Here’s a quote from one of our cus-

tomers, about the balcony bra;

'Feeling like a Princess in this Royal

Blue Beauty'.  Enchant Me was inspi-

red by the  romance, opulence and

passion of old Imperial Russia, evo-

king long  forgotten love stories. In

softest chiffon, reminiscent of the

Bolshoi Ballet, and luxurious eyelash

lace. In richest black with midnight

blue trims, and the hint of gold in

our signature heart charm.

The range consists of: balcony bra,

suspender knicker, open crotch

 suspender thong, balcony

 babydoll and basque. And don’t

forget how Marnie said she loved

crotchless knickers!

Who is your targeted audience for

„Enchant Me“ or Lovehoney Lingerie

in general?

Heather: Our target customer is

anyone who wants to feel special in

lingerie, know all sizes are beautiful so

our lingerie is offered in sizes 6 - 24.

When designing we always consider

what will make our customers feel

sexy, and how the lingerie will be used.

Are your lingerie-customers sex toy

customers as well or is there no

 connection in this regard?

Gemma: There’s a certain about of

crossover between sex toy and

 lingerie, but there are also customers

who only buy lingerie from us. Lingerie

is a fantastic way to spice up your sex

life, so lots of people who are new to

Lovehoney start out with a sexy

 chemise or babydoll, and might look

to a sex toy or bondage item as they

become more confident.

Which contemporary trends have

influenced the collection?

Heather: There’s been a return to

true lingerie lately, balcony sha-

pes and a real ‘hourglass’ figure.

So our Enchant Me collection offers

just this, old world glamour in beautiful

eyelash lace.

There has been a buzz for all things

royal too, and what could be more

opulent than Imperial Russia.

How quickly are the trends in the

 lingerie market changing?

Heather: In the past, lingerie has

 always been a

G E M M A  P E S T E L

H E A T H E R  M E R C E R

.................

Demand for lingerie

has increased

 significantly over the

last few years.” 

Gemma Pestel

................................ 

“
Heather Mercer (Lovehoney Lingerie Designer), Jasmine Bonner (Coco de Mer & Lovehoney Lingerie Graphic Designer),

Gemma Pestel  (Lovehoney Apparel Category Manager), and Sally Fish (Lovehoney PR executive)

Marnie Simpson in

an MTV interview
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lot slower on the uptake of catwalk trends, but recently

 lingerie has become a lot more fashion forward, actually

influencing catwalk trends. As you can see with the

 ‘underwear as outerwear’ trend, and the 90’s influenced

strappy chemises over trousers look. Lingerie has become

the basis of the overall look.

Since when have you been offering your own lingerie

line? Why did you decide to create your own brand when

there are so many well-known brands in this  market

 already?

Heather: There are many other brands out there, but we

felt we could really improve the ‘sexy bedroom’  category.

Feeling sexy means feeling comfortable too, if a garment

makes you feel good then you’re halfway there!

We have so much knowledge of lingerie  construction

and fitting, which we use for every style, so it’s no won-

der we’re becoming known for our quality and fit.

Gemma: We’ve always stocked lingerie, but we laun-

ched Lovehoney Lingerie in October 2014 for to ad-

dress the feedback from our thousands of customer

reviews, mainly fit,  quality, price and style. We also

wanted  guarantees with stock, and to be able

to take our own direction with design to expand

on areas of continued growth.  It was important

business step for  Lovehoney, and we’re learning

every day!

Which channels are you using to

 promote your range? Are you

 exclusively selling to consumers

or are you supplying retailers 

as well?

Gemma: At the moment, we’re

concentrating on selling directly

to consumers via the Lovehoney

websites.
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Has demand for lingerie increased in recent times? If so,

what are the reasons for this trend?

Gemma: Demand for lingerie has increased significantly

over the last few years, which is fantastic news for us and

other retailers. The reasons are varied, but I’d suggest the

main factor is people feeling more confident in the

 bedroom, and willing to try new things. So that’s something

else to thank Fifty Shades of Grey for!

How important is the lingerie market for Lovehoney?

Gemma: Lingerie is a significant portion of Lovehoney’s

business, and it’s growing quickly. The category currently

makes up approximately 20% of overall turnover and is

up 40% based on last year’s sales.

Are you worried that mainstream lingerie companies from

the mainstream might start making inroads into the erotic

market?

Gemma: I don’t think so - we consider healthy competition

a good thing! It helps keep us on our toes and makes sure

that we’re constantly adapting and improving. We’re very

optimistic about the future.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

When designing we always consider

what will make our customers feel

sexy, and how the lingerie will be used.”

Heather Mercer

................................ 

“
Marnie Simpson is the new face of

Lovehoney Lingerie

Enchant Me was inspired by the romance,

opulence, and passion of old Imperial Russia
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Oscar, Wicked Sensual Care is the latest addition to

the Shots range. Why did you choose this brand?

Oscar: The Wicked Sensual Care range is of

 exceptionally good quality and also has that perfect

look. It is very successful in the overseas markets but

132

Addnig the Wicked Sensual Care col lect ion to their  range, Shots are br inging us an extre-

mely interest ing product l ine f rom the lubr icant and care product segment. To learn more

about the dist r ibut ion agreement and the potential  of Wicked Sensual Care, we inter viewd

Oscar Hei jnen and Steve Orenstein, owner and President of Wicked Sensual Care.

“My crew and I are very enthusiastic
about Wicked Sensual!”

hasn't been represented to its full potential in Europe.

The few customers that carry it over here are very positive

about the brand so there is a lot of room for improve-

ment. It´s  definitely the right time for Shots to join forces

with Wicked Sensual.

Shots adds the Wicked Sensual Care collection

I N T E R V I E W
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Oscar Heijnen and Steve

Orenstein at eroFame 2015

exclusive
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Steve, would you mind giving us

some information about your

 Wicked Sensual Care collection?

Which products does it comprise?

Steve: Wicked Sensual Care is a

very comprehensive line of

 personal care products. We are a

vegan line that is cruelty free as

well as paraben free. We 

pride  ourselves in bringing

 products to market which differen-

tiate us, but also cover most con-

sumer needs. We’ve organized the

line into three collections: Our

Aqua Collection- which is our water

based  lubricants, our Ultra

 Collection – which is our silicone

based lubricants, and our Speci-

alty items - which contain our

 enhancers and cleaners.

What makes your products special

and unique?

Steve: The Wicked Sensual Care

Collection is thoughtfully formula-

ted and developed from a new

perspective. Our head of product

development is a woman we hired

with an extensive background in

the skincare industry. From

 packaging to formulation to

 results, we’re able to deliver a new

take on  lubricants; one that comes

from fresh eyes on a category

that’s been in existence for many,

many years. It’s the nuances and

 innovations within our products that

make us proud and able to offer

our customers a product that truly

isn’t “just another lube”.

Oscar, the Wicked Sensual Care

brand is not that well known in

Europe. Did that play a role in your

decision?

Oscar: Absolutely! I think that the

brand has huge potential when it

comes to growth possibilities. The

unique imagery and look of the

products will undoubtedly draw the

attention of the customers and

that’s why my crew and I are very

enthusiastic about Wicked Sensual.

Shots already has several brands of-

fering products from this  category.

How do you want to  position Wicked

Sensual Care  within your range?

Oscar: Wicked is one of the most

luxurious brands on the lube  market

and it comes at a very  affordable

price. This combination  makes it

stand out from the  competition and

that will no doubt be the reason for

the huge  success we are

 expecting!!

Have you stuck with your strategy

and added the entire range of

 Wicked Sensual Care?

Oscar: Yes. When we add a brand

to our assortment, we always go

for the full range of products

 regardless of whether they are slow

or fast sellers. In the case of

 Wicked, all products are fast sellers

and I am sure that this brand will

be available in all the top stores in

Europe!

Steve, your products are now

 distributed in Europe via Shots.

What does that mean to you and

your company?

Steve: We are thrilled to have Shots

on board as a distributor of our

brand in the European market. As

we expand internationally, we feel

that this partnership with them will

be a great one! We’ve long

 admired their organization and

their incredible team of people.

We are excited to now get the

 opportunity to work with them all

and make expand our success as

a brand in Europe.

Which criteria are particularly

 important for you when you look

for distribution partners?

Steve: When looking for the right

distributors, there are many factors

we look for. One of the most

 important qualities, though, is to

find companies who value our

brand as we do. We do not look

to be another product at another

price point on the warehouse shelf.

We need true partners who also

embrace our mission statement

and believe in the brand as we

do. We are not able to be “on the

ground” abroad as much and so

our distribution partners are neces-

O S C A R  H E I J N E N

.................

Shots has shown us

that they are a

great teammate to have

in the European market.”

Steve Orenstein

................................ 

“

.................

The Wicked Sensual

Care range is of

 exceptionally good

 quality and also has

that perfect look.”

Oscar Heijnen

................................ 

“
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sary to work as if they were us in international territories.

We also look to work with healthy companies who are

able to not only drive demand, but keep up with

 demand as we expand and grow.

And Shots meets all these prerequisites?

Steve: Yes, Shots has shown us that they are a great

teammate to have in the Euro-

pean market. Their sales staff will

be fully trained on the Wicked Sen-

sual Care line of products and

 given all of the tools needed to

do what they do best: sell brands.

They have also committed to

stock levels that assure us we will

meet the demand they generate

in the market.

Are you already working with other  distributors in

Europe, or are you maybe looking for more

 distribution  partners?

Steve: Yes, we do. Our products are also available

through Tonga, our very first partner in the international

market. Tonga has helped us get our brand introdu-

ced to many foreign accounts through our

 participation in their Masterclass event and their

 support when we first launched inter-

nationally.

Oscar, what are your expectations for

Wicked Sensual Care in the European

market?

Oscar: We are convinced that with

this product we will acquire a bigger

 market share in the European  market.

When can the trade members place

orders for this new brand? And will there also be   sales-

promoting  materials for the brand?

Oscar: Orders can be placed as we speak, either through

our b2b website or any which way a customer wants to

contact us. We have all the product images and banners

available to download from our online image bank. Please

don’t hesitate to contact us if you have a special request,

as we have six designers at your disposal.
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Steve, how important is the European market for

 Wicked Sensual Care?

Steve: The European market is absolutely pivotal for

 Wicked Sensual Care as we continue on our growth

 pattern. It is the next territory we’ve set our sights on

and we’re confident we’ll be making strides in the

coming year. We’re encouraged by the fact that

 quality sells everywhere. This is why we’re

confident that re-sellers in Europe will

embrace our brand as we  expand with

Shots as one of our  distribution partners.

What do you expect from this

 collaboration with Shots?

Steve: We expect that through this col-

laboration, we will be begin to solidify

our presence in Europe. We look forward

to expanding our reach through their  experienced

team of sales people and their loyal and satisfied

customer base. They have embraced our brand of

lubricants as a welcome addition to their product as-

sortment and we couldn’t be more thrilled to start

working with them.

Oscar, the Shots range keeps  growing and growing.

People  looking for a simple

 explanation might argue that the

equation “more  products = more

turnover“ actually holds true in 

the case of Shots. But is it really

that simple?

Oscar: No, I wish it were that

simple, but it isn’t! If that were the

case, I could spend a lot of my

time on  other things! Selecting the

right  products with the biggest

sales potential at the right time means a wider

 assortment of product which  gives a bigger  turnover.

Of course, the sales team and our retailers have to

focus on the products and present them to the public

in the right way! There are always unpredictable

factors in this process, but I think we have developed

an eye for quality and  Wicked Sensual Care definitely

ticks this box.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

The European market

is absolutely

 pivotal for Wicked

 Sensual Care as we

 continue on our growth

 pattern.”

Steve Orenstein 

................................ 

“

.................

Wicked is one of the

most luxurious

brands on the lube  market

and it comes at a very

affordable price.”

Oscar Heijnen

................................ 

“
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Dolce & Piccante – sounds like Italian

joie de vivre. How is that reflected in

your product line?

Mauro Tarter: In Italy, you can have amazing

food with different tastes, from sweet 'dolce'

to spicy 'piccante'. Our brand reflects this di-

versity as well, and our products will have the

same 'taste', providing a range of Italian-style

flavours. The plugs are only just the beginning!

136

I f  you have been to eroFame this year,  you wi l l  cer tainly remember Mauro

Tar ter,  the Sales Manager of Dolce & Picante, af ter al l ,  he had chosen a very

or iginal getup for the show – he was dressed up as a Roman legionnaire. You

may also remember him because he presented a new Ital ian brand, Dolce &

Piccante, and their  luxur ious butt  plugs. To learn more about these products

and the company behind them, EAN asked Mauro for an inter view.

“We hope that you all will enjoy the
wonderful Dolce & Piccante world.”

Would you mind telling us a few things about the origins

of your brand? Since when has Dolce  & Piccante been

around? Who had the idea for the brand?

Mauro: The idea for Dolce & Piccante was born about

five years ago, and we decided to introduce it to the

market at eroFame 2015. Giovanni Santini is the man who

designed the brand and its various products. From an

early age, he worked in the family workshop in a small

town in the north of Italy. They used to make equestrian

Mauro Tarter on butt plugs made in Italy
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exclusive

Dolce & Piccante’s Sales Manager,

Mauro Tarter, at eroFame 2015 
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equipment from genuine lather. The

family had their own, secret technique

for working with leather and steel that

was passed down from generation to

generation. Having years of experi-

ence working leather and metal, he

one day had an idea: Why not create

a series of BDSM products for people.

This is how the brand was founded.

Which philosophy guides you in your

activities? How do you bring some-

thing new to the market?

Mauro: The customers who enter the

Dolce & Piccante world will not only

get the opportunity to purchase a

high-quality product and design, but

also to experience Italian glamour,

style, luxury, and art. The origin of the

products, the fantastic designs, ap-

pealing advertising, elegant packa-

ging, and attractive prices will distin-

guish us from the rest of the market.

What can you tell us about your pro-

ducts? How many, and which types

of products are there to be found in

the Dolce & Piccante line?

Mauro: Our products are characteri-

sed by great attention to detail regar-

ding their design (Made in Italy).

M A U R O  T A R T E R

.................

In due time, we will

present great new

products from the BDSM

segment to the market.”

................................ 

“
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They are made of steel, silicone,

and natural fur. The steel jewellery

plugs are available in two

 colours: 'steel or gold' and are

coated with a layer of lacquer to

prevent scratches. There is a

large selection of coloured stones, and we also have

silicone jewel plugs with various colours and inter-

changeable stones. There are currently two sizes,

small (3 x 7.5cm) and large (4 x 9cm). Ribbed or tails

jewellery plugs are available too.

Could you give us some information about your pa-

ckaging concept?

Mauro: Living the 'dolce vita' and the Italian glamour

begins with the communication of the brand, with

images and videos. These concepts are reflected in

the creation of the packaging and create a sweet

incentive for the consumers to 'open' and use these

jewellery butt plugs.
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Would you

describe your

products as ero-

tic jewellery? Or rat-

her as accessories?

Mauro: The definition lies

in the eyes of the people who

buy or receive our products. What we can say is that every

individual, man, woman, gay, or lesbian, can use and

enjoy these products. The definition of jewellery is the one

that comes closest.

Which trends and developments have the greatest impact

on your products at the moment?

Mauro: Currently our focus is on butt plugs from various

materials, in different colours and shapes; tails with various

animal themes, colours, and different types of fur.

What are the sources of inspiration you draw from when

developing your products?

Mauro: Giovanni Santini, the founder of the brand, takes

inspiration from everything luxury and unique that epito-

mises Italy. I can't say more about it, the designers will

channel his inspirati-

ons into his future pro-

ducts.

Which target audi-

ence are you aiming

at?

Mauro: Any custo-

mer who feels the fascination of our products; we believe

this appeal is not limited to a specific age or lifestyle; we

intend to create a limited series in the future, with quality

materials and then addressing an audience with a me-

dium - high buying capacity.

Why do the consumers buy erotic jewellery?

Mauro: To combine pleasure and taste for beauty.

Is demand for such products increasing?

Mauro: It's not growing - I would say it is exploding. Dolce

& Piccante is managing to keep costs down, so a lot of

our jewellery has a price advantage over our competi-

tors.
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Our products are characterised by

great attention to detail regarding

their design – they are made of steel,

silicone, and natural fur.” 

............................... 

“
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How did the

trade and in-

dustry respond

to your products

when you presented

them at eroFame 2015?

Mauro: Most, if not all, congratulated

us on the design of the brand and pro-

ducts. They like the quality of the materials, the craftsman-

ship, and the presentation. The label Made in Italy it is

known throughout the world and it was about time that

someone combined the potential of the adult market

with a family workshop’s knowledge to create erotic Italian

fashion and art.

Where can the European trade get your products? Are

there distributors and wholesalers you are working with?

Or are you doing business directly with the trade?

Mauro: It was the first trade show for us, very important

and exciting. According to the assessments, suggestions,

and feedback people gave us, we will have to ramp up

production and distribution.

Do you have some advice for the brick and mortar retai-

lers on how they can be more successful with Dolce &

140

Piccante? And how should e-commerce shop owners

present your products to ramp up their sales?

Mauro: For both segments to be successful with our

 products, the key factor will be to understand and make it

clear to customers that you do not acquire an object but

an entire world of style, care, and glamour. They need to

see all the parts that make up the Dolce & Piccante range.

Various videos and promotional images, catalogues, and

also the packaging components clarify that.

All the aforementioned sales-promoting materials will be

provided by our company.

What are your plans for the future?

Mauro: The future is now; at eroFame, we have presented

a small part of the initial collection to test the reaction of

the market. In due time, we will present great new products

from the BDSM segment to the market. For the present

collection, we had a photo shoot in an authentic Italian

palace; we spent thousands of Euros on it, and it will the

images will be available for free to all our customers -

brick & mortar stores and online shops. That should be a

great tool to boost sales.

Finally, we would like to send greetings to all your readers

and thank your magazine for the attention. We hope that

you all will enjoy the wonderful Dolce & Piccante world.

I N T E R V I E W
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At first look, the iGino looks quite unusual for a sex

toy.  How would you describe your product to

 somebody who has never seen it?

Anne Mauri: The iGino one is a compact lightweight

external vibrator unlike any other. It’s discreet with a

 distinctive design in white and pink and with a rectan-

gular shape, non-offensive and modern in style. The

iGino one was designed with sexual satisfaction in mind,

ideal for solo and partner play. The slim design allows

the iGino one to be placed perfectly between two

 bodies in order to provide clitoral stimulation during sex.

Let's talk about the company behind the product first.

Who are the heads behind the iGino? Could you tell us

a bit about the history of your team?
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I t  becomes apparent at f i rs t  glance that this product is  di f ferent f rom your run-of-the-mil l

sex toy: The iGino one is a small  box, and the way i t  works only reveals i tsel f  once the user

takes off  the l id on the upper s ide. Now, a small  button becomes vis ible -   a button that

not only vibrates, but also moves thanks to the vibraMoove technology. These movements

imitate those of a f inger, as Anne Mauri explains. She is in charge of PR and communication

at the iGino team, and in our inter view, she tel ls  us what role sex toys are going to play in

the future and why innovation always pays off  in the end.

“The iGino one was designed 
with sexual satisfaction in mind.”

Anne Mauri: The iGino team was born almost by

chance. Three friends had an idea: to create a new

pleasure technology. The idea was the concept behind

our patented vibraMoove tech, a new kind of massage

system that can combine vibrations and movements

simultaneously to mimic the natural touch and the  

feel of fingers. 

We shared opinions and experiences for days and then

we decided to invest in developing it. What spurred us,

after a lot of analysis, was the decision to launch our

technology in the adult industry, which has traditionally

been poor in concrete innovations, and also because

our research told us that the sex toy would be become

the world’s most popular gadget, capable of over -

coming the smartphone market in volume before 2020.

We started with a drawing on paper, then we set up a

small working team. We were probably the first start-up

that made a crowdfounding campaign for a sex toy

on Indiegogo and, after many years and efforts, we

have produced and launched our first item: the iGino

one. To us, it represents a forerunner  to a series of

 pleasure products that (we hope) will change the way

people think of sex toys.

Until now, we did everything by ourselves, we are a small

group that works from different countries in Europe 

and recently, we opened up to external collaborations.    

For instance, there is porn actress Valentina Nappi who

loves the iGino one so much that she decided to work

Anne Mauri presents the iGino one

I N T E R V I E W
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So far, the iGino is only available

via the official product web site 

exclusive
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with us for the Italian market. For this

summer season, we also started a

partnership with the website Spicy

Match, the best swinging social

 network in Europe.

We prefer not to appear in public,

we believe that people will under-

stand our product and technology

without external influences.

What is the philosophy behind 

the iGino? 

Anne Mauri: We believe in the

power of innovation and we work

hard every day with the ambition to

became the game changers in the

sex toy industry.

Are you selling any other products

besides the iGino? 

Anne Mauri: No, actually we only

have the iGino one in stock at the

moment.

What are the main features you

have implemented in the iGino?

What sets it apart from other toys?

Anne Mauri: First of all, an exclusive

to the iGino one is the vibraMoove,

our brand new patented  technology

that cannot be found anywhere

else. The clever and unique

 vibraMoove technology combines

vibrations and movements to mimic

the natural touch and feel of a

 woman’s fingers, resulting in long

 lasting and intense pleasure. While

other sex toys are shells that vibrate

in all their parts, our “engine” pushes

all the power to the outside in the

nub so your hand won't be sub-

jected to uncomfortable stresses.

Conceived as a “prêt-à-porter” sex

toy, the iGino one is discreet and

slim, it has a hygienic cover, a

practical and easy to clean lid

which ensures it is protected from

dust and dirt when not in use. It also

allows for the iGino one to be

 transported easily, making it a

 perfect travel accessory. It’s light in

weight, the style and the shape of it

don’t take up too much room and 

won’t cause any embarrassment if

 stumbled upon.

The skinTouch head is a specially

designed ethylene vinyl acetate

(EVA) sleeve for the nub with a  

skin-like finish and feel that is warm

and soft to the touch. It provides  

the most intense and powerful 

sensations, whether you’re a 

beginner or a veteran looking to go

back to basics with the product that

quite simply delivers. 

Each iGino one comes with a USB

charger that allows you to charge

up whether you’re in the car, at the

office, or at home. It has a built-in

USB connector that slides out and is

easily accessible, allowing for clut-

ter- and hassle-free charging. And

the travel kit included in the box has

both a European and US charger so

you never need worry about finding

the right adapter for your travels. The

iGino one also comes with a velvet

storage pouch and a USB power

adapter with charging cable.

The single-most impressive feature,

however, is our patented vibra-

Moove technology that sets this toy

apart from any other in the market.

The iGino was originally released

three years, what feedback have

you gathered since then? What did

the user like most, where were they

more sceptical? 

Anne Mauri: We had a lot of positive

feedback from press and reviewers

all over the world. The iGino one has

a big fan in the UK, the famous sex

blogger and reviewer Cara Sutra

who simply loves it; we even made

a branded item for her, and we are

very proud of it!

What the users like most: our

 technology, the discreet design, the

USB charger and the travel kit. Points

of criticism: Since the iGino one is

designed as a high-tech pleasure

product, it is splash proof but not

waterproof and it’s a bit “noisy”, but

you will agree with us that the best

sex is when you don’t have to worry

about how loud you are…

Your vibraMoove technology was

basically designed to emulate the

movement of a finger. How does this

technology work? 

Anne Mauri: It is common

knowledge that clitoral stimulation is

created by moving and massaging

the genital area. Currently, most pro-

ducts on the market mainly vibrate,

they don't move the contact area

but merely make it vibrate, even at

very high frequencies, but with no

motion, or if there is, it's close to zero.

The vibrations (physical definition) are

mechanical oscillations (so non-na-

tural) composed by small wideness

A N N E  M A U R I

.................

Our research told

us that the sex toy

would be become 

the world’s most 

popular gadget, 

capable of  overcoming

the smartphone market 

in volume before 2020.”

................................ 

“
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and high frequency, gene -

rated by pressure waves

 conveyed through a solid

body. Scientific research

shows that people get a

more intense experience

from a changing stimulus

than from a continuous

 stimulus. Only movement are

able to offer these  constant

changes that the body needs

in order to  experience long

lasting  pleasure. With the

 vibraMoove, our patented technology, we've aimed to

achieve this level of clitoral stimulation. It combines

 vibrations with movements that mimic and improve the

natural movement of a woman’s finger  stimulating herself,

and the result is an astonishing and intense pleasure. The

iGino one is the first and only  product on the market that

integrates this innovative technology. Movements and

 vibrations are directed through its nub at the same time,

directly to the parts concerned with pleasure.

We took up the challenge of creating a technology like

no other because we understood that pleasure has to do

with a double kind of stimulation and although the

 vibraMoove could be used in different fields and  

market - aesthetic medicine, wellness, massage therapy,

etc. - we decided to launch it in the adult industry because

this is the place where people look to improve the level of

happiness in their sex life and where companies are striving

to find the best solutions to achieve that, because sex is

one of the most important elements of our life.

Where can the iGino be bought in Europe right now?

Anne Mauri: iGino one is now available for European

 customers from our site, www.i-gino.com thanks to our

 reseller www.shoppingforlife.net, and we are working to

make it available it in the rest of the world. 

Do you work with distributors? 

Anne Mauri: Not at this moment, but we are open to

 considering partnerships.

How should the iGino be presented in a retail environment

for a maximum sales?
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Anne Mauri: It should be presented and explained  

with a demo unit. Ideally, a shop assistant should 

demonstrate the power of its nub using it in the palm 

of the hand and compare it to other external vibrators.

Also, we designed a point of sale display with a 

power gauge to show  directly to the customers how

powerful it is.

Will there be an iGino 2 in the future? 

Anne Mauri: Yes, there will be a new iGino, but it’s still 

top secret!

Will there maybe also be something completely different

from your company? 

Anne Mauri: We love the iGino and its technology, but

yes, we are considering to create something completely

different as well.

With new products coming out every day, do you see

the danger of being overlooked by the market? 

Anne Mauri: Yes, but in a market where it’s not easy to

 innovate and where the main products that are coming

out every day are more or less  the same, we have

 realised a product with an exclusive technology.

What's most important to make an innovation stand out? 

Anne Mauri: To make sure that the innovation addresses

a human need and serves it in the best way possible.

The iGino is a product whose look and feel are different

from most toys on the market today. Do you think that

the market needs more unique products like yours, even

though their development might be riskier than the

 “standard” toy?

Anne Mauri:  If you want to be different, you already

know that it will be a hard road, but we believe that

 innovation and new ideas are the future, and the effort is

worth it if you're realising your dreams.

I N T E R V I E W
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.................

We believe in the power of

 innovation and we work hard every

day with the  ambition to became the 

game changers in the sex toy industry.”

................................ 

“

The iGino one
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Why did you decide to turn your consumer sex toy

company into a vibration technology licensing

company?

Robin Elenga: We founded Revel Body based on an

 observation that all the battery-powered products in the

market used the same vibration motors which caused

them to feel very similar and to have the same issues that

consumers dislike. It turns out that these same motors are

also used in many other applications that require vibration;

mobile phones, video game controllers, and many other

consumer and industrial products. While in the market, we

have continued to develop our motor technologies to

 increase performance (power and vibration range) and

to remove the many issues that plague current technology

including cost, limited performance, power output,

 efficiency, noise, etc. We have made some stunning
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Revel Body ONE and Revel Body SOL – these sonic vibrators are undoubtedly milestones in

the evolut ion of v ibrators.  Nonetheless,  the company behind these products,  Revel Body,

has decided not to produce any more products of their  own. Instead, they want to focus

enti rely on the development of new vibrat ion technologies which wi l l  then be offered to

 l icensing par tners to use in their  products.  Robin Elenga, the founder and CEO of Revel

Body, explained the reasons for this change of st rategy in our EAN inter view.

“There is a lot of interest in core
technologies like ours.”

 progress in terms of power output, efficiency, size and

cost. We now build the world’s most efficient and powerful

vibration motors. We have battery-powered motors that

produce the same vibration output as the Hitachi wand

on 2.4volts compared to 110v for the Hitachi. While we will

miss all of the amazing people in the sexual wellness

space, we will continue to license or technology to leading

companies therein, so we will still be a part of it, just behind

the scenes. Our technology brand is RevelHMI and

 products with our technology inside will be labelled with

TrueSonic Technology branding.

What kind of technologies are we talking about here?

Robin: We are focused on linear resonating motor

 technology. Our first generation was in the Revel Body

Sonic Vibrators, but we now have several other classes of

motors that enable some really interesting new products.

We have focused a lot of development effort on improving

vibration performance as well as cutting costs. We have

pushed vibration performance, power and vibration range

beyond what has been seen before, with some very quiet,

small and reliable actuators. We have also focused on

cutting costs and have developed some innovative ways

to implement these high-performance motors with costs

that match existing technology.

Some information about our  technology can be found at

 http://revelhmi.com.

Will you develop and market these technologies yourself,

or could you also imagine working with and for  other

 producers?

Robin Elenga chronicles the transformation of Revel Body into a vibration technology licensing company

I N T E R V I E W
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Robin Elenga wants to support the industry’s transition

towards the mainstream market with modern vibration technology

exclusive
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Robin: We will focus internally on

 developing vibration technologies.

We will work with licensing partners to

 productize these technologies into a

large variety of products from

 pleasure products to mobile phones.

We have several ready to go products

which we will license out as well as a

series of vibration actuators that can

be used to develop some really

game changing new products.

We are looking for partners who can

market these products now.

Are you going to acquire patents and

technologies from other companies?

Robin: We are on the cutting edge

developing this technology and there

is not a lot of interesting patents that

are out there of any quality, so we will

remain focused on our own patents

unless we find something interesting.

Is there great demand for 'naked'

technologies? So far, people seem

to have focussed on complete

 products?

Robin: There is a lot of interest in core

technologies like ours. If you look at

mobile phones, the new features are

enabled by new technologies like

ours. Our motors for these applications

will be much smaller so they enable

much thinner and smaller  phones with

smaller battery  requirements. But

 because we can provide much

 better  vibration (more power, broader

range of vibration, etc.), our techno-

logy will enable HD  Haptics which is

the third wave of  human machine

 interaction,  behind video and sound

 interfaces. None of the current  vibrator

motors on the market can support the

requirements of HD Haptics. In the

pleasure product world, we continue

to think that the primary   be-

nefit of a vibrator is  vibration,

and we can  provide much

 better vibration, with less

 consumer  issues, so we think

that our technology will drive

 tremendous  value for our

 licensor in this market. The

market for vibration motors

and drivers that we are

 entering is about $5.6B

 annually now and will move

to $12B in 2020. Our soluti-

ons win on size, performance and

cost, so we feel pretty good about.

What will you do to protect your

 technologies? Will you have your

 inventions patented?

Robin: Yes, we have multiple patents

granted and many more in progress

world-wide. We are moving into the

mobile device world, which requires

a much higher level of strategy

around patents. This is a core focus

of our team.

What will happen to the products that

are already on the market?

Robin: We sold out of Revel Body SOL

shortly after we won the AVN Award

for Technology in January. We are

now completely sold out. We are

 continuing to sell our remaining

 inventory of other products as we

 transition to being a licensing

 company. We do have two amazing

sex toy  products that are ready for

production which we will license.  We

will also work to put our technology in

future  products in the future. So, we

will be back.

So will you never launch a

 complete product again?

Robin: Probably not, we will focus

on licensing.

What role do you want your new

 technologies to play in the sex toy

market of tomorrow?

Robin: We want to help transition the

industry from its porno/seedy,

 commodity-copycat sex toy past

where everything is the same, to a

mainstream world of high-quality

pleasure products that really

 improve people’s lives in a drama-

tic, almost medically effective way.

We think our technology will help our

licensing  partner launch amazing

new products that will change

everything from how people view

these products, how people talk

about them and how they purchase

them. Our tech nology will enable

real brand  awareness and

 mainstream  penetration. We think

we will be able to power a major

leap in market share while also

 expanding the market in  general.

R O B I N  E L E N G A

.................

We will focus on

 licensing.”

................................ “

Sold out: Revel Body SOL
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Congratulations on your anniversary. How many years

have you been running this business?

Daniel Amneklev: Thanks! – Actually, this anniversary was

for our store in Norrköping, Sweden, which we moved from

another location in October 2012. At the same time, we

made a big change in design, ect. So it was like a     re-

opening for Intima three years ago. But we have been in

the business for about 18 years now.
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Daniel Amneklev, owner of Swedish retai l  company Int ima, wanted to offer his customers

something truly special on the anniversary of his Nor rköping-based store: Puma Swede,

 arguably the countr y’s most popular porn star,  dropped by for a vis i t ,  s igning copies of

her book as wel l  as her recent sex toy col lect ion. EAN asked Daniel for an inter view, and

apar t f rom Puma Swede’s appearance, we also talked about the cur rent s i tuat ion in the

Swedish erot ic market and the success of this store in Nor rköping.

“I t was fun and
 successful for us.”

Did you come up with special promotions for your

 customers?

Daniel Amneklev: We filled the store with a lot of new

 products we had found at eroFame a couple of weeks

earlier, and of course, there were a lot of great deals.   

Did you advertise your anniversary beforehand? In local

newspapers perhaps?

Intima celebrate their anniversary with Puma Swede

Daniel Amneklev, the owner of

the Intima store in Norrköping, Sweden

I N T E R V I E W
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exclusive
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Daniel Amneklev: On the day of the

anniversary, Puma Swede, the

 Swedish porn star, visited us to meet

her fans. Puma was in our store and

signed her book and her new toys

from the Puma Swede  Collection.

 Before that, we had  commissioned a

little radio spot with Puma and a little

video clip that we used online on

 Facebook and Youtube. It was fun

and successful for us.

How is it going for the erotic retail in

Sweden at the moment?

Daniel Amneklev: I really don’t hear

that much from other stores in

 Sweden, but I hear from other people

in the business that some of our

 colleagues in the business had it

rough in the past year. Business was

really great during this summer,

though,  because it was bad weather

in Sweden. For our business, it has

been a good year so far, however,

our online sales have decreased du-

ring the last 12 months, but we are

working hard to change that.

It is not always easy being an erotic

retailer. Did you ever regret going into

the adult industry?

Daniel Amneklev: It´s not always

easy to work in this business. I haven't

really regretted that I started in this

business nearly 18 years ago, but of

course, there are times when you ask

yourself why you still work in the

 industry. 

In your opinion, what are the biggest

changes we’ve seen in the erotic

 retail segment in recent years?

Daniel Amneklev: Actually, I don't

think that anything has changed in

the last years. 

How has your clien-

tele changed over

the years?

Daniel Amneklev:

You could see over

the course of the last

few years that the

costumers search for

higher quality and

products that are

made of better

 materials, for exam-

ple silicone. We also

see that men search for more sex

toys for themselves, not just a doll or

a masturbating sleeve. Even men

want to have more fun products

that offer high quality, for example

Fleshlights, Bathmates, and prostate-

 stimulating-toys. 

Do you think that the Swedish

people are more accepting of

 erotic  products, or are there still

 certain taboos? How will the Swe-

dish society develop in that regard?

Daniel Amneklev: There is still a

long way to go with the Swedish

people. There are a lot of people

who are not accepting sex toys

and other  products that we carry

in our assortment, but we can see

that things are going in the right

direction.

Which products are in high de-

mand right now? Is there a trend

towards a certain line of products?

Daniel Amneklev: This year is the

 “Womanizer year”. The Womanizer

has been a great success for our

 company and of course a great

thing for the ladies in Sweden. We

have  never had a product in in

that price range that sold so well.

You run an online shop in addition to

your walk-in businesses. How  well-

 accepted is e-commerce in Sweden

and how important is it for you? What

is the ratio between online and

 stationary sales?

Daniel Amneklev: I think that an

omni-channel approach is good in

this business. Many of our costumers

see interesting products in our online

shop, then pay us a visit in the store

and buy the product here. And some

people visit the store, but because of

their need for discretion, they order

the products in the online shop

 instead.

Because our online sales have

 decreased during the last 12 months,

the brick and mortar store is more

 important for us at the moment.

About four years ago, our online shop

accounted for about 70% of busi-

ness, but now it’s the other way round.

Do you think, that buying erotic

 products online is more appealing to

a younger audience or is the custo-

mers age range spread evenly in

walk-in stores and online shop?

Daniel Amneklev: It is really hard to

tell, but I think that it’s evenly spread in

the online shop and the store.

D A N I E L  A M N E K L E V

Porn star Puma Swede signed

products from her own sex toy collection
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eroFame part III

Eric Idema (EDC Internet)

More and more Chinese

 companies are to be found

at the convention and

 certain areas already have

the nickname 'China Town'.”“
The Eropartner stand was a popular

destination for many eroFame visitors

HOT took home

two EAN Awards

Christian Carstens (Ledick Filmhandel)

with Wieland Hofmeister (eroFame)
BMS Factory’s PalmPower line won the

award for ”Best Product Line – Category Love Toys“
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E V E N T

Sophia Sanchez (Joylux)

eroFame was such a delight

and a complete success  

for us as a first time

 exhibitor unveiling our

first product.” “
Full house – the eroFame Oktoberfest

is a highlight every year

Won two awards: Mister B

The team of Doc Johnson celebrated winning an award

in the category “Most Comprehensive Product Line”

Definitely one of the most extraordinary

products at eroFame: PULSE (Hot Octopuss)
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E V E N T

Randal Withers (M.D. Science Lab)

I do not think adding the hour

at the end provided value and

think we would be better with

the old schedule.” “
w w w. e a n - o n l i n e . c o m  •  1 1 / 2 0 1 5152 

Just like in previous years, Pipedream hosted

a party at Hugo’s, one of the top bars in Hanover

blewit! is an

innovative masturbator

Winning an EAN Award was

the icing on the cake for Cobeco

EDC brought their new private brand EasyToys

to Hanover and it was met with great interest

The award for “Brand of the Year“ was bestowed upon

Fleshlight - Miguel Capilla enjoyed the moment
Sophia and Shelley (Joylux)
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E V E N T

Mo Shaikh (Rouge Garments)

Oktoberfest was great again.

But I think it’s time to get

another DJ.” “
New products galore at LELO

Bathmate‘s Tim Brown and John Oakes with

their award for the Hydrodouche line

Happy award winners:

Sylvain Séguin and Mannon Vallée (Shunga)

Cassie Pendleton and

Jessica Drake (Wicked Sensual Care)

Huda Lutz (EAN) handing Nick Orlandino (Pipedream)

the Awards for “Businessman of the Year“ and ”Best US Manufacturer“

Ildiko Neder und

Thomas Hahn (MySize)
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E V E N T

Mercedes Shields 

(Kevco Wholesale)

Due to the success of the show

it is helping our expansion  

into Europe!”“The womanizer‘s

success story continues

Wim Bos (Mister B) received a

special award for his life’s work

These two met at the Oktoberfest 2013 – and

as you can see, they are still happy together

Thijs (Eropartner)

and the eroFame angels
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Anna Schoutsen 

(Cobeco Pharma)

We received a lot of  

positive feedback.” “Made sure no one went thirsty

at eroFame – Badru, the cocktail master

After winning the EAN Award, Svakom can now

proudly call themselves the “Most Innovative Company“
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Mara Epstein  (Maia Toys)

We look forward to next  

year!” “
Alain Elmaleh presented new products

from his popular Nobu line in Hanover

E V E N T

The EAN Awards for “Distributor of the Year“

and “Best Logistics“ went to Eropartner Distribution

Zero tolerance for copyists 

Attended eroFame for the first time

this year: Marta Majada and her Nuei brand

Hans Nussbaum (Oktana GmbH/Goldlight)

received one of the coveted awards

Henrique and Juliano de Oliveira (Conasia)

Manolo Martinez Coll, Elizabeth Vela Moreno,

and Roberto Conejero Selva (Grutinet)
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Questions & Answers  

Is the Italian enjoyment of life especially suited for

creating sex toys?

Lucio Majelli: Yes, we love the good things in life :)

What was your childhood ambition?

Lucio Majelli: I wanted to be a famous actor...

How did you get into the sex toy industry?

Lucio Majelli: I was very stressed from my job. I was

the marketing chief of an important automotive

brand. I was always sad... So I decided to ask an

agency to find a new, fun job for me. They proposed

MSX, and after three interviews I began working with

Andrea and Simone.

If you weren’t in this industry, what would you be doing

now? 

Lucio Majelli: Oh, I love 3D modelling...

What was the biggest step in your career?

Lucio Majelli: When I started thinking positively,

 everything started to change. I became a good 

160

I f  you are unhappy with your job, sometimes

there is  only one solut ion: Cal l  i t  quits and

star t over. That’s what Lucio Majell i  did when

he real ised that his job in the automobile

industr y was no longer making him happy.

For tunate ly  fo r  us ,  he entered the erot ic

 indus t r y  to  become the eCommerce

 specia l i s t  fo r  I ta l ian company MSX.  We

 inter viewed him for the latest edit ion of our

Monthly Mayhem.

Lucio Majelli

Lucio Majelli (right side)

at eroFame with Rocco Siffredi

exclusive
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Who would you consider your role

model and why? 

Lucio Majelli: Somebody who

loves life. Somebody who unders-

tood that separation is an illusion

and unity is the only truth.

Imagine you have been asked to

award a medal to someone.

Who’s the lucky winner?

Lucio Majelli: My father: He left his

job to become a farmer. He

changed his life!

Which personal success are you

proud of? 

Lucio Majelli: I did everything with

my own power. I didn't take the

easy way to do the things. Even

when I was close to a big goal, I

refused to take shortcuts because

I was not in peace with myself.

What do you particularly like about

yourself?

Lucio Majelli: If I can, I help every-

body.

Which vice could you never

 forgive? 

Lucio Majelli: Pizza...

What song do you sing in the  shower? 

Lucio Majelli: Lemon tree

M O N T H L Y  M A Y H E M

communicator and I found the

right jobs for my career.

Where do you see yourself in 10

years’ time?

Lucio Majelli: In a country house

with a powerful internet con-

nection, working from home.

How do you envisage the future of

the sex toy industry? 

Lucio Majelli: In creativity we trust,

please let's find something diffe-

rent!

What is your idea of a perfect wor-

king day? 

Lucio Majelli: I think that friendship

is a good way to do a good job.

If people are happy they will be

more productive.

7:00 Tasty breakfast

8:00 Briefing together

11:00 Check 

11:15 Break

13:00 Light lunch

14:00 Check. Moment of motiva-

tion ...

16:15 Feedback from the staff

17:00 Go home!

How do you relax after work?

Lucio Majelli: Meditating, Walking,

Drawing...

Who would you never ever like to

see naked? 

Lucio Majelli: My bosses! :)

With whom would you like to go to

the cinema and what film would

you watch? 

Lucio Majelli: Meryl Streep; wat-

ching The House of the Spirits

 together. 

You have a month’s holiday. Where

would you go?

Lucio Majelli: Tibet, Sri Lanka,

 Bhutan.

Which three things would you take

with you to a deserted island?

Lucio Majelli: My partner, a writing

set, my family.

If you could swap lives with some-

body for a day, who would it be?

Lucio Majelli: Tim Burton.

Is there anything you would never

do again?

Lucio Majelli: Believe that I can’t do

something.

Do you have some good advice

you want to share with our readers? 

Lucio Majelli: Save money, have a

short memory, always smile.

................

When I started thinking  positively,

everything started to change.“

...........................“
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